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Venice:

USD to honor Christine Schanes for
her 'Children Helping Poor' organization
BY VINCE ECHAVARIA
A Venice woman who has
been active in efforts to help poor
and homeless children and adults
through a program she founded
with her children is being honored by her alma mater.
Christine Schanes will be
given the Bishop Charles Franc
Buddy Humanitarian Award Sa
urday, April 21st, by the _University of San Diego (USD) - the
university from which she earned
a bachelor's degree in 1969.
The award is named after one
of USD's co-founders.
Schanes and her two children,
Chrissy and Patrick, are the
founders of Children Helping
Poor and Homeless People, an
educational outreach program
conducted by children and teens
with adults as advisors.
The program, founded in
1987, directs services to combat
poverty, hunger and homelessness through hands-on learning
and community service projects
for volunteers of all ages.
University of San Diego officials said the school has chosen
to honor Schanes with the humanitarian award because she is
someone who has made a difference in the lives of poor and
homeless people in her community.
"Christine truly exemplifies
USD's goal of creating graduates
who are not just prepared for the
world but prepared to. change it,"
said Martin Kaplan, University
of San Diego director of Alumni
Relations. "The organization she
and her children created has positively impacted the lives of hundreds of needy children and
adults, and we are very proud to

honor her."
Schanes said she was " very
grate ' o receive the humani, adding that the
taria
help bring attention to
ho
rtance of what she does
p poor and homeless chiland adults.
"I said that I would only accept it on behalf of our organization," Schanes said of the award.
The primary goal of Children
Helping Poor and Homeless People is to help end hunger, poverty
and homelessness through education, Schanes said.
· The program aims to provide
food and the necessities of life to
children and their families, as
well as to prevent them from becoming homeless, she said.
Children Helping Poor _a nd
Homeless People, which started
in Venice and is now active in
five states, also tries to provide
community service opportunities
for people of all ages, she said.
"We're one of the few organizations that encourage hands-on
participation by children of all
ages," Schanes said.
By working with adults as advisors in the program, the youths
are able to get involved in trying
to solve the problems of homelessness and poverty, she said.
Many of the youths who begin
participating in the program as
children continue to take part as
adults, she added.
The organization includes 13
different programs and it partners
with the Santa Monica-Malibu
Unified School District, the Beverly Hills School District, public
and private schools, churches,
temples, scout troops, community groups, companies, families

CHRISTINE SCHANE$

and individuals.
The educational outreach program works with students from
over 200 schools in California.
Schanes said the program is
currently expanding to assist
more children and their families .
Children Helping Poor and
Homeless People has received
letters of support from several
elected officials, including President George W. Bush, former
President George H.W. Bush and
Senator Diane Feinstein.
Schanes is to 111 receive the
Bishop Charles Francis Buddy
Humanitarian Award at the USO
Alumni Honors Celebration,
which honors outstanding graduates in the areas of career and
athletic achievement, contributions to humanitarian causes and
volunteer service to USD.
Information about Children
Helping Poor and Homeless People, (800) 333-4349.
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USD set to honor
By ELIZABETH MALLO
Monday. April 16, 2007
The Universi of San Ie o will honor three prominent alumni with the Author E. Hughes Award for Career
Achievement at a ga a inner next weekend .
Rebecca C. Smith, director of community relations at High Tech High ; Linda 0. Urden, executive director of
Nursing Quality, Education and Research at Palomar Pomerado Health and Leonard Armato, commissioner of
the Association of Volleyball Professionals Inc., will each receive the award on April 21.
"Our honorees represent many different fields but they have all used their education and followed their passions
to positively transform the organizations and the lives of individuals that they represent, " said Martin Kaplan,
director of Alumni Relations at USO. "They have brought great credit and distinction to USO and we are very
proud to honor them ."
The USO Alumni Honors celebration is an evening of dinner, tributes, and dancing honoring outstanding
graduates in the areas of career and athletic achievement, contributions to humanitarian causes and volunteer
service to USO. This year's celebration , themed the "University of San Diego in a Whole New Light" will also
spotlight the university's new logos and visual identity that were introduced late last year.
Smith , who earned a master' s degree in educational counseling from USO in 1993, joined the charter school
development organization in 2000. She established its Manpower Academic Internship Program, which now has
more than 200 participating employers, including Qualcomm Inc. and lnvitrogen . This spring the first group of 13
High Tech High graduates, including one from USO, will receive college degrees.
Urden is the author of two nursing textbooks that are used in numerous undergraduate and graduate programs in
the United States and abroad.
After earning a law degree from USO in 1978, Armato went on to represent some of the world's most notable
athletes, including Shaquille O'Neal and Hakeem Olajuwon. In 1996, he negotiated what was at the time the
largest contract in sports history, when O'Neal signed a multi-year deal with the Los Angeles Lakers for $120
million. In 2001, he turned his marketing savvy to beach volleyball, acquiring the AVP Pro Beach Volleyball Tour.
As commissioner and chief executive officer of the AVP, Armato consolidated the men's and women's tours and
unified in one association more than 200 of the top players in the world . Under his leadership, the AVP has seen
growth in the number of events, attendance and sponsorship support.
The other Hughes honorees for career achievement this year are Ali Reza Arabnia, president and CEO of
Gecofin , S.p.A., a leading industrial firm based in Rome, Italy and Timothy Luberski , president of Hidden Villa
Ranch in Fullerton.
Christine Schanes, founder of Children Helping Poor and Homeless People , an educational outreach program in
Venice , Calif. , will receive the Bishop Charles Francis Buddy Award for humanitarian service. Jean Miller, a
volunteer and supporter of USO and the Associated Alumnae of the Sacred Heart for nearly 50 years, will
receive the Mother Rosalie Clifton Hill award for commitment and service to USO. The two awards are named for
USD's co-founders.
Jebediah Dougherty, an Academic All-American in football and baseball , and Jose L. Noriega, a four-time NCAA
All American in tennis, will be inducted into the Chet and Marguerite Pagni Family Athletic Hall of Fame.
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The !Jniversity of San Oie,Co will honor Leonard Armato, a 1978 graduate of the USO School of Law, with the
Author E. Hughes Award or career achievement April 21 .
Armato has used his law degree to build a successful career in sports representation and marketing . In 1996,
Armato negotiated the largest contract in sports history at the time when Shaquille O'Neal signed a multi-year
deal with the Los Angeles Lakers for $120 million. His "brand building formula" helped transform Shaq into a
worldwide icon.
"Leonard is a true pioneer in legal and professional representation in the sports and entertainment world and we
are very proud to honor him," said Martin Kaplan, director of alumni relations at USO.
Armato took his knack for "brand building" to athletic gear, representing footwear companies L.A. Gear and Fila
International and working with stars like Paula Abdul and Heather Locklear.
In 2001 , he acquired the AVP Pro Beach Volleyball Tour. As commissioner of the AVP , Armato consolidated the
men's and women's tours, unifying more than 200 of the top players in the world . Under his leadership, the AVP
has witnessed dramatic growth in the number of events, attendance, and sponsorship support.
He lives in Manhattan Beach with his wife, Holly McPeak, a three-time beach volleyball Olympian, and his two
children .
The USO Alumni Honors Celebration honors outstanding graduates in the areas of career and athletic
achievement, contributions to humanitarian causes and volunteer service to USO. The event begins at 5:30 p.m.
in the Jenny Craig Pavilion. For information, visit sandiego .edu/alumnihonors or call (619) 260-4819.
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High Tech High
recei ve USD
munity relations
will be honor~,.__ __.
University of San Di$i8.
Smith joined the mnovative charter school development organization
in 2000 and established it.s Manpower
Academic Internship Program, which
now has more than 200 participati ng
employers, including Qualcomm . Inc.
and Invitrogen. This spring, the first
group of 13 High Tech High graduates
will receive college degrees.
Filipino-A merican,
Smith, a
-earned a master's degree in educational counseling from USD in 1993. She
will receive the Author E. -Hughes
Award for Clµ'eer Achievement from
the School of Leadershi p and
Education Sciences.
Smith has also been a television

of
host
a wa rd-winnin g
PBS
"C ar ee r
Advantage." She
' \
actively
is
involved with the
Asian Business Association of San
Diego and the San Diego County ·
Hispanic Chamber of Commerce.
The USD Alumni Honors
Celebration is a gala evening of dinner, tributes, and dancing honoring
out.standing graduates in the areas of
career and athletic achievement, contributions t.o humanita rian causes
and volunteer service t.o USD. The
event begins at 5:30 p.m. in the Jenny
Craig Pavilion. Fbr more information,
visit www.sand iego.edu/a lumnihono rs
·
or call 619-260-4819.
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University of San ·eeo will host
a USD Alumni Honors elebration
on Saturday, April 21, to honor
High Tech High's Rebecca C. Smith.
The event will take place at the
Jenny Graig Pavillion at USD,
Smith said. The USD alumni will
recognize Smith's work in the field
of education. Smith established the
Manpower Academic Internship
program at High Tech High, 2861
Womble Road.
The reception begins at
5:30 p.m., followed by dinner and
the program at 6:15 p.m. An afterparty is scheduled to begin at
9:30 p.m., according the event
schedule.
Smith, a USD School of Education alumna, received her master's
degree in 1993 from what is now
known as the School of Leadership
and Education Sciences at USD.
The USD Alumni Honors will
recognize Smith's work in the community stemming from her skills
to connect students with college
and employme nt opportunit ies,
she said.
"I really want students to be

open to opportunit ies that help
them find•what it is they're supposed to do," Smith said.
Smith has been working with
High Tech High since 2000, when
she establishe d the Manpower
Academic Internship Program, she
said. The innovative internship
program offers a different
approach to help students gain
real-world experience and forge
important network connections,
she said.
Smith works with as many as
120 students and more than 200
local employers who open their
businesses to High Tech High students on Tuesdays and Thursdays,
Smith said.
Students participate in the program during that crucial junior
year as they prepare for college,
Smith said.
Smith has worked with internship programs at USD, UCSD and
the San Diego Community College
· trict. The intent is for students
an early start in the profesfield to find their true - yet
· ·c - passion, she said.
The program helps students find
the appropriate resources that will
lead them toward their true calling, she said. Smith also routinely
incorporates guest speakers from
professional fields like journalism,
advertising and television studio
production in her lectures to stu- j
dents, she said.
Smith is a member the Asian
Business Association, the Hispanic
Chamber of Commerce, The Rock
Church at Liberty Station and
works with many other organiza- I
tions, she said. She participated in
the filming of a television pilot that
teaches
immigrant
women
entreprene urial skills, she said.
Founded in 2000, High Tech I
High combines personalized, project-based education with innovative programs like the Manpower
Academic Internship Program,
according to High Tech High's Web
site. The school targets low academic achieveme nt and student
disengagement that plague traditional schools, the Web site states.
Tickets for the USD Alumni Honors Celebration are $150 per person or $1,500 for a table of 10. For
additional information about Saturday's recognition program, visit
www.sandiego.edu/alumni.
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Filipino Times Magazine
honors outstanding Filipino Americans of their
contributions to humanitarian causes;
volunteer service and efforts in promoting
economic empowerment, social development
and healthy lifestyles for a better
quality of life!

R ebecca

C. Smith

Rec ipient of the Author E. Hughes Award for Career Achievement
School of Le ade rship and Education Sciences
sity of San Dieg o.

HIGH TECH HIGH OFFIC IAL RECEIV E
USD ALUM NI AWARD

s include the College of Arts and Sciences and the
Is of Business Adm in istration, Education, Law and
si ng and Health Sciences. -e nd- Contact: Li z Harman
619-260 - 4682 Harman @san diego.edu •

Rebecca C. Smith, director of commu nity rel atio ns
Tech High , was honored at the lLniversity of San Diego .
Smith joined the innovative charter school developmen t
organization in 2000 and establish ed its Manpower
Acade mic Internship Program which now has more than
200 participating employers, including Qualcomm Inc. and
Invitrog en . This spring, the first group of 13 High Tech
High graduates will receive college degrees.
" Rebec ca 's work at High Tech High has helped open the
door to success and achievemen t for hundreds of students," said Martin Kaplan, director of Alumn i Relations
at USD . "She exemplifies USD's mission of excel lence and
public service and we are very proud to ho nor her."
Smith, a Filipino-American, earned a master's de gree in
educatio nal counseling from USO in 1993. She w ill receive
the Autho r E. Hughes Award for Career Ach ieve ment from
the Scho ol of Leadership and Education Sciences.
Smith has also been a television host of the award-winning
PBS series "Career Advantage." She is acti ve ly i nvo lve d
with the Asian Business Associ ation of San Diego and the
San Die go County Hispanic Chamber of Comme rce.
Smith lives in Mission Hills with her husband Jimmy Smith
and her eight-year-old son Ezra.
The US O Alumni Honors Celebration is a gala evenin g of
dinner, tributes, and dancin g honoring outstandin g graduates in t he areas of career and athletic achie ve ment, contributions to humanitarian causes and vo lu nteer service
to USD . Th e event begins at 5:30 p.m. in the Jenny Craig
Pavilion . For more inform ation, visit www.sandiego.ed u/
alumnih onors or call (619) 260-4819.
The Un iversity of San Diego is a Catholic instit ution of
higher learning chartere d in 1949; the school enrolls approxim ately 7,500 students and is known for its commi tment to tea ching, the liberal arts, the formation of val ues
and community service. The establishmen t of the Joan B.
Kroc School of Peace Studies will bring the University 's total number of schoo ls and colleges to six. Other academic

From 11am t o 2pm ONLY TUES & WED

from Traditional Dishes to fine Cuisine
VILLA MANILA serves _you the best with emphasis
on tresh produce, 9ualit_y meats and imported authentic
herbs, spices and condiments trom the fhilippines.
Traditional cooking st_yles and techni9ues so t_ypical
ot f iii pi no hometown cooking is the wa_y we prepare
our dishes. However, we have adjusted and adapted to
the western a ppetite as well. We will delight _you with a
plateful ot mo uth-watering goodies. Just sit down and
relax. Indulge and savor f ilipino cuisine at its finest.
T ulo_y Fo Ka_yo! VILLA MANILA opens its doors to
_you, ourvalued patrons, that _you ma_y experience the pleasure and delight ot filipino hospitalit_y and tine cuisine.

el : (619) 477-8512
Nancy Mendoza - Owner
500 E. 8th Street
National City, CA 91950
( located at the Old Schoolhouse Square )

email: info@villamanila.com

T'llce f!Ur tlm - 11ttnk • lot
11,a,,k of eve~lftS you've 9ot

ttwdl ttdl beth tetomonow
lat yoar clNlmt • ~ not I
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cognizes Alumni
Two

Jean Miller

by~
Rebecca
Smjth
received the Author E.
Hughes Award for

Career Achlevement.
She earned a master's degree in educational counseling from USD in 1993, is director of commuruty relations at High Tech

She joined the innovative charter
chool development organization in 200 and
established its Manpower Academic
Internship Program which now has more than
200 participatin g employers, including
Qualcomm Inc. and lnvitrogen. Thjs spring,
the first group of 13 Hjgh Tech High graduates, including one from USD, will receive
college degrees.
Jean Mjller received the Mother Rosalie
Clifton Hill Award for extraordinary service
and commjtrnent to USD. MjJJer, a co-

founder of USD, was a
member of the Society
of the Sacred Heart.
Mjller has been an
active volunteer for
nearly 50 years to both
USD and the Associated Rebecca C. Smith
AJumnae of the Sacred
Heart. She received a bachelor's degree in
sociology in 1959 and has taken a leadershlp
role on countless boards and committees in
support of USD and the Sacred Heart.
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Ken and Amber Rohl, Thelma Friedel and Taco Bell Corp. wi ll be presented with the Jade Award by the Irvine Barclay
Theatre. The award is presented to individuals who ha ve had an extraordinary impact on behalf of the Barclay through their
leadership, philanthropy and creati vity. Friedel helped charter the theate r' s founding support group, Encore Circle, in 1989,
serving two tem1s as its first president. The Roh ls have sponsored many renowned artists at the Barclay through their
family-owned company Rohl LLC. Taco Bell was one of the first donors to the campaign to build the theatre.

and cash-in

r

I'm betting on it.

This Is the team's best

season yet

on up to

$200,000
in rebates.

Fifty-three financial consultants and advisers with U.S. Bancorp Investments Inc. and U.S. Bancorp Insurance Services LLC
received the Five Star Elite President' s Club Award. Of these 2006 President 's Club honorees, Bruce Duquette of Newport
Beach was named Financial Consultant of the Year. He was chosen based on his long-tem1 client relationships, leadership
qualities and exemplary dedication to client service.

The Ducks and the

Cup

gas

Compiled by Kelly M. Ry a11

► For mo re

inlormolion
click here.

The Tustin Public Schools Foundation received the Outstanding Contributi ons to Education Award from the Orange County
Board of Edu-cation. The foundation was nominated by Tustin Unified School Dis-trict's educational services department,
in recognition of contributions made to students and schools of the district. The foundation has contributed close to $1.7
million to Tusti n Unified classrooms and programs.

(" They've got a
decent chance

1 Too earty to tell.
They've been hit or
miss of late
(" They might get
to the finals, but good
luck against Buffalo

r

Several lawyers received Judge Learned Hand awards from the American Jewish Committee. Craig Barbarosh, managing
partner of the Orange County office of Pillsbury Winthrop Shaw Pittman LLP, received the Community Service Award.
Three attorneys were recogni zed for their victory in a landlord-related pro bono case: Lise Johnson and Kelly Leggio of
Gibson , Dunn & Crutcher LLP and Lori Ginex-Orinion of Finlayson, Augustini & Williams LLP.

No . They'll cave

ear1y in the playoffs

~
l1iow..BH!i!lJ

Flnan,1►. M

Lend ing Center

Vistage International named Bob Dabic
Award. In 2006, Dabic won every Vi
Master Chair Award and the Star
exchange ideas and help one ano

then reviewed and select

o unty as the recip ient of the 2006 Robert Nourse Chair of the Year
for which he was eligible, including the Chair Excellence Award, the
e chairs lead small groups of chief executives who meet monthly to

LP in Costa Mesa were named to the annual list of Southern California Super
for their professional development and career achievement. They represent the top
bership. They are nominated by their peers, researched by Law & Politics magazine,
ice-area panels of top lawyers.

The..Univep;jty of San Djegji will honor Timothy Luberski, president of Fullerton-based Hidden Villa

Ranch. The USO
Alumni Honors Celebrations honors outstanding graduates in the areas of career and athletic development, contributions to
humanitarian causes and volunteer service. Hidden Villa has more than $ I 50 million in sales in markets including the
Pacific Rim, Mexico, South America and Eastem Europe.

Global Language Solutions Inc. re-ceived its certification as a Women's Business Enterprise by the Women's Busi ness
Enterpri se National Council. President Inna Kassatkina cofounded the company in 1994.
Santa Ana-based Harveys Industries Inc., maker of the purses made from seatbelts, celebrated its IO year anniversary.
Festivities included a ribbon cutting by Santa Ana Mayor Miguel Pulido. Dana and Melanie Harvey and their dau ghter
Marilyn were honored at the event.

(

The Costa Mesa Chamber of Commerce and South Coast Metro Alliance recognized Tom Schriber and Donahue Schriber
Realty Group Inc. for outstanding corporate leadership and community outreach at its An nual Hall of Fame Awa rds.
Schriber and his company are in volved in bettering the community through the Donahue Center. The center houses
KidsWorks, an after-school program for kids in Santa Ana. The company also supports the Orangewood Ch ildren 's Foundation's Guardian Scholars program at Califomia State Uni-vcrsity, Fullerton.

http://www.ocbj .com/archive_ article.asp?aID=2255688. 7 l 60715 .1462162.5948695 .36612 ... 4/24/2007
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EGGMAN
By Jessica C. Lee - 4/23/2007
Orange County Business Journal Staff
Which came first, Tim Luberski or the egg?
Luberski's been around eggs his entire life. Born and raised on a chicken ranch , he grew up feeding hens
and roosters and collecting eggs. The chores eventually groomed him"to hatch an egg business with more
than $130 million in yearly sales.
It wasn't his first choice to take over the family business.
"I didn 't get into this business because I really wanted to," said Luberski, who had planned to go into
finance. "It just happened ."
Luberski owns Hidden Villa Ranch, a Fullerton-based seller of eggs, dairy products, meats and produce.
The company sells DHA omega-3 fortified and organic eggs under license from brands Golden Circle
Farms and Horizon Organic.
Customers include cafeterias and restaurants, including Denny's Corp., and grocery stores such as
Safeway lnc.'s Vons and Henry's Farmers Market, part of Wild Oats Markets Inc.
Eggs make up most of Hidden Villa's U.S. business . A good chunk of its dairy products, meats and
produce are shipped to Asia, Mexico, South America and Eastern Europe.
The company owns warehouses in Yucaipa, San Jacinto, Escondido , the Inland Empire's Cherry Valley
and in Denver.
Hidden Villa owns chickens at various ranches around the country as well as processing plants. There's
also an egg carton plant in Louisiana . It has offices in Pomona and Boulder, Colo.
Hidden Villa counts about 350 workers and 50 refrigerated trucks.
The company's rivals include Minnesota's Land O'Lakes Inc., the Central Valley's NuCal Foods Inc.,
Kentucky's Sun Gold Egg Co. , U.S. Food Service Inc., part of Amsterdam's Royal Ahold NV, and Sysco
Corp. in Houston.
Organic heavyweight, Horizon Organic, part of Dallas-based Dean Foods Co ., taps Hidden Villa to sell
eggs under its brand name.
The company gets the majority of its eggs from its own chickens , which are housed all over on ranches
where it rents space. It also gets some from other farms . Hidden Villa also buys meat, dairy products and
produce from independent producers, according to Luberski.
The company works with contract carriers-trucks and boats-to move products domestically and
overseas, he said .
Started As Ranch
Luberski's father, Edward Luberski, came from Poland to Riverside and bought a chicken ranch call
Hidden Villa . There, Tim Luberski first started to help out with his family's business.
He went to a private Catholic high school in Riverside and earned a scholarship to the University of Sap
Diego 1 where he completed degrees in French and mathematics in 1973. He later went on to earn his MBA
in finance from the University of Southern California.
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Luberski said he got into the egg business by accident. He wanted to be a financial analyst for Rockwell
International. He started selling eggs to support his family after their farm went bankrupt and his father died
in 1975.
Luberski said he turned to the only business he knew to pay off his family's debt-eggs.
Sold From Truck
He said he bought eggs from ranches around Riverside County and sold them out of his truck to
businesses around the city. His Los Angeles apartment eventually became his office .
Some of his first customers included the Biltmore Hotel in downtown an6 the Beverly Hilton in Beverly
Hills.
"Here I was, this guy with an MBA, delivering eggs out of a truck to businesses in Beverly Hills," he said. "I
thought I would do the egg business until all of the debt was paid off and move onto something else."
Luberski juggled graduate school and his egg business.
He paid off his family's debt by the time he finished school in 1976, he sa id.
By 1977, Luberski said he saw that his business was growing . He bought an egg route from an
unemployed actor in the late 1970s. By 1980, he was renting a warehouse in Los Angeles.
He hired USC fraternity members and jocks to help him run his egg delivery business. Some still work for
the company.
Within a year, Luberski's business outgrew its warehouse and the company moved to Placentia, where it
was more affordable, he said.
Luberski started using refrigerated trucks for deliveries and brought eggs from the Midwest to California
and Arizona.
To grow the business, he started working with egg packagers so his company could grade and process
eggs for sale nationally.
The company also started selling other products-meat, produce, coffee and soups-to developing
countries .
It was easy for a small company such as Hidden Villa to get a foothold in other countries, Luberski said .
By 1983, Luberski's company generated a little more than $7 million in sales and employed 40 workers.
Inc. magazine flagged Hidden Villa as one of the 500 fastest growing privately owned companies in the
U.S.
Hidden Villa's egg business really took off during the 1990s, Luberski said. It's also when the company did
most of its acquisitions, he said, fueling growth .
It moved to Fullerton to create a more corporate headquarters feel, unlike what it had in Placentia. The
company's based along Harbor Boulevard in the city's lively downtown .
Slim Profits
Profits are slim in the egg business, Luberski said . The key to making money is to sell a lot of products for
a low price, he ,said .
"You have to make your profits a penny at a time," he said .
Much of the company's growth has been through acquisitions, Luberski said . Hidden Villa has bought 1Oto
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15 companies since it began, he said .
"Acquisitions are our growth strategy," Luberski said. "We 're always looking to buy small niche food
companies ."
Hidden Villa is focused on growing in the natural and orgffflic food markets, he said .
Last year, the company started selling cage-free eggs under the Wild Oats Market brand. The company
uses Virginia 's Humane Certified to verify its products.
Hidden Villa plans to sell organic meats and hopes to become the largest organic meat seller in the U.S.,
Luberski said .

Orange County Business Journal, Copyright© 2007, All Rights Reserved.
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San Diego Performing Arts Le~gue
Recognizes Vol~nteer Dolly Woo
During the San Diego Performing
Arts League's annual tribute to volunteers, Dolly Woo was recognized as the
2007 Gold Star honoree for her commitment to cultural arts in San Diego.
Woo is currently a board member for
the La Jolla Music Society and chair of
its annual festival, SummerFest.
She is also on the board for the ·
Chinese Historical Museum and is part
of Development Circle for the Union
of Pan Asian Communities. The Star
Awards' honorees are selected by a Performing Arts League member.

•••
Rebecca Smith, director of community relations at High Tech High,
and Linda Urden, executive director o
Nursing Quality, Education and Research at Palomar Pomerado Health,
were honored at the Unjyersity of San
~ with USD Alumni Awards.
Smith received the Author Hughes
Award for Career Achievement from
the School of Leadership and Education Sciences for her establishment of
High Tech High's Manpower Academic
Internship Program.
Urden received the Hughes Awards
from Microsoft Corp. Silver Gate was
the only winner in the county to win
the Ultimate Windows Vista Celebration Sweepstakes. The company said 34
schools in the nation won the award.

•••
The San Diego Art Institute and Museum of the Living Artist bas sched uled
its 49th annual International Awards
Exhibition for April 28 in Balboa Park.
Joyce M . Gattas will receive the 9th Annual Ginger Award. The award is given
in recognition of exceptional effort in the
visual arts field in Southern California.

•••

(

The Mingei International Museum
will honor Architect David Rinehart at
its 29th Anniversary Gala scheduled for
Friday, May 11 , at the Salk Institute. In
addition to serving as a trustee of the
museum, Rinehart designed the Balboa
Park location, as well as the East Building, Salk Institute for Biological Studies.

•••
Aquatic Adventures, which teaches urban youth about science, the ocean and
nature through tuition-free programs,
was featured on NBC's the "Today"
show April 16. The received a truckload

~
,
..

. _:_.:,
-~~

•

KUDOS

from USD's Hahn
School of Nursing
and Heal th Science
for her two nursing
textbooks, used in , /
undergraduate and
graduate nursing programs in the United
States and many other
countries.

•••

Stacey Bengtson

Chris Shipp, an
employee of Rowan I
Electric Inc. , has been
I
awarded the Gold
Medal in the Electric I
Craft Championship
at the Associated
Builders and Contrac- I
tors' 2007 National
1
Convention.
The competition
Joyce Glazer
places apprentices
and craft trainees nationwide in a race to
determine the top three craft people in
each trade.

•••
Silver Gate Elementary School won ·
· $25,000 worth of computer equipment
of supplies which were donated by Columbia Sportswear Company, Gen~ral
Mills, Nike, Office Depot and Sara Le~.

•••
The Grossmont Healthcare District
presented the 2007 Healthcare Hero
Awards on April 18 at a luncheon held
at Sycuan Resort and Casino. George
Dillon, William Pogue, Mary Putnam,
Ken Umbarger and Monica Zech were
honored for their dedication to the safety/
and health of others in East County.
•••
I
Girl Scouts San Diego-Imperial Coun-1
cil is scheduled to introduce San Diego's
10 Cool Women of 2007 on April 26 at I
its annual meeting at the University of I
San Diego's Joan Kroc Center for Peace
a.nd Justice.
I
This year's award recipients include
Marissa Bejarano, Janice Brown, Mary
Clark, Wendy Gillespie, Tracy Jarman,
Peggy Johnson, Carol Lam, Molly
Moores, Rana Sampson and Rhonda
Welch-Scalco.
Please send Kudos information to
Stacey Bengtson at sbengtson@sdbj.com
or San Dieg<J' philanthropist Joyce Glazer
at jglazer@sdbj.com.
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Jean Miller '59 has been named the Mother Rosalie
Service A ward recipient for 2007. This award is prese
annually to an alumnus/ a· of the University of San Diego in
recognition of his or her extraordinary service and commitment
to the University. The award will be given during the USO
Honors on Saturday, 1\pril 21, at the University of San Diego.
Congratulations Jean! For reservations call (619) 260-4819.
St. Madeleine Sophie's Center celebrated its 40 1h anniversary of
foundation with a Ruby Jubilee Ball at the Manchester Grand
Hyatt on December 2. During the festivities, the Society of the
Sacred Heart was recognized as the founder of St. Madeleine
Sophie's Center and thanked for the legacy and tradition it has
given and continues to give. Sr. Mary Marciel, R.S.C.J., who was
present for the event, had the vision at the time of the centenary
of St. Madeleine Sophie to begin this center for developmentally
disabled children, which now serves developmentally disabled
adults. Debra Turner-Emerson is the Center's current director,
and past directors include Srs. Sally Rude, R.S.C.J ., Maxine
Kraemer, R.S.C.J., Anita Lapeyre, R.S.C.J., and Franny Glasser.
A new parish in Phoenix, Arizona has been dedicated to St.
Rose Philippine Duchesne. On November 18, Srs. Kathleen
Hughes, R.S.C.J., Lisa Buscher, R.S.C.J., and Virginia Rodee,
R.S.C.J. were invited to be present for this event, which was a
proud moment for the parishioners. Sr. Hughes preached the
homily during which she mentioned Philippine's courage and
missionary zeal, virtues the new pastor and parish will need as
they build the church. Already they seemed to have caught the
spirit as they sang the hymn of Philippine before her image with
great vigor! The celebration continued at the new Sports J\rena
with a beautiful dinner at which the three Religious described how
their current ministries exemplify the calling of Philippine
Duchesne.
Rose Olivares, President of the Orange County Alumnae
Association, planned an event on Saturday, December 2, to
revitalize their chapter. The day began with mass honoring St.
Madeleine Sophie Barat and St. Rose Philippine Duchesne
celebrated by Fr. Christian Mondor at Marywood Center Chapel.
A luncheon / business meeting followed at the Foxfire Restaurant,
with several San Diego Board members in attendance.
Sr. Virginia Rodee, R.S.C.J., our own Association's Religious
Moderator, has been selected as one of three Coronado Legends,
to be honored by Soroptimist International of Coronado at their
Annual Luncheon, Saturday, May 12, 2007. Each year the club
selects women in or from the Coronado community whose lives
reflect the Soroptimist mission: to improve the lives ojivomen and girls.
Sister Rodee will be honored for making a difference in the lives
of women and girls locally, nationally and internatio nally. For
reservations call Pat Boer (619) 435-4201.

• , Herlinda Rodriguez Belcher, member of the
Imperial County Board of Education
•

Sandy Kiszla Chew, on her marriage to Paul
Phillips

•

Dr. Cheryl Willet Cox, newly elected Mayor
of Chula Vista, CJ\.

•

Emily Pugh DeCesare, on the birth of her
first great grandchild

•

Ida Degiorgio, on her retirement as a school
nurse

•

Mary Jane Zolezzi Giotta, on her June '07
retirement from teaching, 38 years with the
Anaheim school district

•

Mary Jane McManus Latino, a recent
grandmother

•

Marianne McDonald, on her full
professorship of theatre and cla ssics at UCSD

•

Sue Ellen Young Moore, on her retirement

•

Peggy Thompson, on her new position as
consultant to new music teachers for Las
Vegas schools

•

Kathleen Wollstein Whitaker whose
grandson is a third generation USO student

•

Sr. Trudy Considine, R.S.C.J., currently
residing in Oakland

•

Fran Harrington Lapetina and husband

Joh.n, relocated to Dallas, Texas
•

Eloisa Sanchez Thompson, retired, moving
home 50 miles south of the border to care for
her mother

'u'

Karen Cosgrove, former teacher at the
Convent of the Sacred Heart, El Cajon

'u' Joan Duggan, USO
'u' Mary Lou Fox, Bloomfield Hills '41
'u' Lillian U. J urika, USO '61
'u' . Sr. Mary Lou Warner, R.S.C.J. , USO '65
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AGENDA

ar and a deejay to
ss San Diego, Apr. 19, 6-9.
ntown, 619-295-8232 ext. 122.
Th e~ Alumni Honors gala
night of dinner,
tribute and dancing is Apr. 21
at 5:30. Jenn y Craig
Pavilion, USO, 5998 Alcala Park
, 619-260-4819 ;
sandiego .edu / alumnihonors
.
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HEADLINE: Hunter's son to run for dad's seat;
Marine duty to halt stumping
BYLINE: By Sean Lengell, THE WASHINGTON TIMES
BODY:

Duncan Duane Hunter's goal of winning the San Diego-area congressional seat that his father will
vacate after 14 terms has one new, major obstacle : He probably won't be able to campaign personally.
Mr. Hunter, a 30-year-old Marine who has served two tours in Iraq, last week was recalled to active
duty and expects to be in Iraq or Afghanistan when the election to replace his father, Republican
presidential aspirant Rep. Duncan Hunter, occurs.
But regardless of where his April 15 deployment orders send the artilleryman, he's still committed to
running and representing his father's longtime constituents.
"In fact it makes me want to run more than ever," Mr. Hunter said. "It seems like nobody is listening
right now to the conservative side of the war debate. I'm sure a lot of people think they're speaking the
truth when they talk about [the war], but they don't have the experience."
Mr. Hunter said growing up he had no ambition to follow the career path of his father, one of the most
conservative members of Congress over the past quarter-century.

"I'd help my dad out with his campaigns, but I didn't like politics," he said. "I mean, most pastors' kids
don't become pastors - they end up doing something totally different."
But while serving in Fallujah, Iraq, in 2004, Mr. Hunter said he had a political epiphany.

(

"It was in Iraq when I kind of decided then I'd like to keep serving [my country] in a different capacity
after my tour was up," he said. "I kind of had a change of heart about serving in politics."
Mr. Hunter will enjoy the advantage of sharing a name with his father, who won re-election in
November with 65 percent of the vote.
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"His dad is very popular - he was going to hold that seat for as long as we wanted," said Tony Krvaric,
chairman of the Republican Party of San Diego County. "So his son's name recognition is huge. He'll
get by default a lot of votes from people that don't pay attention much to politics and think they're
voting for his father."
Sons succeeding their fathers in Congress is not unique. The latest example is Rep. Gus Bilirakis,
Florida Republican, who in November won the Tampa, Fla.-area seat that his retiring father, Michael,
had held since 1983.
Mr. Hunter downplays the advantage he'll receive as the son of a presidential candidate and popular
congressman.
"I'm going to have to earn the votes and respect of the voters like everybody else," he said. "It's just like'
a promotion - you have to earn it."
Names aren't the only similarities between the Hunters. The son says he shares most of his father's
conservative political beliefs, including strong support for the military, national security and building a
fence or wall along the Mexican border.
"We don't see eye to eye on everything, but on the big issues, yes, we're almost exactly the same," the
younger Mr. Hunter said.
Mr. Hunter said his experience in the Marines also gives him an excellent perspective to serve as a
lawmaker during wartime.

"Serving the men and women in the Marine Corps, you see how wonderful they are, and I'd like to go
on helping them out," he said. "I've had some interesting experiences over there."
Whoever survives the June 3, 2008, Republican primary in Southern California's staunchly conservative
52nd District, home to thousands of active and retired military, is expected to easily win the general
election in November.
Mr. Krvaric said as many as a dozen Republicans may file to run.
"There have been so many people waiting for that district to come open," he said. "E
themselves as a congressman; every city council member - everybody."
With Mr. Hunter's name recognition and military background, he's a "picture per
candidate to
succeed his father, said Patrick Drinan, political science professor at the University of San Diego.
"It's too early to tell if he'll win, but it's his race to lose," Mr. Drinan said.
Mr. Drinan added that if Mr. Hunter wins the seat and his father fails in his presidential bid, don't
expect the son to tum the seat back to his father.
"Hunter has been in Congress a long time and this would be a way to set up his son" in a political
career, Mr. Drinan said.
Mr. Hunter says he will work full time on his campaign until his deployment with the Marines.
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"I'll be working from the ground up and basically taking nothing for granted," he said. "It's going to be
a tough fight for us to get elected, but we're to try it out."

GRAPHIC: Rep. Duncan Hunter, California Republican and presidential hopeful, plans to leave his
congressional seat when his term is up . His son, Duncan Duane Hunter, is running in the June 2008
primary for the Republican bid. The younger Hunter's campaign will be truncated by a Marine
deployment in April. [Photo by Mary F. Calvert/The Washington Times]
LOAD-DATE: April 9, 2007
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HEADLINE: New State Push to Restrict Abortions May Follow Ruling
BYLINE: By KIRK JOHNSON; Dan Frosch contributed reporting from Denver.
DATELINE: DENVER, April 19
BODY:

Both sides of the abortion debate expect a new push for restrictions as state lawmakers around the
country digest the implications of the Supreme Court decision Wednesday upholding a federal ban on a
type of abortion.
But such legislation could face headwinds in states where voters in the last election sent large numbers
of Democrats -- many of them abortion rights advocates -- into office for the first time.
Seventeen houses or senates in the states shifted position on abortion after the November elections -- 15
toward more abortion rights and 2 toward greater restrictions -- according to an analysis by Naral ProChoice America. The group says six new governors supporting abortion rights were elected, compared
with one who had voiced strong views against abortion.
"Something this drastic is going to energize both sides," said Katherine Grainger, the director of the
state program at the Center for Reproductive Rights, an abortion rights legal advocacy group based in
New York. The organization represented some of the doctors involved in the Supreme Court case
decided Wednesday.
The reasoning of both the court's majority opinion upholding the restrictions and the dissent gave
encouragement to opponents of abortion. The ruling, they said, will bolster their argument that the
issues raised by abortion -- among them defining fully informed consent by women who want to end
pregnancies and the question of when a fetus feels pain -- are legitimate topics for state legislation.
"The case does not give us a new issue, it reinforces the issue and gives us an opportunity to use it,"
said Mary S. Balch, the director of for state legislation at the National Right to Life Committee.
Ms. Balch and other legislative experts said that North Dakota, Missouri, Georgia, South Carolina,
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Texas and Alabama, where legislators are still meeting and anti-abortion legislation is on the table,
were probably the places to watch for now .
(

Only hours after the Supreme Court's ruling, a lawmaker in Alabama introduced a measure that would
ban almost all abortions in the state. Most states have adjourned their legislatures for the year or p
the deadline for introducing new bills.
Some scholars of the abortion debate say that all the tilting and jousting of politics and the
legal issues raised by the Supreme Court in upholding, by a 5-to-4 vote, the federal Parti
Abortion Act are beside the point.
What the court really did, said Anne Hendershott, a professor of sociology at the University of San
Dieeo, was reframe the debate about how abortion should be discussed.
The court did not talk about big concepts and issues like privacy, but about the small, gripping details
of how abortion works, said Professor Hendershott, author of "The Politics of Abortion" (Encounter,
2006).
Focusing on such details, she said, is how so-called "incrementalists" are trying to chip away at the
availability of abortion. These opponents try to make women, doctors and other health professionals
talk more, in some cases a lot more, about the actual consequences and mechanics of abortion.
With the court's ruling and the new fuel it gives to the strategy of encouraging those discussions,
Professor Hendershott said, the incrementalists have won the debate -- if not over abortion, then at least
over how to fight it.

(
"This case changes the conversation," she said. "The battle between the incrementalists and those who
wanted a constitutional amendment was won by the incrementalists."
Some lawmakers who are backing anti-abortion bills in their states said the ruling helped them by
declaring that some specific restrictions are constitutional. The Supreme Court has never before upheld
a ban on a specific kind of abortion.
The emphasis in the court's ruling was also much less on the health or well-being of the pregnant
woman, but on the risks and consequences of an abortion to her and her fetus. This makes discussion of
an abortion's potentially negative consequences easier, the lawmakers said.

"It certainly doesn't hurt," said James Mills, a Republican state representative from Gainesville, Ga. Mr.
Mills is the chief sponsor of a bill in the Legislature that would require doctors to offer patients seeking
abortions the choice of viewing an ultrasound image of the fetus.
In South Carolina, lawmakers are also debating a law involving ultrasound. One approach would have
required a woman to view the ultrasound image of her fetus before the abortion could be performed.
The other says the option must be offered to the woman by her doctor.
State Senator Kevin Bryant, a Republican from Anderson and a sponsor of one of the bills, said
abortions of the sort addressed by the Supreme Court were already illegal in South Carolina. But Mr.
Bryant said the ruling could provide some momentum to other restrictions.
"We may also look down the road and end up seeing some other procedures that should be restricted
too," he said. "We don't want to do too much at one time."
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Legislators in North Dakota are looking at legislation that would immediately ban abortion statewide if
Roe v. Wade, the 1973 Supreme Court case that made abortion legal, is overturned.
The Mississippi Legislature passed just such a bill earlier this year, banning nearly all abortions if the
ruling is overturned. The law was signed Thursday by Gov. Haley Barbour, a Republican.
But some winds are blowing the other way.
In Oklahoma, the Democratic governor, Brad Henry, vetoed legislation Wednesday that would ban
state facilities and workers from performing abortions except to save the life of the pregnant woman.
Mr. Henry, who has supported some restrictions on abortion in the past, said the bill went too far.
Supporters of the bill, which passed overwhelmingly in both houses, hope to override the veto.
Last month, Gov. Dave Freudenthal of Wyoming, a Democrat, vetoed a bill that would have created a
new category of homicide if a pregnant woman was murdered and her unborn fetus died. Mr.
Freudenthal said in his veto message that he thought the bill was probably unconstitutional.
Gov. Eliot Spitzer of New York, a Democrat, told an abortion rights group Thursday that he would
fight to keep abortion legal in his state.
Some opponents of abortion said that, until the Supreme Court's ruling, this had not been a particularly
good year for their cause.
In part this may have been because of the changed composition in state legislatures and in part because
of what many politicians saw as a backlash when South Dakota tried to ban most abortions last year.
The Legislature passed a sweeping ban, only to see the public repeal it in a statewide referendum.
"This particular legislative session was a tough year for us," said Ms. Balch of the National Right to
Life Committee. "We had some victories, but we would have liked more."
URL: http://www.nytimes.com

GRAPHIC: Photo: In South Dakota last year, Sarah, Stoesz, left, and Kate Looby of Planned
Parenthood met after voters overturned a ban on abortion. (Photo by Carmel Zucker for The New York
Times)
LOAD-DATE: April 20, 2007
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ANNE HENDERSHOTT

While mental health experts are already medicalizing the behavior of what they are calling a
"sick" individual, and liberal politicians and pundits are blaming our social inequality, it is
difficult to make moral judgments. We are told that this student just "snapped" and could not
have controlled his behavior. We are told that he was violent because of factors beyond his
control - just like in previous school shootings when drugs, bullies, violent song-lyrics, and
inequality made them do it. Biology was destiny - or the out of control capitalism that
relegated some to the margins. The parade of psychological practitioners on the television
news is already suggesting that there are uncontrollable hormonal factors or biochemical
causes behind actions like this. Some sociologists will blame society, or capitalism.
The continued attempts to psychologize and "understand" such deviance - even in the face of
evil such as that which occurred on this campus - show the distance some will go to avoid
applying moral categories of judgment. Sociologists in the past cautioned us that the
medicalization of deviance would eventually shroud conditions, events, and people a
prevent them from being confronted as evil. The suggestion that the student who d '
was deranged but not evil demonstrates the lengths some will go to avoid moral ·
We need to look at the virulent class envy that this student appeared to hold a
character flaw - one that may have led to his impaired thinking and his ev ·
importantly, we need to acknowledge that human beings are flawed crea
monstrosity.

-Anne Hendershott is a professor of Sociology at the __University of San Diego.
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Evil (part 1 of 3): The social psychology of evil
By George J . Bryjak

When the final account of homo sapiens is eventually recorded, one of the longer chapters will be titled "Evil Man's Inhumanity to Man." From the beginning of recorded history to the horrific reigns of Hitler, Stalin, Mao, Pol
Pot and Slobodan Milosevic, human beings have slaughtered each other with ever-increasing effectiveness and
brutality.
No doubt the pathological personalities of humankind's most ignominious members played a role in this carnage.
However, the twisted psyche explanation of mass murder is but one component of these unspeakable acts and
does little to explain how good people can be induced to commit heinous crimes. Neither ldi Amin, Saddam
Hussein or any of history's villains committed mass murders on their own . They typically had the assistance of
ordinary men and women .
Russian novelist, dissident and Soviet-era political prisoner Alexander Solzhenitsyn believes that good and evil
exist in everyone and that the thin line between these qualities lies in the center of every human heart. Assuming
Solzhenitsyn is correct, under what conditions is that line crossed? What accounts for the oftentimes rapid
transition from shopkeeper and school teacher to murderer?

Evil and authority
Social psychologist Philip Zimbardo offers a compelling "situational perspective" answer to this query. The
Stanford University researcher believes "the human mind is so marvelous that it can adapt to virtually any known
environmental circumstance in order to survive, to create, and to destroy." When evil is expected, demanded or
sanctioned by individuals and/or institutions thought to possess legitimate authority, most people will do what they
are told .
In his groundbreaking research on obedience and the infliction of punishment on innocent people, Yale social
psychologist Stanley Milgram conducted 18 different experiments on more than a thousand subjects, male and
female, young and old, rich and poor. In these studies, subjects were instructed to administer electric shocks up
to 450 volts to a helpless victim as part of what they were told was a learning experiment. That is, the "victim" was
punished when he gave the wrong answer. In reality, the victim, a professional actor and accomplice of the
experimenter, did not receive any electric shocks.
Milgram discovered that compliance was highest when subjects first observed other participants behaving
obediently (the "modeling effect"). Although many subjects initially expressed concern for the victim and/or
refused to administer additional shocks, they (the subjects) typically obeyed the experimenter upon hearing, "It's
important that we continue with the experiment," and/or, "I take full responsibility for the welfare of the subject."
In some experimental variations, as many as 90 percent of subjects administered the maximum 450 volts. After
witnessing hundreds of ordinary people submit to authority in his experiments, Milgram concluded that these
individuals administered high-voltage shocks not because of any pathological tendencies but out of a sense of
obligation. He surmised that if a social psychologist "with no coercive threat lurking" could achieve such a high
degree of compliance, imagine the degree of control possible if the authority figure was a member of the state
acting within the context of an organization such as the military .
When Milgram presented the outline of his research design to 40 psychiatrists prior to the obedience experiments,
they predicted that fewer than 1 percent of subjects would administer the upper limit voltage. Obviously
discounting the situational perspective that Milgram was investigating, these experts in human behavior were
completely wrong regarding the capacity of human beings to resist inflicting pain, and possibly lethal electric
shocks, on helpless victims.

(
Evil and "ordinary men"
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Evidence supporting Zimbardo's situational perspective of evil isn't limited to laboratory experiments. Under
Hitler's racial superiority ethos in World War II, Nazi Germany set out to eradicate European Jewry. For example,
most people are aware of the Nazi campaign to round up Jews in Poland's major cities and send them to
extermination camps toward the goal of realizing a "final solution."
However, most Polish Jews lived in small cities and towns. While the personnel needed to run the death camps
was minimal, significantly more manpower was required to either find and deliver Jews to concentration and
extermination camps, or kill them in their rural and small town homes. In his book "Ordinary Men - Reserve
Police Battalion 101 and the Final Solution in Poland," University of North Carolina historian Christopher Browning
details how this gruesome work was efficiently accomplished .
With the cooperation of German authorities in the late 1980s, Browning gained access to the war-crimes
interrogations (conducted in the aftermath of World War II) of 210 men who were members of the Reserve Police
Battalion 101, which had a force of slightly fewer than 500 soldiers . Detailed records indicate that between July
1942 and November 1943, the men of Battalion 101 shot (often at point-blank range) 38,000 Jewish men , women
and children . In addition, they captured and sent 45,000 Jews to the death camp at Treblinka.
Upon first encountering this chronicle of savagery, one might think that the members of Battalion 101 were
selected because of pre-existing, violence-prone personalities and behavior. However, as the title of Browning's
book indicates, these were "ordinary men ." They were working-class and lower-middle-class males with no
military or police experience. Most were too old to be drafted. Records indicate that approximately half of the men
initially refused to kill Jewish civilians, but over time, up to 90 percent participated in cold-blooded executions.
Many took pictures of their slaughtered captives, proudly standing next to the corpses of victims much the same
way a deer hunter poses with a newly killed buck.

Evil and peer pressure
So how were the members of Battalion 101 transformed from ordinary men to extra-ordinary butchers? By way of
providing an answer, Browning rejects three commonly held explanations for this behavior. To begin, it's unlikely
these individuals were brainwashed into accepting the Nazi philosophy of racial superiority. As opposed to
younger, more fanatical SS members who were schooled in racial superiority propaganda, the men of Battalion
101 were educated prior to 1933 and the rise of the Nazi Party. In addition, they came from a social background
"that was relatively unreceptive to National Socialism."
Second, unlike some American troops who slaughtered Japanese prisoners and mutilated their corpses in World
War II , or the U.S. soldiers who murdered over 500 civilians in My Lai, Vietnam, the men of Battalion 101 were not
suffering from "battlefield" frenzy or duress as a consequence of prolonged fighting and witnessing the bloody
deaths of comrades. While the brutality as a consequence of duress argument/excuse has been called into
question, it's a non-issue in attempting to understand the behavior of Battal ion 101 . These men were not subject
to combat before or during their murderous sojourn in Poland.
Finally, Browning categorically rejects the standard war crimes defense that executioners had no choice but to
obey superior officers . That is, to refuse a lawful order was to risk incurring severe disciplinary measures,
including death. He states that "no defense attorney or defendant in any of hundreds of postwar trials has been
able to document a single case in which refusal to obey an order to kill unarmed civilians resulted in the allegedly
inevitable dire punishment."
This was certainly the case with Battalion 101 personnel. Prior to the murders in the Polish town of Jozefow,
Battalion Commander Wilhelm Trapp informed the nearly 500 men assembled before him that anyone who
wished to be excused from the impending slaughter should step forward. Records indicate that no more than a
dozen men did so, and herein lies the explanation for the behavior of the ordinary men turned executioners of
Batta Iion 101 .
The act of stepping forward was akin to informing comrades that one was "too weak" or "cowardly" to do the work
assigned to the unit. Breaking ranks meant "nonshooters" were leaving the "dirty work" to their comrades. Since
the battalion had to complete its mission even if some individuals did not participate, "refusing to shoot constituted
refusing one's share of an unpleasant collective obligation ." In addition, those who did not kill "risked isolation,
rejection, and ostracism .. . within the framework of a tight-knit unit stationed abroad among a hostile population ."
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Every human organization establishes norms, either formal rules or an informal code of conduct. As norms are
often enforced via intense peer pressure, members routinely conform to the group will. It could be argued that the
more tightly kn it or bound an organization (military units, student fraternities with hazing requirements, and some
athletic teams, for example) - that is, the more obligation group members feel towards each other - the more
likely they are to follow group directives, be they for good or evil. Christopher Browning concludes his gruesome
chronicle of Battalion 101 by asking a ch illing question: If the ord inary men of Battalion 101 could become killers,
"what group of men cannot?"
Philip Zimbardo echoes this deeply disturbing assessment of human nature, stating that 'V ally anyone could be
recruited to engage in evil deeds that deprive other human beings of their dignity, huma ·
life." He argues
that we take false pride (and, I would note, comfort) in believing "I am not that kind of r:i
. I am different from
those kinds of people who did that evil deed ." While a slim minority of individuals are
res ist engaging in
evil regardless of the "situational perspective," from Zimbardo's position, those sta
Is among us are all too
few .

George J . Bryjak was a sociology professor for 24 years at the University of San Diego. Now retired, he lives in
Bloomingdale .
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Border not stopping prosecutions
Collaboration landing American suspects in Mexican courts
By JULIANA BARBASSA

Associated Pre ss

SAN FRANCISCO - Criminals have long fled across borders to escape prosecution, but growing cross-border
collaboration between California and Mexico is landing more of these fugitives in court in their native country.

In the past, criminal suspects like Alvaro Gudino, charged in the shooting deaths of two men in Santa Rosa, would have
fallen through the cracks. Instead, the increased international cooperation has landed him in a Mexican jail, where he
waits to be tried for the 1995 murders.

Little-known Mexican law I
Since 1980, California has led the nation in pursuing cases that rely on a little-known Mexican law which allows the
American justice system to seek prosecution in Mexico of citizens suspected of committing crimes in the United States .
State and local authorities have sought convictions in 277 cases with help from prosecutors in Mexico.
"It's something that's been recognized by both governments," said Val R. Jimenez, special agent in charge of foreign
prosecution and law enforcement for the California Attorney General's Office. "You can't share a border and not be able
to communicate and work together."
Although the law has been on the books since the 1930s, experts agree the number of prosecutions based on Article 4 of
the Mexican penal code has been going up. With a growing immigrant population lending a transnational dimension to
crimes ranging from drug trafficking to murder, U.S . law enforcement authorities have found that relying on their
counterparts across the border makes sense.
Extradition of Mexicans to the U.S. and vice versa are also up, but there can be advantages to eschewing that route in
favor of trying a Mexican citizen in a Mexican court, authorities said.
other countries, for example, sometimes balk at extraditing suspects to the United States, where they might be exposed
to the death penalty. Extradition and the trials that follow, with their need for translators and other services, can also be
much more expensive than a trial in Mexico, said Jimenez.
And the Mexican system can function just as well, said Jimenez, who was in Mexico City on Monday with an eightmember team of California law enforcement officials meeting with their Mexican counterparts.
"We're pretty confident that when someone gets convicted here, justice will be served," he said .

Long-standing case I
Relationships such as they ones they were in Mexico to forge have made not only joint Article 4 prosecutions, but
international child abduction cases, drug trafficking investigations and other crimes with a cross-border component
increasingly successful.

(

Gudino was one of the fugitives caught with the help of this kind of purposeful cooperation . After he was arrested in
Guadalajara for allegedly assaulting his father, the contact with the Mexican criminal system triggered the long -standing
case against him in the United States.
Now he's in jail in Morelia, the capital of his native state of Michoacan, awaiting a trial date in the deaths of Hernandez
and Cuevas about 12 years ago.
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"It's a great avenue to have," said Sonoma County Sheriffs Sgt. Dennis O'Leary . "Otherwise the suspect may never be
brought to justice, and the case may never be heard."
The system has its critics . Among them are the families of two people Gudino is charged with killing, Tony Hernandez,
17, and Marcos Cuevas, 20. They are glad Gudino is being brought to justice, but would prefer it were happening in an
American court.
"It's better than nothing," said Jose Rivera, Cuevas' cousin and Hernandez's best friend at the time of his death . " But the
right thing would be for him to go through court here, and be punished here, so he could pay for what he did where he
did it."
Rivera is preparing to go to Mexico as soon as he gets called to testify . He witnessed the shooting, and described it as a
case of bad blood among former friends that turned deadly when the suspect lost his temper.
Two days later, the Sheriff's Department issued a warrant for Gud ino's arrest. When it was suspected he'd returned to
Mexico, they issued a warrant meant to prevent his flight, but it was too late, said O'Leary .
Gudino's mother and brother live in Santa Rosa , but their phone number is unlisted and they could not be reached for
comment.
Gudino " hid like a rat in Mexico, and never had to answer for what he did," said Hernandez's mother, Guadalupe Guisar,
a farmworker who picks grapes in Sonoma . She remembers her 17-year-old son as a hardworking teenager who worked
alongside her during school vacations and dreamed of being a car mechanic.

Lighter sentence a concern I
The victims' family members in the Unite States are afraid that Gudino's family could spend a lot of money -- both on a
top lawyer and possibly on bribes -- to
im off on a lighter sentence than he would receive in an American court.
But experts who have observed
the fact that Gudino's case is

ed use of Article 4, and the better ties between Mexican and American sa id
represents a victory .

Investigations with inter
mifications can be hampered by differences in language and criminal codes or a lack
of mutual trust. But net
ch as the one bu ilt by Jimenez and others in California 's criminal justice system have
helped overcome such
, said David Shirk, director of the Trans-Border Institute and the Justice in Mexico Project
at the _University of San Diego.
"For police anywhere in the country there are some lessons to be learned about how to deal with crime that ties back to
Mexico, Vietnam, El Salvador," he said . "This is a unique prosecutorial mechanism that is especially relied on in
California, but is beginning to be used in other parts of the country as the information gets out and other prosecutors
become aware of this possibility. "
Gu isar, whose world fell apart when her youngest son was killed, said she would prefer to see Gudino tried in Cal ifornia,
where she could follow the proceedings closely .
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• Aboubakr Jamai to discuss "democratization and freedom of the

press in Morocco and the Middl
East," Wedne day, April 25, at
2:30 p.m . and again at 5:30 p.m. ir
Manchester Auditorium at
sit of San Di o (5998 Alea a ar .
amar 1s t e ormer ed ito r of Le
Joumal Hebdo111adaire. Free. Reservations: 619-260-6870. (LINDA VISTA) •
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Student CompoH rs'
Concert planned Thursday ,

1

April 19, 12: 15 p.m ., in Shiley Theatre at University of San Diego
(5998 Alcala Park). Free. 619-260-

•

4171. (LINDA VISTA)
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"Young Beethoven in Vienn a"
explored during spring concerts by
~ Symph ony. Progra m includes overture to The Creatures of
Prometheus baUet, "Second Symphony, " "Piano Conce rto No. 2,"
more. Conce rts begin at 8 p.m. on
Friday, April 27, and 2 p.m. on
Sunday, April 29, in Shiley Theatre
at University of San Diego (5998
Alcala Park). $10 general. 619-2604171. (LINDA VISTA)
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Learn About Mozart's Opera
The Marriage of Figaro when~
music instructor Ron Shaheen presents multimedia lecture on Monday, April 30, 7 p.m., at First Unitarian Universalist Church (4190
Front Street). Donation: $2.25.
619-298-9978.
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~ormer Medtronic CEO tells USD how.to lead
By ELIZABETH MALLOY
The Daily Transcript

SAN DIEGO - Along with
ompany pensions and workers
rho spend their entire careers
rith one organization, the idea
f a leader as charismatic savlr has gone the way of the
0th century.
At least according to Bill
feorge, who knows a little
omething about leadership.
The former chairman and
hief executive officer of med:al device company Medtronic
nd current Harvard Business
chool professor, George has
rritten two books on leaderoip. In his most recent, "True
rorth:
Discover
Your
.uthentic Leadership," h
1terviewed 125 of today's m
ro
·nt leaders to find
1ei
.;rets.
Speaking recenily at
fniversity of San Die9o
1
·eorge said leaders are not
ecessarily born or even creati, but that leadership comes
·om people who discover their
·ue calling and work to
::hieve it.
"Leadership is not about getng people to fol1ow you; ·that
a flawed notion," George
tid. "We need leaders in the
1st century not to get to peole to follow them, but who can
:eate the context, create the
1ared purpose and mission in
1e organization, the· shared
tlues that we all agree to, and
y to gain alignment around
1at purpose and those values
1d then empower people to
,ep up and lead."
While George was in charge
f Medtronic (NYSE: MDT)
om 1991 to 2001, the compav's m arket capitalization went
on( 1 billion to $60 billion.
:e s'a.. . that was a direct result
: the leadership of -multiple
nployees, some of whom did
)t even have direct reports

under them.
Tbe company's general counsel took a patent matter to the
Supreme Court and won,
which allowed Medtronic to
enter the defibrillator market.
That ·technology is now about
one-third of Medtronic's business.
But, George said, one of the
Minnesota-based company's
best leaders was a woman who
worked on an assembly line in
Irvine. Her job was to make
heart valves and she had productivity about three times the
She kept a close eye on
hat spread to her cos. George met ·with her
ked her why she worked
hard and she said she
ought what she was doing
attered.
"She didn't think that she
was just carving up a pig's
valve. She saw herself as making a valve (to save lives),"
George said. "It's that level of
passion that you need to venerate and hold up."
George
still · lives
m
Minnesota with his wife but
· keeps a condo in Cambridge,
Mass., so he can teach at
Harvard Business School. He
said the school's reputation as a
place for hard charging, almost
selfishly driven students is well
earned, but he has noticed a
desire among those students to
be the kind of leader George
describes in his book: one motivated by the desire to serve others, not themselves.
"I think there's a real yearning to do more than just be a
hard charger," George said.
"These are people with enormous capability, but _then they
have to find out about themselves."
Finding out about yourself is
one of the biggest keys to being
a good leader, George said.
After interviewing dozens of

business leaders such as
Starbucks (Nasdaq : SBUX)
founder Howard Schultz, Avon
(NYSE: AVP) CEO Andrea
Jung and Teach for America
founder Wendy Kopp, he found
that when people got in touch
with what they wanted to do
with their lives, often rooting
their feelings in their personal
upbringings, that was then
they found the leadership style
that best fit them, and in turn
best fits their companies.
"We're all born with gifts," he
said. "It's not like one out of
100 people in that room today
is a real leader. I think that's
nonsense."
Once people find their gifts,
he said, they tend to discover
their leadership styles as well.
Five keys that George said he
found in most of the people he
interviewed were having a high
level of self awareness; test_ing
your values under pressure; not
being a glory seeker; building a
strong support team in your
personal life ; and staying
grounded. A lot of the high
profile business failures such as
Enron were a result of leadership lacking these qualities,
George said, and some current
leaders he thinks are doing a
good job, such as Jeffrey
Immelt, CEO of General
Electric (NYSE: GE), A.G.
Lafley, CEO of Procter &
Gamble (NYSE : PG) and Anne
Mulcahy at Xerox (NYSE:
XRX).

Historically, George said
President Gerald Ford was
underrated as a leader, and
that his down-to-earth style
remained during his presidency and beyond.
He . used another former
president, Jimmy Carter, as an
example of someone who had
greater success later in life than
while serving in his most highprofile role, because he is fol-

Bill George

lowing a calling about which h
is passionat e. George suggested
that's b ecause part of being a
leader is overcoming personal
shortcomings, and the presidency is a)1 office that takes so
much work to get to, those who
win it often have not had time
to address personal flaws.
Personally, George said he
bad been on the path to a CEO
since h e was a child, but when
he found himself on the track
to be in charge of industrial
supplier Honeywell, h e realized
that h e was not passionate
about the work and didn't like
what the job was turning him
into. He fin ally accepted an
offer from Medtronic to work
at a company h e was more passionate about.
"To be a great leader, you
have to be yourself. You cannot
emulate someone else," he said.
"All of us have a different pur·p ose in our life."
elizabeth.malloy@sddt.com
Source Code: 20070427czd
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RENTERS
MARK
Story by ANN P ERR Y
STAFF WRITER

enters in North County
have had it rough for the
last five years, essentially
relegated to basement living during the region's real
estate boom.
Because rentals were in short supply,
landlords routinely raised their rates,
for an average increase of 21 percent
since 2002, according to one study of
major apartment complexes. Contributing to the supply shortage, some property owners removed tenants to convert
apartments to condominiums - and
meet the demand from property buyers.
Over the last six months, however,
the rental market has shifted, giving
renters more choices and greater opportunity to bargain for lower rents.
Market experts cite a variety of reasons for the shift, from competition
created by unsold homes that have
been turned into rentals to families
doubling up on housing to save money.
In San Diego County, vacancy rates
among large rental complexes jumped
from 1.84 percent to 4.54 percent during the six-month period from October
through March 31, the highest sixmonth rate since 1995, according to a

R

REASONS GIVEN FOR TREND

II Doubling
up.
■ PopulaFOR RENT
tion
exodus.
■ Condo
I
conversions.
■ Retreat by speculators.
■ Extended military deployments.

HOUSE

MarketPointe Realty Advisors' Rental
Trends survey, which supplies information to rental property owners.
In line with the countywide trend,
the vacancy rate in North County has
more than doubled in the last five
years, to 4.52 percent. However, the vacancy rate in some North County communities, including Escondido, San
Marcos, Fallbrook and Bonsall, spiked
in the last six months, to 7.59 percent.
Russ Valone, president and chief executive officer of MarketPointe, said
he doesn't view the recent vacancy increase as significant, given that supply
has been extremely tight for years. "I

Competition,
'doubling up'
cited as reasons
for shift locally
don't think you could read a whole lot
into this," he said.

Renting out homes
versus flipping
Other industry experts and watchers see it differently, however.
John Baker, associate property
manager with J. Ray Baker Co. in Escondido, said that he has fielded an increasing number of calls from people
wanting to rent out homes and condos
that they own. "A lot of people bought
condos with the intent to flip them,"
he said. Now that real estate sales in
the region have slowed, they are looking to rent them out. "They figure
they'll ride out the market," he said.
However, Baker said, he often has to
counsel property owners not to ask too
much because there are plenty of competing rentals on the market.
Just as stores put products on sale
when demand is low, landlords in the
San Diego area are doing the same,
said Robert Griswold, real estate manager, author of "Property Management
for Dummies" and a syndicated tenant/landlord columnist. "We're seeing
specials and concessions in the market."
The signs are lite![ally everywhere,
as apartment compl xes display ban-
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ners and notices adverti sing
discounts on deposits and first
month' s rent. And some "for
sale" signs in front of singlefamily homes have recentl y
been altered to read "for
rent."
One Escond ido landlo rd
with a two-bedroom unit and
monthly rent of $1,025 recently posted a newspa per advertiseme nt offerin g a free 27inch TV to a tenant with good
credit who signed a one-year
lease. Anoth er online advertiser offered a free iPod Nano,
in addition to two months free
for a two-bedroom apartm ent,
for a renter who could move
in within seven days.

Rents could fall,
eventually

"When vacanc y goes up,
prices usually fall," said Lo ·
Galuppo, directo r of resi
tial real estate with the B
ham-M oore Center for
Estate at the Uniye~ity of
Sap Diego and a rea estate
land-use attorne y in San Marcos.
Rents are not likely to drop
quickly, however. For one
thing, many tenants have leases for six month s or a year,
locking in rental prices for a
period . And while landlo rds
might offer one-tim e incentives that, in effect, lower the
cost of renting - such as half
off the first month 's rent they are relucta nt to cut the
stated going rate. It's a type
of "price protect ion," Valone
said.
In the last five years, average asking apartm ent rents in
North County have risen by
almost 20 percen t, from
$1,101 in 2002 to $1,329 this
year, accord ing to Marke tPointe.
The cost to rent a home is
generally greater than renting
an apartm ent, and can vary
widely according to size and
neighb orhood , but the most

modest start at about $1,200 a
month, Baker said.

What's behind
vacancies?

Real estate expert s say
that severa l factors are behind the increa se in vacancies:
■ Doubli ng up. Griswold,
the real estate manag er and
column ist, regula rly hears
from landlo rds and tenants .
He said that the market is in a
consol idating phase, when
renters double up and young
adults delay moving out of
their parents ' homes. "Look at
the high price of everyth ing
- gas, housing, everything,"
he said.
■ Popula tion exodus . For
nine out of the last 10 years,
more people moved out of
County than
San
other parts of
, according to the
ureau, an exodus
erts attribu te to the
ost of housing here. The
ber of those leaving toed 42,034 for the year ended July 1, the eighth- highes t
among all U.S. counties.
(However, the county's popula tion grew by 4,845 that
year, because of births and international immigration.)
Riverside County is a popular destination, as well as Arizona and Nevada.
Griswold, who manag es
property in Las Vegas, says the
influx of San Diego County
residents is due to simple economics. He said that would-b e
homeo wners are willing to
take a 10 percent decrease in
wages if they can pay SO percent less for housing. Griswold
said that the typical home in
Las Vegas costs about
$300,000, compared with more
than $550,0 00 in the San
Diego area.
■ Condo conversions. During the go-go years for real estate, many owners of apartment comple xes conver ted
the apartm ents into condominiums to sell to home buyers. As the real estate market
has slowed, some of these con-

version s have reverte d to
apartm ents, Valone said. "The
cooling housin g marke t has
had an impact on the rental
market," he said.
■ Retrea t by specula tors.
During the peak of the real
estate market, people bought
homes with the intent to flip
them for a quick profit or to
hold them as a long-term investment, believing that they
could always sell at a profit,
Baker said. But now some investors who try to sell can't
get the prices they want - or
need to pay off their mortgages.
Baker said that when he
speaks with owners of homes
they plan to lease, he has "to
talk them down" from the
rents they hope to charge. He
said last month that he tried 1
to work with one woman but
couldn 't becaus e she wanted
to charge a higher rent than
was realistic. The amoun t he
suggested "wouldn't cover her
costs," he said. "That sank her
ship."
Griswo ld said he spoke
with a woman in Temec ula
who owns three rental properties, two of them vacant . He
advised her to sell one or two
immed iately "befor e the
house of cards collapses."
■ Extend ed militar y deployments. Some vacancies in
the Oceanside and Fallbrook
area can be attribu ted to repeated and extend ed deployments of Marine s, Valone
said. "Johnn y's gone off to
Iraq, so Harrie t and the two
kids go back to Arkansas," he
said.
While landlo rds could be
feeling a pinch, renters should
have more choices. Griswold
recommends that renters look
beyond the usual apartm ent
comple xes to single- family ,
homes. "If you want the most
bang for your buck, you're
better off with a private owner," he said.

I

Contact Business Editor Ann Perry
at (760) 740-5444 or
aperry@nctimes.com.
,
Comment at nctimes.com.
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By RONALD ALSOP

Institutions Engage More
On Confronting Scandals

DOW JONES REPRINTS
~R , This copy is for your personal ,
non-commercial use only. To order
presentation-ready copies for
distribution to your colleagues,
clients or customers, use the Order
Reprints tool at the bottom of any
article or visit:
www.djreprints.com .

Greater Emphasis
Is Put on Protecting
Against M isdeeds
4 pril 17, 20() 7; Page 89

Paul Argenti, a professor at Dartmouth College's Tuck School of
Business, has long taught his M.B.A. students strategies for
managing corporate crises. Recently, he helped his own institution
practice what he preaches.

• See a sample reprint in PDF
format.
• Order a reprint of th is article now.

He and school administrators discussed potential risks for Tuck's reputation and how to deal with
them -- or, even better, avoid them. "For example, we have talked about whether we need to be
more careful about the people we bring to campus to speak," he says. "We also decided that we
need to have clear procedures in place, such as who to call in case of an emergency."
What Mr. Argenti did at Tuck isn't much different from his consulting work with companies and
CEOs. Like companies, business schools can be touched by scandals and crises, yet many haven't
prepared for events that can tarnish their reputations. They are often caught off guard and must
scramble to react, sometimes exacerbating the damage by failing to communicate effectively with
the media, alumni, students and employees.
"Business schools need to develop crisis-management systems in case a faculty member is
arrested, a student dies or a dean does something · proper," Mr. Argenti says. "Large business
schools with programs all over the world are
ts waiting to happen."
While corporate scandals have been ra
of embarrassing, highly publicized c ·
become provocative case studies fi

decade, business schools have faced their share
. Here is a sampling of the incidents that could
ol ethics courses:

• The dean of the University of San Diego's business school resigns after being arrested for trying
to buy cocaine. He pleads no contest and is found guilty of a misdemeanor charge of attempted
complicity.
• The Yale School of Management's institute on corporate governance faces its own governance
scandal when the director steps down over alleged financial misconduct.
• A professor emeritus at the University of Pennsylvania's Wharton School is arrested and pleads
guilty to a child pornography charge in federal court.
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• Angry New York restaurateurs sue Columbia University after a business-school professor sends
them letters, as part of a research project on customer complaints, falsely claiming that he became
violently ill after dining at their eateries.
Such incidents are especially damaging if they undercut the image the school is trying to project.
The San Diego dean's arrest, for example, is clearly at odds with the school's description of its
M.B.A. curriculum as being "focused on developing socially responsible leaders who make
thoughtful decisions that impact their organization and the world at large."
Given its technology prowess, Carnegie Mellon University's Tepper School of Business found it
particularly disturbing to report a computer breach two years ago involving sensitive personal
information about students, alumni and staff members.
Indeed, the value ofreputation can't be overstated. "All we've got as business schools is our
reputation," says Angel Cabrera, president of the Thunderbird School of Global Management in
Glendale, Ariz. "Students are buying a brand and an experience, and they use the school's
reputation to decide where to go."
Dr. Cabrera himself has dealt with recent financial problems at Thunderbird and rumors about
selling the campus or merging with another school. "You need to be proactive when you're
dealing with negative publicity," he says. "We have tried to keep journalists posted on what is
happening with our turnaround."
Especially rife with risk is the popular practice of slapping donor names on buildings. The Ohio
State University is still wrestling with the image problem of having its business school's hotel
named for donor Roger Blackwell, a former professor who was convicted on charges related to
insider trading. "The Blackwell issue has had a very serious impact on the college," says Joseph
Alutto, dean of the business school. "We have used the event to engage students in discussions
about how slippery-slope issues can quickly result in loss of reputation, not to mention money or
jail time."
Dr. Alutto adds that the situation is complicated by the fact that Dr. Blackwell has met his
endowment commitments and "there is no allegation that ill-gotten gains were used in fulfillment
of his pledge." Because of the Blackwell brouhaha, donor gifts have become part of the school's
"risk-management planning process."
Dennis Kozlowksi, the former CEO of Tyco International who was convicted of looting the
company of millions of dollars, eventually saved Seton Hall University from further controversy
by proposing that his name be removed from the business-school building and the library rotunda.
For communications managers trying to protect reputation, academia can be more challenging
than the corporate world. Vincent Hammersley, communications director at Warwick Business
School in the United Kingdom, had to adjust to one big difference when he switched from the
automotive industry. "At my old job, I could insist that employees not talk to the press on
company issues without my consent," he says. "Now, academic freedom of speech means that I
am happy if I hear about a comment from a member of the staff before I read about it in the
press."

(

Write to Ronald Alsop at ron .alsop@wsj .com 1
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•Feminist Gloria Steinem Gives Keynote Address at Tea By the Sea Gathering
The local Center for Community
Solutions recently honored businesses
and community members as well as
volunteers at the Eighth Annual Tea By
the Sea, which featured M s. Magazine
co-founder and feminist leader Gloria
Steinem as keynote spea ker.
The nonprofit presented awards
to volunteers Chrissy Cmorik, Sarni
Longo-Disse and Dustin Slack, and also
honored the Junior Seau Foundation as
community partner, Verizon Communications as corporate partner and Jeanne
Johnson as the 2007 Courage Award
wmner.
The center has been creating safe and
healthy communities with an emphasis on the treatment and prevention of
sexual assaults and domestic violence
since 1969.

• ••
Scripps Clinic
and Scripps Green
Hospital 's fifth annual Renaissance
Ball was scheduled
for March 31 at
the Hyatt Regency
La Jolla to honor
Burl Mackenzie
philanthropist Burl
Mackenzie.
Mackenzie serves on advisory boards
of the Scripps Clinic and Scripps Green
Hospital, Scripps Clinic Division of
Cardiology and the Shiley Center for

w

......

Orthopaedic Research
and Education.
Her donations
have also funded the
Mackenzie Endowment .for Nursing
Services, in addition
to other important
medical programs.

•••
Stacey Bengtson

Casa de Amparo
honored Oceansidebased OneSource
Distributors Inc. at its
Second Annual World
Cup Grand Prix at
the Del Mar Arena on
March 24 .
" Casa de Amparo
provides a refuge for
neglected and abused
and enables
children,
Joyce Glazer
us the opportunity
to support the Casa community," said
Paul Judge, OneSource senior vice
president.

•• •
Mayor Jerry Sanders kicked off the
Mayors for Meals Day campaign March
20 by delivering meals to senior citizens
along with other mayors in the county
and Meals on Wheels volunteers.
Other mayors participating included
Cheryl Cox of Chula Vista, Carl
Hilliard of Del Mar, James Bond of

Encinitas, Jim Wood of Oceanside
and Morris Vance of Vi sta. Meals
on Wheels serves elderly residents
who have trouble preparing their own
meals.

• ••
The Grossmo nt Healthcare District,
which supports various health-related
programs and services in East County,
was recently presented with the 2007
Visionary Award by the Home of
Guiding Hands, an El Cajon nonprofit
helping residents with developmental
disabilities.

• ••
The American Lung Association
will celebrate I 00 years in San Diego
on April 28 at the San Diego Air &
Space Museum. The association will
honor John Hawkins, president and
CEO of Cloud 9 Shuttle; Ron Roberts, San Diego county supervisor;
and Richard Anderson , executive vice
president of Petco Park. The Association said all three were to be honored
for contributing to cleaner air in the
community.

• ••
Mothers Against Drunk Driving
recently recognized the local offices of
Waste Management Inc. at a special
luncheon. "We're very excited that
we have been selected for this award
and also to be a multi-year supporter
of MADD," said Jason Rose, general
manager in San Diego. MADD honors
volunteers for their commitment in
working against teenage drinking and
driving.

• ••
The Boys & Girls Clubs of Carlsbad
honored Invitrogen Corp., Colby Geller

and Eddie Serna as volunteers of the
year at its seventh annual recognition
dinner. The awards recognize volunteer
service given on behalf of area youth
and the two clubs.

•••
Jenny and Sid Craig, co-founders
of Jenny Craig International , have
been presented with the Horati
Alger Award and inducted as
lifetime members of the H o
Alger Association of Di sf '
Americans.
The group honors the.
of outstanding indivi
have succeeded desp ·

•
Business Week h
University of San D ieg~ School of
Business Administration as one of
the top undergraduate business
programs in the nation . USD 's
undergraduate business program
numbered 46 out of the top 50
programs listed by the news
magazme.

• ••
The Small Business Administration
has named Hany Girgis, CEO and
founder of SkillStorm Inc. , SmallBusiness Person of the Year.
" I am extremely honored to be
distinguished with such a prestigious
award by the SBA ," Girgis said . "I
have been blessed with many opportunities throughout my career and am
appreciative to everyone who has supported me in my endeavors."
Please send Kudos information to Stacey
Bengtson at sbengtson@sdbj.com or San
Diego philanthropist Joyce Glazer at
jglazer@sdbj.com.
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Cireat Strides
Walk on Water Competition
j

s

ometime students w·
so mething that is
but become to
laborio us to even move
Perry, professor of indu
gi necrin g
at the University of
iego. "They'll
have a stru cture that is really wide and
heavy and sturd y, and you ca n stand on it
and not fa ll, but they'll forget about the
idea that they have to move th at
I tructurei across an entire 25-meter
swi mmin g pool. "
This weeke nd USO ho t th e 16th
Annual Walk on Water Co mp etiti on, in
whi ch parti ci pating high chool and co llege students design and build a pair of
water-walking
"shoes" and then
LOCA L
demonstrate the
efficacy of their
creation s. " It takes
20 to 30 hours to
make a pair of shoes," says Martin
Teachworth, physics teacher and science
team coach for La Jolla High . "That's
from 'Let's sit down and talk about it' to
getting shoes that are completely fin ished . At the end of that 30 hours,
they' re ready to put them in the pool and
practice walking."
Judges will be looking for three
things: buoyancy, stability, and propulsion. Shoes m ust be less than eight feet
long, and the cost of the materials can not
exceed $ 100. "There are design restrictions, just like you'd have in the rea l
world," explains Perry. "[Students are]
incorporating engineering principles
using the whole enginee ring design process - coming up with sketches, fig uring
out propulsion, stability, and flotation."
Most of the entries are made from

San
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Styrofoam and duct tap e. "O ne of the
better designs was Styrofoam wrapped in
fiberglass," says Perry. Perry ha ee n
shoes made with inner tubes, two- liter
plastic bottles, PVC piping, metal, and
ca rdboard . Hi favo rite desig n incorporated a paddle w heel for propul ion , "like
th e ones yo u ee on old riverboats."
Teachworth describes most shoes as
" two fat ki s, eight fee t long, a foot
wide, a nd about four inches thi ck."
Propulsion is particularly diffi cult to
achieve. " You need to design a shoe so it
wi ll glid e fo rward , but as soo n as you
move yo ur foot back , you need it to
grab th e water, ot herwi se yo ur feet will
go back and fort h, like on a n elliptica l
machine - a lot of work but no motion.
You have to de ign things to grab th e
water underneath. "
The first yea r that students ofTeachworth's participated in the competition
( 1996), their design consisted of wooden
shoes with wooden flaps affixed beneath.
"They were 12 inches long, so they
floated ," Teachworth remembers. "When
they'd go forward, great, but when they
went backward, they didn ' t go down and
grab the water." To solve the problem,
st udents filled empty dog food cans with
rocks and affixed them to the flaps. To
seal the wood they"used leftover purple
house pai nt. "They were the godawfulestlooking shoes you've ever seen, but
darned if they didn 't win," says Teachworth. The team took first place in the
high school d ivision; in the overall competition, they were second to a college
team. One of those students is now an
electrical engi neer, another an aeronautical engineer, and a third just received a
doctorate fo r geophysics.
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Mishaps do occur. "The ratio is: If
you make shoes shorter than you are tall,
you' re probably going to fall over front or
back," says Teachworth. "Anything that
can go wrong, does. Kids will get partway
across, and then their shoes wilJ fill with
water and sink." One student accidentally
put his foot through one of his cardboar d
shoes before the competit ion. His winning shoes of the same design from the
year before had been kept at the USD
campus and had been thrown in a trash
bin earlier that morning, so the student
fished one of his old shoes from the trash
to replace the damaged one. The same
design, as long as it is one's own, can be
used year after year.
Though there have been many
patents for water-traversing shoes (the

first of which was filed by Bostonian H.R.
Rowland s in 1858), Perry does not yet see
practical uses for water-walking technology. "It's more of a way to get high school
students interested in science and engineering," he says, "which has always been
labeled dull and boring and for nerds. "
- Barbarella
Walk on Water CompetNlon
Saturday, Aprll 21, and Sunday,

Aprll 22, 10 a.m.
USD Sports Center Pool

sna Alcali Park
UndaVla ta
Cost: Free

Info: 819-280 -7518 or

........,.
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Middle-Aged Workers La~ent Regio_n 's
Opportunities
Some workers with a decade or less left in their careers say San Diego's specialized
industries leave little room for anyone with gray hair,forcing them to spend hours
commuting to work elsewhere.
By KELLY BENNETT Voice Staff Writer
Wednesday, April 18, 2007 I When Rod Hanson agreed to step in as operations manager for a
friend's manufacturing business, he expected the stint to last no longer than six months.
Hanson's short-term expectation stemmed from a simple fact -- he lives in Vista in San Diego County,
and the company headquarters are in Santa Ana, Orange County. Now, two-and-a-half years later,
Hanson is still making the commute of nearly two hours each way, every day.
He wakes up at 4:30 a.m. to get on
Interstate 5 by 6 a.m., arriving in Santa
Ana by 8 a.m. At 6 p.m., he's back on the
freeway, arriving home by 8 p.m. for
dinner and a quick hello to his wife
before bedtime, an hour later.
It wasn't for lack of trying to stay local
that Hanson wound up in Orange
County, he said. After shutting down his
own telecommunications business in
San Diego in 2002, he spent a couple of
years consulting and weaving together
other odd jobs, but couldn't land
another permanent position. He
attributed that to what he sees as a
regional aversion to gray-haired
workers. So he agreed to take the job
with his friend's company, Membrane
Switch and Panel in Santa Ana, and has
been there since.

More Gray, Less
Opportunity
■ The Issue: As the region's job growth becomes more
focused in specialized industries like biotech, high-tech and
telecom, some workers closer to retirement than college say
they're forced to commute elsewhere to find work.
■ What It Means: The workers are opposite to the growing
commuting trend in the region, where workers buy less
expensive homes in Temecula and Murrieta and drive hours to
jobs in San Diego County.
■ The Bigger Picture: Local economists have observed that
San Diego is rapidly becoming an hourglass economy, with job
growth in high-paying, specialized fields and low-paying
hospitality and service sectors. Real estate, gas and other
living costs are such preoccupations for many San Diegans
that some are turning to measures like two-hour commutes in
order to make it work.

"San Diego is a more technically oriented market where you're dealing with a higher-level, collegeeducated type work force," he said. "Potentially, you're dealing with young, aggressive college
graduates. I'm 60 years old, and it's tough going out there, trying to interview for a position."
The trend isn't lost on the region's analysts. San Diego's iconic industries include biotech, high-tech
and telecommunications, fields that tend to attract workers closer to college than to retirement
because of the specialized training required. The cost ofliving, of buying homes and of driving cars in
San Diego County has bounded exponentially in recent decades, while wages have only crept up,
making it better suited for younger professionals who aren't saddled with the costs of caring for a
family.
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These commuters are the reverse of the commuters San Diegans are getting used to hearing about:
those buying less expensive homes in Temecula or Murrieta and driving to San Diego County each
day for work.
People in business careers nationwide have dealt with a rapidly changing landscape where mergers
can mean demotions for long-standing employees and can bring new bosses generations younger
than the employees under them. A 55-year-old former vice president for Corporation X, for example,
may appear as a threat when she applies for a job from a 33-year-old executive at another company.
And businesses hoping to keep costs low might favor someone whose medical insurance costs would
be lower. Of course, such maneuvering is illegal and considered age discrimination.
There is no known empirical evidence demonstrating the difficulty near-retirement job seekers
claim. But job candidates and economists swear: the unspoken preference for younger workers is
there.
"Over 50 is a typical cut-off, so to speak, a mental cut-off for a lot of employers," said Ken Schmitt,
senior director for Judy Thompson and Associates, a local agency that searches for and matches
financial executives with corporations. "They see somebody who's going to want to come in and run
things. They don't see these people for what they are -- reall~ ally experienced and very
knowledgeable."
Schmitt said some questions he's heard asked inclu
status, two legal faux pas among corporate recrui
questions that are asked of them are not on the '
said.

(

idate's health history and marital
r from candidates all the time that the
[human resources] question list,"' Schmitt

Economist Alan Gin from the University of San Diego said the region's propensity for small, privately
held companies instead of the corporate headquarters that inhabit Orange County drive these labor
force issues. Just three San Diego-based companies made Fortune magazine's 2007 list of the 500
largest companies nationwide -- Sempra Energy, SAIC and Qualcomm. If more corporations were
based in San Diego, more support services would cluster in the region, too, Gin said, which would
include accounting, business, marketing and advertising services. Those service clusters might
attract even more experienced workers, he said.
"They've been trying to lure corporate headquarters here but they haven't had much luck," Gin said.
"The transportation infrastructure -- it's not good that you can't fly directly overseas from San
Diego."
Scott Alevy with the San Diego Regional Chamber of Commerce said the value of real estate in San
Diego likely deters older workers, who may have already established themselves in the market, from
leaving. He said the chamber had no official position on the trend, but he said he thought it a stretch
to tie the changing labor force to any sort of concerted bias against older workers. People in his
generation bought their homes when real estate was a lot lower, and might find it more expensive to
buy a comparable home in other Southern California counties at the prices they once saw, he said.
'Tm 56, and there's a lot more gray in my hair than there used to be," he said. "My perception would
be that this is far less about a kind of pre-established opinion or a bias, but it's a lot more about the
financial condition of real estate than a lot of other things. You can work anywhere, but you can't live
everywhere."
The local economy has changed drastically in recent decades because of losses in aerospace and
manufacturing. In the 1990s, three out of four aerospace jobs were lost, spawning a recession in the
local economy. And the region's losses have continued in the sector: 800 manufacturing jobs were
lost in the year ending last month, according to the California Employment Development
Department.
"The old aerospace industry, where people worked at General Dynamics for their whole careers,
that's kind of gone," said Kelly Cunningham, economist for San Diego Institute for Policy Research, a
think tank run by businessman and political figure Steve Francis. "Now it's much more the case that
you're going to switch jobs from company to company."
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Cunningham said San Diego still contributes research and development to manufacturing
corporations, but costs for the actual manufacturing run too high if companies try to stay here.
Mike Stell is another commuter who lives in Poway and works in Santa Ana. He takes the 6:44 a.m.
Amtrak train from Oceanside to Santa Ana, where he connects to a bus before arriving at his
marketing job at technology wholesaler Ingram Micro at 8 a.m. His company subsidizes half of his
public transit costs, or he'd drive the whole way, he said. After a string of short-term positions with
companies that went bust or downsized, Stell interviewed for several local positions, and was
unsuccessful. Finally, on a whim, he checked an online job board for Orange County and found the
job he has now. Stell echoed Hanson's feelings of the gray-hair bias among the region's companies.
"I'm not going to sue anybody," Stell said. "But it's more than a little subtle sometimes."
Stell also agreed the region's small companies make it difficult to climb past a certain level on the
corporate ladder. And the job descriptions seem more fitted to a team of people than an individual,
he said.
"Some of the job descriptions are incredible -- three people couldn't do this job," he said. "And the
wages ... are crappy. They want a $60,000 performance for $38,000."
Moving out of San Diego County isn't an option yet for Stell, whose wife and two college-aged
children work and live in the region. Neither is relocation an option for Hanson, though he said the
commuting chapter in his life is about to close.
"The commute issue was big, certainly, going into this thing," he said. "But quite honestly, over the
years, you kind of get used to it."
Hanson said he's leaving the Santa Ana job at the end of April and has begun the search for a job
closer to home.
"After being your own boss, it's kind of a psychological letdown to compete for a job, trying to work
for somebody else," he said. "What I kind of figured I had to do was kick myself in the butt, forced
myself to ... start looking. I want to make this my last job."

Please contact Kelly Bennett directly with your thoughts, ideas, personal stories or tips. Or send a
letter to the editor.
Close Window
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USD econo mis mulls local impa ct of
s, subpr ime collap se
forec losur e
By SAM HODGSON
The Daily Transcript

~

w

Every month, University of San DiegQ
Economics Professor Alan Gin . releases his
Index of Leading Economic Indicators.
The figures serve as a barometer for the
county's fiscal climate - a general sense of
where the economy is and where it is headed.
But for the last 10 months, the indicators
have revealed a downward trend.
The Daily Transcript caught up with Gin
recently to find out how foreclosure rates and
the subprime fallout have affected the local
economy and when his indicators may point
up.
When will the state of the local housing
industry start to rear its head in the scope of
the county's overall economy?
Well I think it already is having some sort of
impact. The housing market has slowed considerably, prices are edging downward and
sales activity has dropped severely. What that
has done is it's impacted the labor market. If
you look at the latest report on employment,
which is for February, job growth was only
about 8,600, I think - below 10,000 for the
year-over-year comparison. That's the first
time it's dropped below 10,000 in quite a
while, and the primary cause was the drops in
real estate-related industries.
I think construction employment was down
by over 6,000 and employment in the financial side of real estate - the selling and credit
and things like that - that was off by more
than 2,000 compared to a year ago.
In what way will the rate of foreclosures in

ian Diego put pressure on overall home
prices?
It will put some pressure on. With the
homes being foreclosed, that means the banks
are going to take them and they're going to try
to sell them at a reduced rate in order to clear
up their inventory, and that will put some
more houses on the market and some more
supply, and put a little pressure on prices. I
don't think it's enough to call it a complete collapse, but it will hurt a little bit.
What other effects might the rate of foreclosures have on the local economy?
Well, you know, people lose their homes - it
will make them feel poor as a result of that.
They're credit is impacted, so that could affect
their spending. I don't anticipate that it's going
to be a great impact, but it could have some
impact.
How will the fallout in the subprime market
affect the overall economy?
It depends on what the reaction to that is.
Banks are going to react to being more careful with their lending and so as a result, it
would be more difficult to get loans and that
means not as many people are going to qualify. That's going to reduce demand for housing. That will put some downward pressure
on prices.
The big question is: Will it spread to the regular mortgage market? Will banks, for example, have to increase interest rates to make up
their losses in the subprime area?
How do you think, in this fallout, San Diego
has fared against the rest of the country and
~
against California?

We're doing OK so far - well, I wouldn't say
that, but we're doing better than some counties. In these other cities what you see is the
foreclosure rate is much higher than in S~n
Diego. And, so; if you've lost your home that's
a bad situation. But in other cities, where the
rest of the economy is also not so good, the situation is even worse. We're buffered a little bit
in San Diego in the fact that, besides real
estate, other sectors are doing relatively OK.
Your economic indicators have been slipping for quite some time.
About 10 months in a row.
Right. When do you think it's going to turn
around?
It's hard to say at this point. It was only
down a tenth of a percent last month, so, it's
possible that they all flip around. 1\vo things to
worry about: This doesn't reflect the latest
sell-off in terms of the stock market. That
could affect not just stocks but consumer confidence. And, consumer confidence could also
be adversely affected by this latest run-up
we've had in gasoline prices. So it could be a
while before we get some positive news on the
leading indicators.
When it turns around, do you think it will be
sustainable?
That's a good question - hard to say. I anticipate that the economy will probably turn
around - at least the housing market will probably towards the end of 2007, maybe the
beginning of 2008, somewhere in that time
frame.
samuel.hodgson@s ddt.com
Source Code: 20070405cra
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MBA SCHOOLS
Ranked by fall 2006 enrollment of students in San Diego County
Total fall
enrollment

Rank
(last year)

1
(1)

2
. (2)

3
(3)

4
(5)

5
(4)

6
(7)

7
(6)

8
(10)

9
(11)

10
(8)

11
/9)

Number of
faculty as of
12/31/2006:
• Full-time
• Part-time

Telephone
Fax
Toll-free number

• 2005
• %change
(loss)

Number of
spring 2007
students:
• Full-time
• Part-time

National University

(858) 628-8648
(858) 642-8726
(800) 628-8648

1,102
1,234
(11)

315
787

21
125

University of Phoenix

(858) 576-1287
(858) 576-0032
(800) 473-4346

779
801
(3)

781
NA

14
82

• 2006

School
Address
Web site
11255 N. TOfTIIY Pines Road, #202, La Jolla 92037
www.nu.edu
3890 Murphy canyon Road, #100, San Diego 92123
www .phoenix.edu

San Diego State University

-

5500 Campanile Drive, San Diego 9218
'
www.sdsu.edu/mba

.--

9

-

-

-

-

223
168
33

113
110

(619) 260-4524
(619) 260-4158

219
224
(2)

18
201

Webster University

(858) 458-9310
(858) 458-0914

132
125
6

NA
132

Cal State San Marcos

(760) 750-4267
(760) 750-4263

80
105
(24)

52
28

Alliant International University

(858) 635-4886
(858) 635-4528

71
54
31

50
30

Rady School of Mana
9500 Gilman Drive, MC 00
http://rady.ucsd.edu/

(858) 534-0864
(858) 822-5896

3

-

~1

9- 1 0

www.sandlego.edu/buslness

6480 Weathers Place, #102, San Diego 92121
www.webster.edu/sandiego
333 S. Twin Oaks Valley Road, San Marcos 92096
www.csusm.edu/mba
10455 Pomerado Road, San Diego 92131
www.alliant.edu

Point Loma Nazarene University
3900 LomaJand Drive, San Diego 92106
WWW .pointloma.edu/graduateadmisslons.htm

Keller Graduate School of Management,
DeVry University

2655 Camino del Rio N., #201 , San Diego 92108
www.keller.edu

University of Redlands

9040 Friars Road, #310, San Diego 92108

-

.r8dland8.edu

-

-

(619! 284-9292
(619 284-9525

(888) 999-9844

Private, four-year
NCA

Business education, technology,
health services

Michael Reilly
Kyan Flynn

1989

87
36

$3,758
$11,894

Public, four-year
AACSB

Rnance, entrepreneurship,
accounting, marketing,
management

Ken Marino
Shira Scott

1963

13
8

$23,190
$35,435

Public, nonprofit
WP-SC

Entrepreneurship, life sciences,
technology

Robert Sullivan
Margie Frazee

2003

Private, lour-year
nonprofit

Denise Dimon
Kacy Kilner

1972

AACSB

Accounting, finance, International
business, leadership/management,
marketing, real estate, supply chain
management

.-

-

-

(72)

74
30

$25,200
$25,200

0
40

$6,825
$6,825

Private, lour-year
nonprofit
NCA

Management, finance, human
resources, leadership, security,
procurement

John Bonosoro
Alex Yates

1980

22
0

$14,696
$36,392

Public, four-year
WP-SC

General management

Regina Elsenbach
Keith Butler

1995

14
10

$14,650
$15,150

Private, two-year
WP-SC

Strategic management for
business, government and nonprofit
organizations

Fred Phillips
Louis Cruz

1952

$12,225
$12,225

Private, four-year
W/ISC

General program with
concentrations In corporate and
organization leadelshlp

Bruce Schooling

2001

$14,680
$14,680

Private, lour-year
HLC,NCA

Finance, accounting, business,
management, marketing

Madeleine Gervais
Brad Johnson

1998

Private, four-year

Rnance, lnfonnation systems,
global business, geographic
Information systems

Nancy Svenson

Pe!BBergerin

1985

-.

-

-

8
6

-

0
13

na
na
~

25
88

. $13,693

-

35
NA

25
32
(22)

-

-

35
29
21

(619) 683-2446
(619) 683-2448

$13,693

-

- -

(619) 563-2856
(619) 563-2898

1971

-

-

·- -

Flllhang
Mossavar-Rahmani
Dominick Glovanniello

-

-

--

'

18
NA

The institutions on the list are accredited by various organizations, including the American Assembly of Collegiate Schools of
..._ Business (AACSB), International Assembly of Collegiate Business Education (IACBE), North Central Association of Colleges and
':"' Schools (NCA), and Western Association of Schools and Colleges (Y'/ASC).
•"' wnd Would not disclose
"" Not available

Year
established
locally

Management, marketing,
accounting, finance, alternative
dispute resolution, a-business,
taxation

-

310
379

640

Major disciplines of study

• MBA school
director
• Director of
admissions

Private, four-year
nonprofit
W/ISC, IACBE

$18,018
$18,018

-

700

!619) 594-8073
619) 594-1863

2006-2007
tuition:
• Type of Institution
• Resident
• Accredited by
• Nonresident

-

--

4

4

$12,848
$12,848

nonprofit

WAS(;

Dejon Davis

NA Not applicable
. . . - : In case of a tie, schools are ranked In alphabetical order. Fall enrollment figures are tor San Diego County only. Full-time and
part-time status varies among different schools.
Source: The schools.
It is not the Intent of this list to endorse the participants nor to imply a school 's size or numerical rank Indicates Its quality .

Researched by Jalmy Lee
Ol1gln,t; pldwd ftb. 2&.
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More North County news

Patron of the arts
Owner of Encinitas boutique looks beyond making money
By David Berlin
UNION-TRIBUNE

April 8, 2007

ENCINITAS - When Judy Compton was growing up, she loved the imported "little gifty things" she would
see when her mother would take her to Pier 1 Imports.
"Now its seems like they're all the same," Compton said. "It's not like the old days. It's all modern now.
They've changed their look and their marketing."
Today, Compton, 38, doesn't want to share a similar fate since opening her own home furnishings and
accessories company called Aesthetyx in 2005.
Her Encinitas boutique is about the size of a small bedroom, but Compton hopes it is the beginning of a
reverse trend in home decor, selling items that aren't mass produced.
"Home, life, leisure" is how Compton describes her company, which has items ranging from 50-cent
Mexican miracle charms to $1,700 cabinets. Her store represents about 20 artisans from around the
world, most from central Mexico where Compton visits twice a year.
Almost everything is one of a kind at Aesthetyx. Some of the more popular items are decorative mirrors,
pottery, and what seems like thousands of crosses on the walls, each decorated differently.

years ago did she decide to start a new company.
Compton had worked in the clothing industry since she was
16, spending nearly a decade working for Nordstrom before 111.
working at American Design Studios as director of
marketing and sales from 1996 to 2006.
"You know, sometimes you do something for a long time
and you think it's what you want to do and then you realize
.
h
.d
t h at it Snot, S e Sal •
I

"

.._ . _

DAN TREVAN / Union-Tribune
Owner Judy Compton tied a decorative ribbon on a
mirror in front of her store. The boutique features
unusual home furnishings and an array of gift items
from around the world .

Delving into the local art scene in San Miguel, Compton
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was amazed at what she found. While finding intriguing
pieces of art everywhere she turned, Compton found th
many artists could barely afford to feed their familie
"I gave one artist $1,000 and I'm fairly certain·
family for months," she said.
With a business degree from the University of San Diego
and an entrepreneurial mind-set, Compton said she just
wanted to create a business where making money wasn't
the primary goal.
"I felt like I could help," she said.
Compton's goal became to establish Aesthetyx as a
DAN TREVAN / Union-Tribune
high-end retail outlet that also was a socially responsible
business, helping artisans market their products, receive fair wages and preserve their traditions around
the world.

"Of course we need money to accomplish those goals. That's my conundrum, if you will. How do I create a
business that gives back?"
Compton makes sure the artisans receive fair wages by directly buying from them or by buying through
organizations such as Barro Sin Plomo, a nonprofit organization in Mexico that helps pottery artists
market their work to U.S. buyers.
"Barro sin plomo" means "clay without lead" in Spanish.
U.S. laws were enacted in the 1970s against lead-based pottery imports. It improved health standards but
reduced the pottery industry in Mexico from about 1.5 million potters to about 50,000 today, said Anna
O'Leary of Barro Sin Plomo.
O'Leary has been working with Compton for about 1 ½ years and said Barro Sin Plomo has found about
200 other buyers, mostly in the southwest United States, to buy lead-free pottery from local artisans in
Mexico.
"There is definitely a growing demand," O'Leary said. "We're just trying to get the word out because not
that many people know about what we're doing. Once buyers find out about us, there is always a lot of
interest."
In stores like Aesthetyx, Barro Sin Plomo provides Compton with biographical information about many
artisans represented in her store.
Aesthetyx has customers throughout San Diego and the country, she said. Some drop in to the store at
random, some come by word of mouth and others keep returning because of the relationships Compton
said she builds with customers. All four of Compton's employees are former customers.
It also helps to have a unique product to sell, Compton said.
Compton also plans to open a larger store in downtown San Diego where it seems like cost is no object to
people, Compton said.
Eventually Compton wants to expand on her concept nationally, starting in the Southwest. For now she is
focused on another San Diego location and adding more e-commerce options to the company Web site.
She also plans to add more merchandise from places other than Mexico. Aesthetyx carries a limited
amount of furniture from India and Thailand.
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At the the Encinitas store, Compton celebrates Mexican holidays, including the upcoming Cinco de Mayo,
for which there will be music, food and drinks all day.

Find this article at:
http://www.signonsandiego.com/news/northcou nty/20070408-9999-lz 1mc8patron .html
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104 W. Grand Avenue
Escondido, CA 9ZOZ5
760-741-ISOI
www.allenbarron.com

A

fter obtainin g an account ing degree
from the Univers ity of Montan a ,
Janatha n Allen spent 10 years work-

ing in public account ing firms before rel
eating to San Diego in 1986 . There s
earned an MBA from the University of San
Dieqo, a J.D. degree from Southwe stern
University School of Law in Los Angeles and
an LL.M. in taxation from the Universi ty of
San Diego School of Law. She worked with

Janathan L. Allen

several San Diego firms before forming her
own compan ies, Allen Barron, Inc . and
Janathan L. Allen , APC.
Allen and her partner, Richard Barron, a
former CEO of publicly traded compan ies,

expertis e from its inceptio n for corporate
structuri ng and creating an internati onal t ax
strategy. A few years later, this compan y was

created their vision to offer a broad spectrum of services across the manage ment,
tax, law and account ing arenas. The goal is
to provide integ rated solution s to issues

internati onal tax strategie s, or simply to
have tax returns prepared , the professionals of Allen Barron, Inc. and Janatha n L.

acquired by a public compan y. "There were a
number of millionaires made that day," says
Allen . Clients today inc lude Fortune 500

Allen, APC, assist clients in establishing a
clear vision for the future.

compan ies, high-tec h manufac turing firms,

that companies face .
"Often entrepre neurs don 't understa nd
how to move the compan y forward or see
potentia l problem s until it is too late," explains Allen. While large compan ies have
teams of outside professi onals to handle
their accounti ng, tax and legal issues, Allen's
goal is to provide this same expertis e to
sma ller and midsize compan ies to move
their business to the next level.
One of her former clients, a Southern Californ ia technolo gy company, sought Allen's

"We could have been just an accounting firm or just a law firm, but we're much

"There's no other company in San Diego
that does what we do."
biotech companies, real estate sales and developme nt firms, start-ups, and individual entreprene urs.
Whethe r compan ies come to her for a
compreh ensive business review, legal issues,

better able to meet our clients' needs by
providin g them with th is integrat ed appreach through our multipro fession al
firm ," says Allen . "There's no other company in San Diego that does what we do."
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FRIDAY, APRIL 27, 2007
• The University of San Diego will host the 2nd Annual Leadership Breakfast on Friday, April 27 at
7:45 a.m. at the USD Joan Kroc Institute of Peace & Justice. Former Medtronic CEO and best-selling
author Bill George will deliver a keynote address based on his upcoming book, True North: Discover
Your Authentic Leadership. Dedicated to promoting the continued development of future business and
community leaders, the annual leadership breakfast will conclude with a presentation of the 2007 USO
School of Business Administration Servant-Leader Scholar Awards . The event is open to the public. A
$60 fee includes breakfast. For more information , visit www.sandiego.edu/leadership or e-mail
MSEL@sandie o.edu or call (619) 260-4828 .
Learn More ...

SATURDAY - SUNDAY , APRIL 28-29 , 2007
• Sleepless In San Diego: The San Diego Rescue Mission Benefit Sleepout will take place within
the San Diego Community Concourse in front of San Diego City Hall, downtown. All Sponsorship
Dollars go to Support the San Diego Rescue Mission's Continuum of Care for the Homeless. Come
sleepout or sponsor someone to sleepout, Saturday April 28th - Sunday April 29th .
Learn More ...

WEDNESDAY, MAY 2, 2007
• Modern Postcard holds its seminar on "Aligning Your Sales Channels" on May 2, from 8:30 11 :30 am at the Sheraton Mission Valley. Effective Direct Marketing Strategies to Unify Your
Sales Force. Join direct marketing experts Keith Goodman and Greg Wasmuth for a half-day seminar to
learn successful strategies for managing the marketing programs of remote sales channels. If you
manage a network of multiple locations, agents, dealers, distributors, franchisees, or field sales reps, this
is the seminar for you! An effective direct marketing strategy can help maintain a cohesive corporate
brand, eliminate conflicts between sales channels, and increase your ROI. You'll walk away from this
seminar with knowledge and strategies you can implement right away. Attend for FREE if you register by
April 27. Use promo code: WEBSPECIAL and Register Here. For more information call 800.406.1705
x7600 .

THURSDAY, MAY 3, 2007
• The Union of Pan Asian Communities (UPAC) will host the Taste of Asia Reception and Gala at
the Sheraton Hotel and Marina on May 3, 2007 , with Executive Chairs Robert McNeely, Chairman and
and CEO of the Union Bank Foundation, and Delores McNeely, Senior Vice President, Sales Executive
with Union Bank. San Diego City Mayor Jerry Sanders will receive the Annual Leadership Award .
Proceeds benefit UPAC programs and services, serving over18,000 people from over 30 different
cultures annually. Tickets: $200/ person or $2,000/table of 10. Black tie or ethnic attire is admired . For
more information , www.u acsd.com, 619.446.0805 .
Learn More ...

TUESDAY, MAY 8, 2007
• Please join Holistic Health Specialists for a free educational seminar on Tuesday, May 8, 6-7p.m.
The seminar topic will be Chinese Medicine and Women's Health. As women we have a unique set of
challenges in relation to our health care. This seminar includes a look at various different conditions
affecting women including : Menopause, Infertility, Fibroids, Endometriosis, PMS,
Cysts and Osteoporosis. Natural treatment options along with Acupuncture treatment and nutritional
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Calendar: San Diego Calendar
USD 2nd Annual Servant Leadership Breakfast
Dates
• April 27
General Information
Time

7:30 a.m.

Location

Joan B. Kroc Institute for Peace & Justice

Phone Number

260-4828

Ticket Cost
Website
Categories
• No Categori
Description / Com
The University of Sa n Di ego will host the 2nd Annual Servant Leadership Breakfast on Friday, April 27 at 7:30 a.m. at the
USD Joan B. Kroc Institute for Peace & Justice. Former Medtronic CEO and best-selling author Bill George will deliver a
keynote address based on his new book, True North: Discover Your Authentic LeadershiR, Dedicated to promoting the
continued development of future business and community leaders, the annual leadership breakfast will conclude with a
presentation of the 2007 USD School of Business Administration Servant-Leader Scholar Awards. The event is open to the
public. A $60 fee includes breakfast. For more information, visit www.sandie o.edu leadershiR or e-mail
MSEL sandiego.edu or call (619) 260-4828.

Ml~Uj
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Former Medtronic CEO to speak at U

The former CEO of Medtronic Inc. (NYSE: MDT)
ecrets
Business School professor Bill George will tell local lea.de
second
Diego's
San
of
y
Universit
the
at
morning
of his success Friday
..
annual USO Servant Leadership Breakfast.
George, who has spent more than 30 years in executive leadership
positions, wrote in his most recent book, "'lrue North: Discovering Your
Authentic Leadership," about how he set out to learn from leaders such
as Charles Schwab, Anne Mulcahy and Howard Shultz what distinctive
qualities have made them successful leaders. What George found often
contradicts what other leadership experts have previously said.
After 10 years each as a senior executive at powerhouses Litton and
Honeywell (NYSE: HON), George joined Medtronic as president and
CEO and helped build it into a leading medical technology company
while increasing market capitalization from $1.1 billion to $60 billion.
The breakfast begins 7:30 am. Source Code: 2007042 5m

SI

SAN DIEGO CLIPPING
SD Reader

APR: 1 9 2007
• 16th Annual Walk-on -Water
Compet ition, held every year to
promote field of engineering and
its importance to society, is Saturday and Sunday, April 2 1 and 22,
starting at IO a.m. both days, in
sports center pool at Universi of
San Diego (5998 Alcala Par . articipants are from coUeges, high
schools; they must consider buoyancy, stabil ity, propulsion. Free.
619-260-7558. (LINDA VISTA)
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WEDNESDAY, MAY 2 - COURSE
REAL ESTATE FINANCE

Core course with Instructor Dan Phelan. Organization: USO lr:iformation: (619)
260-7646 saram@sandiego.edu Cost: $450.00 When: Hours: 6:00 PM - 9:00 PM
Where: USO, 5998 Alcala Park, San Diego
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THURSDAY, APR 26 ~ COURSE
LEGAL ASPECTS OF REAL ESTATE
Core course w ith Instructor Jeffrey Stoke. Organization: USD Information:
(619) 260-7646 saram@sandiego.edu Cost: $450.00 When: Hours: 6:00 PM - 9:00
PM Where: USD, 5998 Alcala Park, San Diego
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Leading economic indicators
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The monthly changes in leading indicators {initial claim
ployment insurance, local stock prices, outlook for
economy, consumer confidence, building permits
n Gin, an
advertising) of the San Diego economy as tracked
highThe
1ego.
San
of
ity
Univers
the
at
or
urban economics profess
'
2006.
March
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144.2
est monthly rate is
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Institute for Peace & Justice

The Role of Women in Stabilization and Reconstruction: Events: U.S ... http://www.usip.org/events/2007/0410_stabilization_reconstruction.html

~ UNITED_ STATES INSTITUTE OF PEACE

~

www.us1p.org

[ Back ]

Events/Multimedia
The Role of Women in Stabilization and Reconstruction
Public Event

Policymakers and practitioners increasingly acknowledge the critical role that
women can play to build a stable peace in warring and post-conflict states. In
recent months, the U.S. Institute of Peace, Women in International Security,
the Joan B. Kroc Institute for Peace & Justice, and the Initiative for Inclusive
Security have engaged a variety of stakeholders to explore specific,
actionable recommendations to promote women in various stages of the
peace process.
The Role of Women in Stabilization and Reconstruction is a USIP Special
Report based on a series of working group meetings in 2005 and 2006. This
publication presents a comprehensive list of recommendations to the U.S.
government and highlights several critical action areas with the potential to
significantly impact the protection and participation of women in post-war
situations.

Date and Time

Tuesday, April I 0, 2007
I 0:30 AM - 12:00 PM
Location

U.S. Institute of Peace
2nd Floor Conference Room
1200 17th St, NW
Washington, DC 20036
Directions

United Nations Reform: Improving Peace Operations by Advancing the
Role of Women describes the situation of women at all levels of staffing
in UN peace operations, offering practical recommendations to address
the organization's gaps in women's numbers and position. Published by
Women in International Security
) and the Stanley Foundation, this
report is based on expert const
Id in November 2006.

Iraqi women practice their computer
skills at the Fatima Al-Zahra Center for
Women's Rights in Hilla (just south of
Baghdad) . (Courtesy USAID)

is the outcome doc
m the 2006 Women PeaceMakers conference
convened by the J
oc Institute for Peace & Justice at the
University of San Diego and the United Nations Development Fund for
Women (UNIFEM). Over 150 experts shared strategies, models, and best
practices of effectiveness for integrating women and gender issues into
security policy and practice, governance and political leadership, and

other areas.

Speakers

(

■

Ambassador Harriet C. Babbitt
Co-Chair, USIP Working Group on the Role of Women; former Director, The Initiative for Inclusive
Security

■

Ms. Camille P. Conaway
Independent Consultant; Women, peace, and security

■

Dr. Harriet Hentges
Co-Chair, USIP Working Group on the Role of Women; former USIP Executive Vice President

■

Dr. Joyce Neu
Senior Fellow, USIP; Executive Director, Joan B. Kroc Institute for Peace & Justice
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■

Dr. Chantal de Jonge Oudraat
Vice President, Women in International Security

• Beth Cole, Moderator
Senior Program Officer, U.S. Institute of Peace

Media Inquiries
Please contact Ian Larsen (202.429.3870) or Lauren Sucher (202.429.3822) in the Office of Public Affairs and
Communications.

Of Related Interest
• Filling the Gaps: Stabilization and Reconstruction Report Series
■

Filling the Gaps : A New Institute Project Focuses on How to Stabilize War-torn States
Peace Watch, December 2004/January 2005

■

Women Waging Peace Colloquium
Training Program, November 2002

• Women in War and Peace: Grassroots Peacebuilding
Peaceworks, August 2000
• Us and Them: The Role of Women Today in Peacemaking
Address by Ambassador Nancy Rubin, September 14, 1999

Archived Audio
To listen to audio or to view video, please click on the links provided below. You also can right click on the
links and choose "Save Target As" or "Download Linked File." This will save the file to your computer and then
allow you to play it in your media player directly. More Audio Help.
■

Listen to the audio from this event.
1:24:14 - 15.4MB

United States Institute of Peace - 1200 17th Street NW - Washington, DC 20036
+1-202-457-1700 (phone)- +1-202-429-6063 (fax)
www.usip.org
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PREVENTING MASS ATROCITIES: MAKING 'NEVER AGAIN' A REALITY

SAN DIEGO- Gareth Evans has served his native country of Australia as a
parliamentarian and diplomat, and the United Nations as co- chair of a high-level panel on U.N.
reform, but he has his toughest job cut out for him as President and CE

3

Anti War
Movement
►

Development

►

Editorial/Opinion

►

Human Rights

►

News

►

Opinion

►

Press Release

►

Terrorism

001 of the

International Crisis Group, an international non-governmental orga
experts around the world working to prevent and resolve deadly c

On Thursday, April 12, at 6 p.m . at the University of San Diego's Joan B. Kroc Institute
for Peace & Justice, Evans will speak on lessons that have been learned from past conflicts
about how to prevent violence from escalating into mass atrocities like genocide, the maiming
and massacre of civilians, and "ethnic cleansing." His talk, "Preventing Mass Atrocities: Making
'Never Again' a Reality," is free and open to the public. RSVPs are required by April 10 to
http://peace.sandiego.edu .

Evans has written or edited eight books on subjects such as international rules
governing the use of military force, humanitarian intervention and conflict prevention. He is a
realist about the importance of creating a system for international action when governments
cannot or will not protect their citizens.

'We can, if we need to, justify making 'the responsibility to protect' a reality on practical,
national interest grounds that states that can't or won't stop internal atrocities are the kind of
rogue or failed states that can't or won't stop terrorism, weapons proliferation, drug and people
trafficking, the spread of health pandemics and other global risks," he explains. "But, at the end
of the day, the case for 'the responsibility to protect' is one that rests on our common humanity
-

the impossibility of ignoring the cries of pain and distress of our fellow human beings."
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Evans began his career as a lawyer in Australia before moving into the parliament and he
spent 13 years as a Cabinet Minister. Known for his candor in Australian political circles, Evans
continues to speak bluntly on behalf of international organizations like the United Nations and
International Crisis Group . As co-chairs of the International Commission on Intervention and
State Sovereignty, Evans and former Canadian Minister of Foreign Affairs Lloyd Axworthy put
forward a new approach to state sovereignty which proposed that states that did not protect their
citizens forfeited their sovereignty and should not be object to international or regional
intervention to fulfill that vital state function .

Serving now as a member of tl1e Bl.ix Commission on Weapons of Mass Destruction,
Evans is analyzing ways to decrease tl1e risk of mass casualties tluough the accidental or
purposeful use of weapons of mass destruction.

Evans' lecture is the third in the 2006-2007 Joan B. Kroc Distinguished Lecture Series,
sponsored by the Joan B. Kroc Institute for Peace & Justice at tl1e University of San Diego .
Founded in 2000 with a $25 million gift from the late San Diego philantluopist and former
owner of the San Diego Padres Joan B. Kroc, tl1e institute is dedicated to fostering peace,
cultivating justice and creating a safer world by working to improve the lives of those caught in
the web of armed conflict and human rights abuses .

The institute is located at the University of San Diego , a Catl10lic Institution of higher
learning chartered in 1949. The university enrolls approximately 7,500 students and is known for
its commitment to teaching, the liberal arts, the formation of values and community service. The
establishment of the Joan B. Kroc School of Peace Studies will bring the University's total
number of schools and colleges to

SLX.

Other academic divisions include tl1e College of Arts and

Sciences and the schools of Business Administration, Education, Law and Nursing and Healtl1
Science.
Copyright peacejournalism.com

[Q]
Read All Articles
: : Related Stories

• Newest Articles From Opednews
• Eight journalists acquitted on anti-state crimes
• Xenophobic attacks on refugees must be nipped in the bud, says UNHCR
• UNHCR's repatriation programme for South Sudan hits 50,000 mark
• Nepal : Olympic gold medalists toss volleyballs
• Armed insurgents threaten broadcast journalists in Nepal
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l\tfilitmy medicine, torture examined

.w

By Peter Rowe

STAFF WRITER

~at,was Dr. Steven H. Miles think-

ing.

Dr. Steven H. MIies, a physician and bioethlclst, Is appalled
that so many doctors, nurses and medics condoned torture
In the war on terror. Crissy Pascual / Union-Tribune

Not about blockbu ter ale ,
that' clear. Be t-sellers require raceagainst-the-clock "24"-style thrills, Olympian sex or, at lea t, a 10-day plan for wa hboard ab .
While writing hi latest book, the Univerity of Minne ota Medical School profe or
focu ed el where. He mined a mountain
range of govemmeqt document . He unearthed accounts of deaths and maiming .
He i u d a grisly indictment of his own
prof ion. Then he wrapped the whole
package in the feel-bad title of the year,
"Oath Betrayed: Torture, Medical Complicity and the War on Terror."
'This has been a tough sell," said hi
agent, Sandra Dijk tra.
What wa Mile thinking?
SEE

•

Torture, ES

► TORTURE
CONTINUED FROM E1

Colin Powell
called torture
an 'innovation'
"When I saw the photographs from Abu Ghraib,"
he said, "I wondered where
the doctors and nurses
were."
The answer: They were
present or nearby. In U.S.
prisons in Iraq, Afghanistan
and Guantanamo Bay, medical personnel helped determine the nature and severity (
of torture. They ignored
abuse. And they covered up
the most heinous cases.
That, in a blood-stained
nutshell, is what Miles
found. What is he thinking?
"Where these things occurred, they occurred in the
context of a general command breakdown," he said.
"Nobody was stopping
abuses, period."

DATEBOOK
Dr. Steven H. MIies
on "Oath Betraye
Torture, Medlca
Compllclty, an
Terror"
6:30 p.m. toda
e for Peace
Joan B. Kroc I
& Justice Unjyersit y of s~
~
5998"Alcala Park, San Diego
$50, fundraiser for Survivors of
Torture, International
(619) 278-2400

The shame, then, doesn't
belong to the medical profession alone. In the military,
though, they are the only
partie who have taken an
oath to protect and heal patients, even if these patients
are pri oners of war or "enemy combatants."
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Off the battlefield

'This is not a matter of
war-making," Miles insisted.
"It is a matter of international
Jaw."

/antic describes how U.S.
special operations forces
"cracked Abu Musab alZarqawi's inner circle without resorting to torture
- and hunted down al-Qaeda's man in Iraq."
In recent months, Donald
Rumsfeld and other pro-torture officials have lost their
Defense Department posts.
Miles, a bioethicist whose
work in Cambodia, Sudan
and other war-tom regions
has brought him into contact
with U.S. intelligence agents,
believes the policy is beginning to change.
"Our intelligence people
are really very good," he
said. "For them, the legacy
of these abuses is a level of
dismay and pain."

Military medical ethics is
rich tenitory for civilian second-guessers, or so many in
uniform believe. (Miles, it
Snakebit
should be noted, is not a vetOn the day Miles spoke
eran.) 'The certainty of opinwith the Union-Tribune, Amion," said Col. Basil Pruitt, a
azon reported that 227,826
physician, in a 1992 lecture
other volumes were outsellon this topic, "is directly proing "Oath Betrayed." None
portional to the square of the of the books in the Top 50
distance from the site of
were about torture; five focombat"
cused on diets and "food
But Miles notes that his
cures."
book is about noncombat acMiles' book is brief, just
tions of the military medical
168 pages, but not a quick
profession. 'This is not
read. There are too many
about battlefield ethics. This
passages that force you to
is about the treatment of unslow down and catch_your
armed prisoners."
breath. There are pages
Neither, he insists, is this
where medics withhold paina matter of a squeamish civil- killers from wounded prisonian suddenly coming face to
ers, or administer drugs face with the harsh realities
not for therapeutic reasons,
of war. "In World War II, we
but to break someone resistreally set the standard for
ing interrogation.
the treatment of prisoners."
There's Mohammad alMiles notes that President
Qahtani, whose torture was
Bush's former secretary of
administered by medics state, Colin Powell, called
and whose abuse was halted
the use of torture by U.S.
by the complaints of, not
forces an "innovation."
doctors, but FBI agents.
This innovation, Miles
There's Mohammed
said, can be used against us:
Khan, whose battered
'This prevents us from air
corpse was released by U.S.
pealing to the world for the
Army troops in Afghanistan
same norms of civilized beto his family. A British rehavior for our soldiers."
porter asked the base comThe Bush administration,
mander about the Army-isthough, has maintained that
sued death certifk 1te, which
terrorists - even those cair
listed as the cause of death
tured by the military, during
"snakebite."
military operations, in the
"You could go on for ages
midst of a war - are not solwith a 'he said, she said.' You
diers, and are thus exempt
have to take my word for it,"
from the Geneva ConvenCol. Gary Cheeks replied.
tion. But that's not the only
There had been no autoir
convention barring medical
sy. "Afghanistan has two speprofessionals from taking
cies of poisonous snakes,"
part in torture. Similar declaMiles added. 'The McMarations have been adopted
hon's viper is rarely seen;
by the United Nations, the
the Levant viper stays away '
World Medical Association,
from settlements."
the International Council of
While the Pentagon has
Nurses, the World Psychiat- yet to release a promised_ re- ,
ric Association, the Ameriport on deaths among Pl"!Scan Medical Association, the oners in U.S. custody, Miles
American College of Physihas documented 175. He's
cians and others.
now posting the relevant
This White House has
government papers at the
waved all that aside. "We
University of Minnesota's
have said to the world that a
online Human Rights Lichief executive can invoke
brary, wwwl.umn.edu/hunational emergency or namanrts/.
tional sovereignty and can ·
Within the military, the
step outside" international
use of torture in interrogaagreements, Miles said.
tion remains controversial,
Again, such a precedent
in part because of concerns
could be used against the
that victims will say anyUnited States, a nation that
. thing, no matter how inaccuoften holds itself up as a
rate, to stop the pain. The
model to the world.
cover story in the current At-

-
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• Point Loma doctor

earns special honor
Point Loma resident Dr. Antra
Priede was honored Saturday,
April 21 , for her contributions to
the nonprofit organization Survivors of Torture.
Survivors of Torture Jnternational (SURVIVORS) presented
Priede with the first George Falk
Human Rights Champion Award.
As a volunteer doctor, Priede
has helped
perform
medical
evaluations
and
has
documented physical
consequences of
torture , as
well
as
preparing
written affi- Dr. Antra Prlede
davits for
those torture victims seeking asylum in
San Diego.
She has also helped train physicians for this task.
She now works part-time for
Kaiser Permanente and lives in
Point Loma with her husband.
Priede was born in Latvia and
was displaced during World War
II. She moved to the U.S. when
she was 9 years old.
She graduated from Case Western Reserve School of Medicine
before moving to California to
begin her professional career.
Dr. Steven Miles, author of
"Oath Betrayed," also spoke at
the event that took place at the
Joan B. Kroc Institute for Peac
and Justice at the University of

J

San Qieg0,
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• Oath Betrayed, Survivor, of
ture In ternational ho. t tt·ntl
niver ary event, aturdJ1•, I
6:30 p.m. , at Univer~it y of SJn
Diego 's Joan B. Kro lrn.t1tutt'
Peace and Justice (5998 Akafj Park).
Steven Miles discusse;, hi book Oath
Betrayed and role of medical profesionals in limes of war; discus ion,
book signing, reception with chocolate and cabaret. 50. Reservation :

tor

619-278-2400. (LINDA VISTA)
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For Their Benef it
For Theil- Benefit is a weekly
listing ofactivities sponsored by
nonprofit organizations to raise
funds for programs that serve
San Diegans.
• "Campaign Cocktails,"
benefiting the Children's Muse·
um's capital CampaiQn. 5:30 p.m.
Thursday, La:urel, 505 Laurel
St., San Diego. $10 includes
drinks, hors d'oeuvres and entertainment. RS.V.P. to chela@chiklrens museumsd.o rg or
(619) 233-8792, ext.108.
• "North County Charity
Golf Tournament, " benefiting
The Arc of San Dlef)O. 1 p.m. Friday, Lake San Marcos Country
Club, 1750 San Pablo Drive,
San Marcos. $125 to play; $25
for dinner only. (858) 715-3780
or rhandy@arc-sd.com.
• "Fight Parkinson's Disease
Step by Step," a SK benefiting
the prOC)l'ams of Pn~son•s Dis·
ease Association San DleQO. 8 a.rn.

Saturday. Liberty Station, 2877
Farragut Road, San Diego. $15$25. (858) 273-6763 or
www.pdasd.o rg.
• "Angels Under Cover," a
quilt show and boutique bene. fiting Aseltine School. 9 a.m. Saturday, First United Methodist
Church, 2111 Camino de! Rio
South, Mission Valley. $7 (husbands fre.e; no kids under 6).

(858) 277-3169 or NinaKenney@sbcglobal.net.
"Island DiVine 2007,.. a Nantucket-themed wine tasting and
sile nt auction be nefiting the Ju·

nior LeacJue of San DleQO's com·
munlty projects. 3 p.m. Saturday,
Ellen Browning Seri pp Park.
1133 Coast Blvd., La Jolla. $7!)..
$125. (619) 234-2253 or www.islanddivine.co m.
• "Dixieland Jazz Ev nt." a
silent auction and raffie with
Creole food and jazz benefiting
Lewis Middle School. 6 p.m. Saturday. St. Iner se Community
Center, on Navajo Road at College Avenue and Waring Road,
Del Cerro. $30; 25 in advance.
(619) 920-6658.
• "Oath Betrayed," a lectu
by Dr. t ven Miles bent>fi ·
prOQrams that help survlv
politically motivatetl tortur
p.m. Saturday, University o
San Diego's Joa'n 8. Kroc ,, Institute for Peace &Justice, 5998
Alcala Park, San Diego. 50.
(619) 278-2400 or www.nortorture.org.
For Their Benefit is compiled by
Brittany Inman. Items should be
submitted at least three weeks in
advance and may be sent by e-mail:
brittany.inman @uniontrib.com or fax
to (619) 293-2148.
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PROFILE
Julianne D' An9elo
F'ellmeth
Personal: Age 52. Married

to Robert C. Fellmeth.
Education: Graduate of
University of San Diego, BA
in psychology; and graduate
cum laude, University of San
Diego School of Law.
Professional:

Administrative director.
Center for Public Interest
Law. Editor of the California
Regulatory Law Reporter.
Clerked for Chief Judge Carl
Muecke, U.S. District Court
for the District of Arizona,
1983-85. Worked as a trial
lawyer in the Federal
Programs Branch, Civil
Division of the U.S.
Department of Justice,
1985-86.
Or9anlzatlon s: Board of

Citizen Advocacy Center in
Washington, D.C.
Hobbles: Breeds macaws

and "purges" husband's
growing collections.

Couple look out for consumers
through work at center at USD
By Penni Crabtree,

STAff WRITER

hile not as prolific as me
h Nader in
the development of c
otection
laws, watchdog m;
mmitted activists, professors Robert
cl Julianne D'Angelo Fellmeth of the
ublic Interest Law
have engendered ..,,,UAu,,:;,,,,,,:r asty of do-gooders.
Those who can u ~111eir activist lineage to the
·university of~ I ~ School of Law program run
by the husban~and-e team include San Diego's
Michael Shames, executive director of the energy
consumer rights group Utility Consumers Action
Network, and Beth Givens, founding director of the
Privacy Rights Clearinghouse, a nonprofit dedicated
· to personal privacy protection.
· Additionally, there are a host of public-minded
alumni who are judges, public defenders and professionals who run everything from domestic violence
outreach programs to child abuse prevention units.
The center, launched in 1980 by Robert Fellmeth,
has become the leading watchdog of a powerful but
perversely invisible level of state government the often-obscure boards and agencies that regulate the
majority of California businesses and professions.
Along the way, executive director Fellmeth and

W

SEE

PROFILE
Robert C. F'ellmeth
Personal: Age 61. Two sons

from a previous marriage.
Married to Julianne D'Angelo
Fellmeth.
Education: Graduate of
Stanford University, BA in
humanities; and Harvard Law
School.
Professional: Executive
director of Center for Public
Interest Law and Price Chair
in Public Interest Law at the
University of San Diego
School of Law. Executive
director, the Children's
Advocacy Institute. Former
deputy district attorney and
assistant U.S. attorney in San
Diego, 1973-81.
Or9anlzatlon s: Chairman

of Public Citizen Foundation;
board member, National
Association of Counsel for
Children.
Hobbles: Breeds macaws
and collects Indian artifacts.

Fellmeths, CS
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Couple look out
for average Joe
via advocacy

1

D'Angelo Fellmeth, who is the
center's administrative director, have taught hundreds of
USD law students how to put
their legal skills to use on behalf of the powerless; drafted
and sponsored legislation to reform state agencies; and
brought litigation to level the
playing field for consumers
against monied special interests.
Admirers of the Fellmeths
aren't in the faint-praise camp.
When describing them, they
lavish terms such as "highminded," "altruistic" and "dedicated."
"Bob Fellmeth is somewhat
unique, one of just a few people
I've come across, who serves as
the conscience of California,"
said Shames, a former intern at
the center whose law school
project turned into UCAN. "He
can speak and write in an incredibly articulate way about
things we may not necessarily
want to hear but that need to be
talked about"
Jay Greenwood, chief consultant for the state Assembly
Business and Professions Committee, said D'Angelo Fellmeth
is the "premier" California consumer advocate who keeps an
eye on the state boards that are
supposed to be the watchdogs
of doctors, accountants and
other professionals. ·
. "She is not one of the best,
she is the best," said Greenwood, whose state committee
oversees some 300 bills each
legislative session. "Her laser
focus is on consumer protectjon. That is her mantra. That is
the driving "force that makes
her run."
Over the years, the center
and its offshoot, the Children's
Advocacy Institute, have initiated numerous advocacy projects
that resulted in laws or agency
reforms to protect consumers
and children.
Those accomplishments include legislation that overhauled the state bar's attorney
discipline system and improved
the state medical board's method of investigating complaints
and disclosing physician misconduct to the public.
These days, Fellmeth, who

also is executive director of the
Children's Advocacy Institute,
is pushing for legislation that
would provide transitional financial support for foster care
youths beyond age 18, when
under current law they are unceremoniously dropped from .
the system.
And D'Angelo Fellmeth testified last month before joint
committees of the state Legislature about a mounting scandal
at the Board of Chiropractic Examiners, which critics charge
has been stacked by Gov. Arnold Schwarzenegger with
close friends from his bodybuilding days who maintain
that chiropractors are over-regulated. State lawmakers are investigating the board, which
last month fired its executive director and endorsed a controversial chiropractic technique
that is the subject of fraud investigations and litigation.
While pursuing separate
projects, aided by law students
who are learning in real time
and in real situations, the Fellmeths say they back each other
up with complementary skills.
Fellmeth tends to be the bigpicture type with the ability to
articulate it; D'Angelo Fellmeth
is detail-oriented, with a photographic memory for the law
and just about everything else.
"I'm the sizzle and she's the
meat," Fellmeth quipped.
"He has the sound bites and I
have the footnotes," D'Angelo
f ellmeth said.
Although the couple have
been in the underdog business
most of their professional lives,
Fellmeth has been at it the longest, and he learned it from a
master, Ralph Nader.
In the mid-1960s, Nader was
building a national reputation
as a Ione reformer, launching
investigations into greedy corporations and compliant government agencies and, surprisingly, winning battles that led
to the passage of important new
Jaws.
In 1968, while a Harvard Jaw
student, Fellmeth and a Harvard friend, Andrew Egendorf,
wrote to Nader asking him ifhe
would consider using students
for his "judicious jihad." In the
letter, the pair described themselves as "disgusted Harvard
graduate students who must
endure endless years of drivel
in order to mechanically defend
the guilty and profitably screw
the consumer."
Egendorf recalls scouring
the dictionary with Fellmeth to
come up with a J word - jihad
- that would go with judicious.

But the phrase "profitably
screw the consumer" was pure
Fellmeth, he said.
Soon after sending the letter,
the young men met with Nader
in a Boston-area fish house, and
the maverick activist took them
on as part of his first batch of
the now-famous "Nader's Raiders."
·The students spent the summer investigating the Federal
Trade Commission and produced a scathing 19~page report that received widespread
publicity. Ultimately, Fellmeth
and Egendorf testified before
Congress and reforms were
made at the FTC.
Nader said his former protege belongs on the national
stage. ''IfFellmeth was working
on the national stage, people
would be very pleasantly surprised," Nader said.
If Nader was the mentor of
his youth, Sol Price filled the
role in Fellmeth's maturer
years. While working as a deputy district attorney in San Diego
during the 1970s, Fellmeth received a lunch invitation from
the PriceSmart founder, who
wanted the-DA's office to sue
members of the liquor industry
who were threatening him for
selling discount liquor.
Fellmeth told him it was an
interesting case, but that Price
had the financial resources to
bring his own lawsuit And
when the lunch ended, Fellmeth refused to let Price pay
for the lunch - and got angry
at him for trying.
"As I was walking away, I
heard Sol Price say, 'I've been
looking for someone like you,' "
Fellmeth recalled. "Of course,
the punch line to this is, since
then, I haven't paid for a lunch
with him in 30 years."
The two men hit it off. Both
shared a taste for taking on the
Big Boys, whether in business
or government, and a commitment to empowering the Little
Guy. They met regularly for
walks and talks during their
lunch hour, and it was during
those walks that the idea of the
Center for Public Interest Law
was hatched.
Price persuaded the Weingart Foundation to provide
seed money to start the center,
and Fellmeth became its executive director. In 1990, Price
gave $1.5 million to establish
the Price Chair in Public Interest Law, an endowed faculty
chair that Fellmeth holds.
Today, Fellmeth said the
center continues to fulfill its
mission of giving the average
Joe "a seat at the table."
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Robert C. Fellmeth and Julianne D' Angelo Fellmeth are husband-and-wife law professors who head the Center for Public
lvinC. Cepeda/ Unian-TrilJune
Interest Law at the
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San Diego native Andr
Haden, a second-year law
dent at the Universi~ of San
D~egol re~ently was dee ared th~
wmner of the 2007 McLennan
H?~ors Moot Court Compet1tion, one of the most rigorous
legal intramural competitions
in the nation.
The competition is a course
that begins with four mandatory
classes and several preliminary
rounds and culminates in a final
round before a distinguished
panel of judges. It's held in
honor of attorney and naval aviator Paul A. McLennan Sr.
This year, more than 70 USD
law students competed in the
competition, which was based
on United States v. Afshari, a
real case that dealt with an individual's First Amendment right
to make donations to a group
that had been designated by the
Secretary of State as a foreign
terrorist organization.
Each McLennan competitor
wrote and submitted a 25-page
written brief, on behalf of their
randomly assigned side. Oral
arguments began Feb. 26 and
lasted two weeks. More than
300 San Diego attorneys volunteered their time to help judge
the competition.
By the end of the tournament,
Haden had argued the case nine
times: four times as the United
States, five times on behalf of
the criminal defendants. The
fil\al round, a debate between
Haden and his classmate James
DeSilva, was held March 9 at
USD's Institute for Peace and
Justice. Each finalist was given
20 minutes to argue and
respond to the questions from a
which
panel,
three-judge
included the Hon. M. Margaret
McKeown from the 9th Circuit,
the Hon. Rosemary Barkett
from the nth Circuit a'.ncl USD
professor Michael Ramsey.

Haden received a bachelor's
degree in political science from
Stanford and was a scholarshipped member of the Naval
Reserve Officers' Training
Corps. Upon graduation, he was
commissioned as a United
States Naval Officer. During his
five years in the Navy, Haden
made two overseas combat '
deployments. Source Code:
gJ
20070417tjc

• • •
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News Service Says
Fish's Patent Lif....
Most Soughtport ranked the
l of Law
Schoo
Diego
San
of
University
No. 85 among 0.s. law schools.
In addition, Thom as Jefferson School
Michelle Mowa d
.of Law's legal writing progr am ranked
amon g the top programs in the nation.
The magazine released the annua l
rankings Marc h 30, which listed Thom as
Jefferson No. 16nationally in legal writing.
This is the law school's second time on
the list, which the magazine first published last year.
"We are delighted once again by this
recognition , especially because the voters
whose opinion is reflected in the U.S.
News specialty rankings are faculty
members with recognized knowledge
and experience in a partic ular field,"
said Thom as Jefferson professor Linda
Berger.
A total of 184 law schools were reviewed for the top positions in the rankings. Directors of legal writing programs
nati~naJly submitted their nominations.

u.s. News & W,
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Lisa and David S.
Casey Jr. have dona
$250,00 0 to the us~
School of Law to ~
lish a trial advocac y
scholarship fund. Casey
is a member of the law
school's class of 1974.
He is a senior partner
Gerry
Casey
with

Franca villa
Schenk
Blatt & Penfield and a
past preside nt of the

Association of 'Iiial
Lawyers of America.

(

The school will establish
the David S. Casey 1iial
Advoca cy Scholar ship,
which will be awarded
annually to one or more
law student s showin g
promise in trial advocacy
activities and/or class
work.
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By RICHARD K. DEATLEY
The Press-Enterprise

A longtime family law attorney and former county bar association president has become Riverside
County's first black woman judge.
Irma Poole Asberry, 52, of Riverside, and Commissioner Mark E. Petersen, 45 , of Chino Hills, were
appointed as judges by Gov. Schwarzenegger late Friday.
"That's historic," Riverside County Presiding Judge Richard Fields said of Asberry's appointment. "She
brings diversity to the bench, and that is so important, but first she brings her skills and her talents."
Story continues below
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Special to The Press-Enterprise
Irma Poole Asberry
Fields made his comments Monday during an afternoon ceremony swearing in Petersen in Department
22 at the Hall of Justice in downtown Riverside.
"We all knew that he was a star, and it was just a matter of time," Fields said of Petersen, who was hired
as a Riverside County Court commissioner in September 2006.
Asberry, who has a private family law practice, will have to make arrangements to hand off cases before
she can take up judicial duties, Fields said.
Asberry and Petersen "are two excellent appointments," said Riverside County Bar Association
President David Bristow.
Asberry's judgeship "reflects the need in the county for a more diverse bench and that is precisely what
someone like Ms. Asberry will bring, coupled with her stellar credentials," he said.
Bristow said Petersen "possesses a great demeanor to be a judge, which in some respects is the most
critical factor. He has the intellectual firepower to handle any case, regardless of how complex."
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Both appointees take the place of retired judges.
Asberry, a Democrat, fills the vacancy left by Judge Thomas Douglass Jr.
Story C()nti11ues below

Special to The Press-Enterprise
Mark E. Petersen

Petersen, a Republican, takes the place opened by the retirement of Judge Dennis A. McConaghy.
The annual salary for a judicial position is $171,648.
Asberry, who was president of the Riverside County Bar Association in 1997-98, said she was
encouraged to apply for a judgeship by attorneys and jurists.
She said she was not intimidated by the congested courts in Riverside County.

(

"The judges are very supportive," she said Monday. "They mentor each other. They help each other.
Even though congestion is an issue they face, they all work together."
Petersen will continue to hear cases in Department 22 until he receives a judicial assignment.
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Asberry has been in private practice since 1988. She was with the law firm
1980 until then.

ick & Bright from

Raised in Rialto and a graduate of Eisenhower High School, she gra,.__....,,_ with a Bachelor of Science
from UC Riverside and earned her law degree from the University of San Diego.
Before he became a commissioner, Petersen was in private practice specializing in criminal law. He was
with the Riverside County Public Defender's office from 2000 to 2005. He practiced civil law in private
practice from 1987 to 2000. Petersen earned a Bachelor of Science from Cal State Long Beach and a law
degree from Western State University College of Law.

Reach Richard K. De Alley at 951-368-9573 or rdeatley@PE.com
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:n ca l schools to study
emergency response
San Diego State
had its own tragedy
By Jeff McDonald
and Eleanor Yan, Su
STAFF' WRITERS

Could it happen here? Yes.
University police chiefs in
San Diego County said they
plan and prepare regularly for
ev_ery possible crisis, including
a rampaging gunman.
But they say there is no failsafe way to prevent the kind of
1ttack that unfolded at Virginia
fech yesterda y - a determined gunman shot two victims, then is believed to have
waited two hours before carrying out a much more horrifying
spree.
Once the facts of the shooting shake out, the local chiefs
say they will deconstruct each
move made by Virginia Tech
officials.
''Whatever we do from the
standpoint of policing, we learn
from experience," said John
Browning, the San Diego State
University police chief. 'Things
like this will de.finitely be part of
our training in the future."
SDSU endured its own tragedy 11 years ago, when three
professors were shot dead by
an engineering student who
was about to defend his master's thesis.
Those murders also erupted
in a crowded classroom, but
the gunman only targeted his
teachers and was quickly handcuffed. One of the victims, asistant professor Chen Liang,
.ad earned his doctorate at Virginia Tech.
,
A still-unidentified gunman
in Virginia shot two victims to

death in a dormito ry about 7:15
a.m. yesterday. Investig ators
responded in"lmedia tely - and
notified , dorm residents of the
attack. But without a firm description of the suspect, they
opted not to alert the campus or
lock down the school.
More than two hours later, a
gunman barricaded himself in a
large classroom building and
shot about 60 more people before killing himself. At least 33
peopJe died, making it the
deadlies t shooting rampage in
U.S. history.
Most college campuse s have
warning systems to alert students and staff to threats and
emerge ncies. The challeng e
lies in determining when to
sound the alarm and risk exacerbating the situation, experts
say.
None of the local university
police officials interviewed yesterday question ed the d cision
made by their counterp arts at
Virginia Tech not to lock down
the campus or warn students
and teachers about the first
shooting.
'1"'o me, it sounded like the
campus did everything most
campuse s would do," UC San
Diego Assistant Chief J. Dyer
said. "Most people wouldn 't
have thought he'd go kill 30
people in another building."
Browning said it would be
next to impossible to close
SDSU because it is intersected
by several n:iajor roads. 'The
people in Vu-ginia did everything they thought was fair at
the time," he said.
Cal State San Marcos Police
Chief Ronald Hackenb erg said
he could close his 304-acre
campus relatively easily because only three roads feed into

it. But the university presiden t p n h re, said Moises Baron, a
or chancellor must issue that USO assistan t vice president.
order.
On campuse yesterday, San
''It hasn't been done since I Diego-area students expressed
was here," said Hackenb erg, a outrage and sympathy over the
30-year Pennsylvania State Po- deaths in Blacksb urg. Many
lice official in his fir t year run- have grown up in an age when
ning the Cal tale San Marcos school hootings have become
department. "But now we know all too familiar.
something like that can hap''You slowly become desensipen, we'll certainly be looking tized, you hear about it so
at it."
much," said Michael Engler,
Virginia Tech students
8, a San Diego State freshman.
plained yesterday that
His friend Corbin Binkerd , 19.
officials failed to pro
added: "Sometimes, it's not
,. them. Administrat
even a shock. It just sucks to
mails to dorm o
1 am about it."
ing the initi
Late yesterday, UCSD enchose not l
courage d professo rs to set
alarms.
asid time in class this week to
Univers i~of San Diego law discu s tudent reaction to the
professo r haun t'l artm said
hootings. Administrators prothat decision may hurt Vu-ginia vided example s of question s
Tech if the school is su d for and comments to prompt the
negligence.
discussion.
Typically, "courts hold that
USO plans to dedicate a spethings like that aren't reason- cial Mass tomorrow to the Vu-ably foreseea ble," he said. ginia Tech victims. First United
"What makes this case differ- Methodi st Church in Mission
ent is once the university knew Valley will tum tomorrow's 5:30
about the shooting s on cam- p.m. vespers service into a vigil
pus,.it failed to respond to that. for the deceased.
That puts them in a completely
More than 1,000 people bedifferent universe."
.
long to the San Diego Hokie , a
San Diego's college and uni- chapter of the national Virginia
versities use several m thods Tech alumni association. Many
to alert students to in"lminent
pent yesterday. calling friends
threats, including e-mail, the . and fom1er classmates to make
Internet, telephone trees, el cure they were afe.
tronic bulletin boards and even
''I'm just pretty much in
bullhorn s.
hock, like most of my friends
In response to the Vu-ginia I've talked to today," said Brad
Tech hootings. USO President Hattend orf, a 1999 English maMary Lyons ordered residen- jor wh o lives in Carlsba d.
tial hall director s to review all 'We're all kind of searching for
safety procedu res. The public answers right now."
safety department also will revisit its response tactic . The
univer ity is making counsel- Staff writers Sandi Dolbee, Maureen
ors available to students who Magee and Michael Stetz
worry that violence might hap- contributed to this report..
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LOCAL CAMPUSES
A look at campus security at universities and community colleges in
San Diego County:

Cal State San Marcos
Enrollment: 8,000
Campus size: 304 acres
Students llvlnq on campus:
560
Armed officers: 13

Point Loma Nazarene
University
Enrollment:·3,532
Campus size: 90 acres
Students llvlnq on campus:
1,650
Armed officers: 11

San Diego State University
·
Enrollment: 32,259
Campus size: 298 acres
Students llvlnq on campus:
3,900
Armed officers: 34

University of California
San Diego

Grossmont-Cuyamaca
Community College District
Enrollment: Grossmont
College, 17,000; Cuyamaca
College, 8,000
Campus size: Grossmont. 135
acres: Cuyamaca, 165 acres
Armed officers: 11

MiraCosta College
Enrollment: 14,250
campus size: Main campus, 121
acres; Cardiff campus, 42 acres
Armed officers: 10

Pal_omar College
Enrollment: 32,000
Campus size: San Marcos, 200
acres: Escondido center. 3 acres
Armed officers: 6

San Diego Community
College

Enrollment: 26,247
campus size: 1,200 acres
Students llvlnq on campus:
8,800
Armed officers: 35

District Enrollment: San Diego,
15,000; Mesa, 23,000; Miramar.
11,000
Campus size: San Diego, 57
acres; Mesa, 111 acres: Miramar,
120acres.
Armed officers: 33

University of San Diego

Southwestern College

Enrollment: 6.413
campus size: 180 acres
Students llvlnq on campus:
2,600
Armed officers: 21

Enrollment: 19,000
Campus size: 156 acres
Armed officers: 8
Research by staff writers Maureen
Magee, Eleanor Yang Su afld
Jeff McDonald.
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Kueh l bill aims to protect pets from domestic abusers
By Malcolm Macl ach lan

tS
E- mail artic le

(publish ed Apr il 12th, 2007)

In the winter of 2004 and 2005, Yvonne Stromer was trying to leave her abusive husband. But the
San Diego resident knew he had an important bargaining chip: her beagle, Baby, who he
repeatedly threatened to "get rid of" if Stromer le~ him.

"If I 'd had the ab ility to protect my dog sooner, I think I would have le~ sooner," Stromer said.
A couple years later, her ex-husband is in prison fo r an unrelated charge, Baby is safe and
Strome r is advocating a bil l th at might have given her some peace of mind . SB 35 3 from Senator
Sheila Kuehl, D-Los Angeles, would allow people to list their pets along with other property on
restrain ing orders.

If the bill had been in effect, Stromer sa id, she would not have had to go through the ordeal of
moving Baby from a variety of stops, with friends a
m ily, as she checked into domesticagainst her husband, preventing him
violence shelters . She could have gotten a legal in ·
from harming Baby, she said .

Free trial
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Internet filter
Fast, Relevant Local
Information . Find
Internet Filter Here!
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Protect Your Family
Monitor & Record
Everything on PC
Keystrokes, Em ail,
Chat, IM , etc.
www.OnlineSafetyPA L.co

"Restraining orders can protect cars and
furniture," Stromer said . " Why not protec
something living and breathing?"
The bill is the bra inchild Sarah S eed ,
year-old law student at Universit y of San Diego .
Last year, Speed hooked up with some
undergrads, at nearby San Diego State, who
we re looking at a similar concept. They took
their idea to the American Society for the
Prevention of Cruelty to Anima ls.
"Often , the animal is used to keep the person
there," said Jill Buckley, an attorney and
lobbyist for the ASPCA in the Western region.
"The abuser will say 'if you leave, I 'll kill your
cat. '"
Buckley said in abus ive homes, animals are often hurt first in an escalating cycle of violence . In a
1997 su rvey, 85 percent of women in domestic-violence shelters said there had been incidents of
vio lence against animals by their abuser, usually the household pet, according the Humane
Society of the Un ited States . The same survey also found that 63 percent of children in the
shelters identified similar incidents .
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Last month, Atlanta Falcons football player Jonathan Babineaux was charged with felony animal
cruelty for allegedly killing his girlfriend's pit-bull mix after an argument.
One thing SB 353 does not do, Buckley said, is give animals equivalent legal standing to people.
Instead, they are merely listed as another type of property that the abuser is not allowed to
approach, at the risk of being charged with contempt of court.
While hundreds of shelters and other support services have sprung up in recent years to help
human victims, Buckley said, few shelters took pets. Buckley was director of the board at the
Rancho Coastal Humane Society in San Diego in the late 1990s when they starte9 the "Animal
Safehouse" program to find temporary foster homes for pets of people fleeing domestic~.violence
situations . The Los Angeles Humane Society soon duplicated the idea.
Stromer got involved when she took Baby to Rancho Coastal, seeking foster care. Via word of
mouth, she found out Buckley was seeking a spokesperson for Kuehl's bill. In January, they
hooked up and began shopping the idea to California legislators .
Buckley said that she has talked to several legislators, including Assemblyman Lloyd Levine, DVan Nuys, the current legislator most closely identified with animal issues. Levine was already
fairly loaded up with important animal bills, Buckley said. These include AB 777, his bill to punish
cruelty to elephants, and AB 1634, a controversial bill that would require all cats and dogs over
four months old to be spayed and neutered .
While Levine has pledged support, Kuehl ended up taking on the bill. While not well-known for
animal bills, Buckley said, Kuehl has a long history with domestic-violence legislation. Last year,
she successfully carried S..1;3_720. That bill added teeth to contempt orders relating to the Domestic
Violence Protection Act .
"It's more of a domestic-violence bill than an animal-cruelty bill," Buckley said of SB 353.
Contact Malcolm Maclachlan at
malcolm. ma clachlan@capitolweekly .net
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Malcolm Maclachlan is a Capitol Weekly staff reporter.
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LETTERS
Giving foster kids
•a fighting chance'
Regarding "On their own at 18/
Proposed state legislation and a new
local program would change the way
. foster children are dropped into the
adult world" (lifestyle, March 24):
Since our beginnings more than
25 years ago as the organization that
built the Polinsky Children's Center,
the Child Abuse Prevention Foundation has dedicated itself to breakin
the cycle <;>f child abuse in San ff
County. As the foundation's exe
tive director, we applaud the et£
of_Robert Fellmeth and the Child
Advocac::y)nstitute, Walter Philips
and San Diego Youth and Community Services and Sen. Carole Migden,
D-San Francisco, to help children
who have aged out of the foster care
system.
All too often, we have witnessed
the tragic results when abused and
neglected children placed in foster
care are cut off from further help
once they turn 18. If anything, foster
youth need support into early adulthood more than others their age do.
These young people's tumultuous
childhoods provide them little in
the way of the stability and life skills
they will need to transition into welladjusted adults. CAPF tries to help
through its Transitional Living Program, which provides housing and
life skills training for young women
exiting foster care.
We also try to put dreams of a
brighter future within reach through
the Guardian Scholars Program,
which provides scholarships and oncampus support to foster youth so
they can attend college and get the
help they need to graduate. But of
course, with more than 7,000 children
living in foster care because they were
abused or neglected, so much more
needs to be done. Our thanks to our
fellow child advocates for trying to
give these kids a fighting chance.
TERESA STIVERS

San Diego
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Bill aims to shine spotlight on abuse
By John Simerman
CONTRA COSTA TIMES
Contra Costa Times

Art icle Launched :04 / 25 / 20 0 7 06 : 4 1 : 39 AM PDT

SACRAMENTO -- When 8-year-old Raijon Dan iels of Richmond died in late October after years of suspected abuse by his
mother, and when 2-year-old Deonna Green died after eating baking soda at her Pittsburg foster home in December,
Contra Costa County welfare officials released scant details from their case files on the children .
And then they clammed up, citing state law that prohibits access to information that some say could help the public and
policymakers better understand a child's death, and perhaps prevent more.
A bill the state Senate Judiciary committee unanimously passed Tuesday would make much of that information available to
the public in deaths from child abuse or neglect -- including medical records, detailed histories of abuse and background
on foster parents.
The bill , introduced by Sen . Carole Migden, D-San Francisco, follows a similar bill that died last year under opposition from
the union that represents social workers . County welfare agencies also shied away, saying it didn't protect the privacy of
sibling~.and others.
But with changes to address those concerns , county welfare agencies now support the new bill , SB39. An official with the
state SEIU said Tuesday that the union has withdrawn its opposition .
"It's not in the kids' interests, it's not in our interests not to be able to be part of a public dialogue, and to have a false
appearance of hiding , wh ich is the position the law puts us in now," said Frank Mecca, executive director of the County
Welfare Directors Association of California .
"Sometimes it's frustrating when all we can say is, the laws of confidentiality don't allow us to comment," said Lynn Yaney,
spokeswoman for Contra Costa County Ch ildren and Family Services.
The bill would allow public access to much of the information without a juvenile court hearing. It also would force juvenile
court judges to find a threat to the safety of other, living children before withholding other details.
"We're asking for transparency," said Migden . "We're not inter.
The bill lacks formal opposition . It still faces a long road th
Schwarzenegger has not yet taken a position, said a sp
Child welfare advocates hailed it as a big step towar
abuse deaths. In 2002, 140 ch ildren in Cal ifornia r
likely higher.
"This bill will prevent some of the most vulnerabl
said Ed Howard of the Children 's Advocacy

lnstjtyt,.

d in trying to penalize caseworkers or cast aspersions ."
full Senate and the Assembly . Gov. Arnold

g data to gauge systemic problems that may lead to child
died from abuse or neglect. Experts say the actual number is

~ren ... from dying because reform can only happen from sunshine ,"

The bill would give California one of the nation's most open laws on public disclosure regarding abuse deaths of children
who have been involved in the child welfare system, sa id William Grimm, a senior attorney at the National Center for Youth
Law.
The bill also sets tight timetables for release of the 'information, noted James Ewert, legislative advocate for the California
Newspaper Publishers Association . "It's huge," he said . "It (would) give us a much better, fuller understanding of problems
when they happen, instead of after they happen ."
The CNPA introduced similar legislation as far back as 1999, said Ewert. Why it may pass now is a question that few of its
backers could answer.
"It's only been very recently that we stopped looking at these children as chattel ," said Leslie Heimov, interim executive
director of the Children's Law Center of Los Angeles . The center represents 22,000 children who fall under dependency
court in Los Angeles County.
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Sacramento-area
Others pointed to recent, high-profile cases such as Raijon Daniels and Daelynn Foreman, a 12-year-old
girl who weighed 23 pounds when she was found dead last summer.
to the Sacramento Bee.
Sacramento County social workers received six earlier reports warning of her neglect, according
n, citing privacy
investigatio
internal
its
or
case
the
of
details
the
The county child welfare agency has refused to discuss
laws.
Reach John Simerman at 925-943-8072 or jsimerman@cctimes.com .
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Carole Migden: Protecting children by
opening records
By Carole Migden - Special To The Bee
Published 12:00 am PDT Saturday, April 21, 2007
Wouldn't you want to know if your child was seriously injured at school? Maybe the school
has a bully. Maybe a play structure was unsafe. Or, maybe, it was just an accident.
What if your child or a child you care about dies? You would want to know how it happened ,
who is responsible and how it might have been prevented.
Instinctively, as caring adults, we know that when a child we love is harmed we are morally
obliged to gather the facts to determine if we can prevent other children from suffering.
And we would harshly criticize any parent or guard ian who didn't undertake such an
investigation.
Consider, now, the grotesque circumstances surrounding the July 31 death of Daelynn
Foreman -- the 12-year-old Sacramento County girl who starved to death in her home, even
while county child protection officials visited her time and time again. This is the 12-year-old
girl who had bed sores so massive that bone could be seen with the naked eye and who
weighed 23 pounds at death. This is the 12-year-old girl who was the subject of a
substantiated allegation of child neglect just two months before she died.
Everyone who read The Bee's coverage of this story asks the same question: Why was she
left in the home for eight weeks after her abuse had been substantiated?
The truth is : We don't know . Sacramento County continues to guard th
surrounding her death like a national security secret. Our laws requir
courts to force counties to provide more detailed information, and t
vaguely that such cases are usually t ied up for years in expensive I"
nn's . According to an
Those laws need a massive overhaul to prevent more deaths lik
1ed in California from
audit by the California Department of Health Services, 140 child
abuse and neglect in 2002 . The nonprofit Child Atjygcacy Ipstjtute estimates that 100
children died last year in foster care alone . The estimate is based on the number of child
deaths in prior years . The difficulty in simply quantifying the exact number of deaths is in
itself ind icative of the whole problem : Facts are buried under the weight of bureaucratic
secrecy.
Recognizing that reform blossoms where the sun shines, I have introduced Senate Bill 39 to
make it easier for all of us to find out what happened when a child dies on our watch .
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SB 39 poses the potentiall y life-and-d eath question: Should public policy experts, decisionmakers and children 's advocate s be forced to file a lawsuit to obtain nonconfid ential
informati on about the deaths of California children who are killed by abuse and neglect,
when
such nonconfid ential informati on might help these stakehold ers improve the system?
A full-blown lawsuit should not be required. Such lawsuits can be won, but they are costly
and expensive to litigate. And their outcomes can vary dramatic ally judge by judge .
Moreover, litigation takes years, but many of these children are growing up -- perhaps
in
peril -- right now.
This legislation would require, in situations where an abuse or neglect case file has been
opened regarding a child, that counties release those files to the public when a child dies
.
Greater transpare ncy about what goes well and what goes horribly wrong is the only way
to
begin to right this sinking ship of lost children.
Recognizing that "it takes a village" to raise every child, this bill seeks to enlist the help
of
the village's stakehold ers when the child welfare system utterly fails -- such as when a
foster
child or a child under scrutiny by Child Protective Services dies due to abuse or neglect.
SB 39 does this even while adopting the same kind of privacy protection s used by the
financial industry, technolog y companie s, private industry, law enforcem ent and the news
media. Unlike current law, SB 39 would block the release of any and all identifyin g
informati on that exists in the file.
How could Daelynn's death occur after multiple visits and a substanti ated neglect report
two
months before her death? Would arming our heroic social workers with more resources ,
better laws, better policies or better training have helped? At this very moment, how many
other children are similarly at risk?
We don't know . We don't have access to the facts needed to craft policy that saves children's
lives. Our ignorance is wrong, and we are wrong to tolerate it. The moment that the caring
adults who reported Daelynn's condition invoked the mechanis ms of governm ent, Daelynn
stopped being somebod y else's child . She became our child .
When will our collective moral outrage be strong enough to overcome stonewal ling that
prevents us from determin ing the facts so that we can prevent other children from suffering
a similar fate?
Go to : Sacbee / Back to story
This article Is protected by copyright and should not be printed or distributed for anything
except personal use .
The Sacramento B_
ee, 2100 Q St., P.O. Box 15779, Sacramento, CA 95852
Phone : (916) 321-1000
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Many fost~r children face homelessness
Reforms being considered include social security for disabled , state-funded housing
'

By Sara Steffens, MEDIANEWS STAFF
Inside Bay Area
Article Launched:04 /24/2007 02:47 :11 AM PDT

When a foster youth becomes homeless, no one social worker, guardian or child welfare department is to blame.
Like most states , California has failed to provide an effective safety net for the more than 4,000 children who age out of its fo
care system each year.
In ordinary circumstances , young adults count on continued financial and emotional support from their families and are
completely on their own after turning 18.
A typical parent spends an average of $44,500 on a child after he or she becomes an adult, "and that doesn't include t
still in his room at home," said Robert Fellmeth, executive director of Children's Advocacy Institute, based at the yniversjty
Qieqg Srbpnl of Law.

being

pf §sQ,

By contrast, foster youths get a median of $5,000 in public support after aging out of care .
"Most kids don't get anything, " Fellmeth said . "Most kids get zero. (They get) 'Hit the streets with your clothes in your trash bag ."'
One study says that at least one in five former foster children becomes homeless within a few years of becoming a legal adult.
Other research, using broader criteria for homelessness, sets the figure as high as half.
In recent years , a growing number of programs have begun trying to help better prepare foster children for independence .
But publ ic and volunteer services remain fragmented, sporadic and largely symbolic, Fellmeth said.
"The problem is scale," he said . "The problem is (lawmakers) want to feel good and not spend the money."
In the face of tough odds, some former foster youths do manage to finish their education and bui ld productive lives, many with the
help of service programs.
"There are some points of light," Fellmeth said . "But these are all points of light that are dots. When you look up at the night sky ,
there are lots of points of light - but it's still dark."
Two bills pending in the state Legislature this year could help prevent foster youths from becoming homeless.
One, AB845 , would add $15.5 million to THP-Plus, a state-funded transitional housing program for former foster youth ages 18 to
24.
Right now, the program can only house 167 young adults statewide.
The new money, also recommended in Gov. Arnold Schwarzenegger's budget, would expand that to 1,000 - enough for about a
quarter of those who become homeless after aging out of foster care , said Amy Lemley, policy director at the John
Burton Foundation for Ch ildren without Homes.
"It's still not meeting the goal, but it would be a significant investment," she said .
The proposal seems to be winning support from both sides of the aisle, Lemley said.
Another bill , AB1331 , would allow teenagers with serious mental or physical disabilities to apply for Supplemental Security Income
before aging out of foster care.
About 15 percent of youths leaving the foster system potentially are eligible for SSI , but only 3 percent receive the payments,
·
Lemley said.
Waiting until 18 is too late: The average time to process and review an SSI application is more than 440 days.
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"For a youth with a serious mental health or physical disability, they've often just disappeared by then," Lemley said.
Although not on the legislative agenda, two larger reforms could brighten the future of foster youths, Lemley said.
The first is allowing youths to voluntarily remain in care until age 21, as New York and Illinois do. Because of California's large
caseload and the potential cost that would result, such a move likely would require federal support, Lemley said .
Equally important are efforts to support fragile families, keeping children out of foster placement in the first place, Lemley said.
"Foster care was never designed to be a long-term environment to raise children," she said. "It just doesn't have the rich support
that a family provides. A family's a lot more than just a program."
Only a fraction of families contacted by child protective services departments end up having children removed from their home. New
models offer voluntary services to the rest, and many take them up on it, Lemley said. Such strategies can be nudged along by
waiving rules to allow federal child welfare dollars to be spent on children not in foster care .
Along with the Children's Advocacy Institute, Fellmeth proposes a more radical solution.
In the five years after foster children emancipate from care , the state should commit to spending $47,000 on each of its former
charges, Fellmeth said.
Guardians would act as parents normally do, ensuring the money is spent according to a predetermined plan integrating housing,
.,._ __
..,
e~cattoli,"T"b-training and other needs.

____

The commitment would cost the state $160 million but would save twice that much in costs of incarceration, welfare and lost
productivity, according to the group's cost-benefit analysis, Fellmeth said .
So far, he says, legislators have been unenthusiastic about finding money to pay for the guardianship plan. And the Mental Health
Services Act, which includes former foster youths among its target populations, distributes its tax revenue according to plans
designed by individual counties.
Society would be more concerned about the needs of former foster youths if more people got to meet them, Fellmeth said .
"They are very deserving people," he said . "These are kids who are trying, kids who have been mistreated and all they care about is
their sibling and the parent who mistreated them. They have total generosity of spirit."
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Governor
urged to
diversify
judiciary
By Greg Moran
STAFF" WRITER

As early as this week, Gov. Arnold
Schwarzenegger will appoint a new
judge to one of the state's 58 trial
courts ·- and begin seizing an unprecedented opportunity to leave a lasting
mark ori the state judiciary.
· Legislation passed last year empowers Schwarzenegger to appoint 50 new
judges beginning this month and 100
more in the coming years. These are
positions the judiciary says are needed
to meet growing demands on trial and
appellate courts.
The seats are newly created,. not
replacements for retired or departed_
judges. Never before has a California
governor been giv,en such a chance to
· affect the composition of the state's
bench.
·
The specter of all these appointments has provoked scrutiny of the
state judiciary, and increased pressure
on the governor for his appointments
to reflect more closely the population's,
racial and gender makeup.
·
'This is an opportunity for him to
leave a legacy of diversity," said Lilia
Garcia, a lawyer who tracks judicial
appointments for the San Diego La
Ra.7..a Lawyers Association. "We would
hope he won't miss that opportunity."
California has the nation's largest
court system and one of its most diverse populations.
sEE

Judges, A13

·OVERVIEW·
Backgr9und: Gov. Arnold Schwarzenegger

can begi'n appointing 50 of a potential 150
new judges this month, giving him a unique
opportunity to affect the makeup of the
state courts with his appointments.

What's happening: The prospect of
scores of new judges has renewed pressure
for selections to reflect more closely the
state's ethnic and racial diversity.
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Chief Justice Ronald George, emor's judicial appointments
especially for the fast-growing secretary, former San Diego
areas of Riverside and San Ber- prosecutor Sharon Majors-Lewnardino counties. Democrats in is, an African-American woman,
the Legislature, led by Assem- whom Schwarzenegger apbly Speaker Fabian Nunez, ini- pointed earlier this year in the
tially balked at funding the new wake of the controversy.
slots because Schwarzenegger
To be considered for the
has appointed too few minori- bench, candidates must fill out
But a recent report - one of ties to the bench. The agree- a detailed application. Then
three demographic ·surveys re- ment to collect demographic . they are vetted by groups of
-. quired c\S part of the legislation data on the courts in return for _\_local lawyers and judges,
that authorized the additional funding 50 slots was a first. The · 'known as Judicial Selection Adjudges;_ shows the judiciary is Legislature.will have to approve , visoiy Committees.
The committee mempership
overwhelmingly white and funding for the 100 additional
positions annually.
•js confidential, Majors-~wis
male'. ·
· The agreement also required. said, to shield members from
Of 1,598 . judges on trial
courts, appellate courts and the reports from the governor on attempts to influence their recstate Supreme Court who re- the number of minority candi- o·mmendations. They do nof
sponded to a survey, 73 percent dates who apply for judgeships. contact the candidate, but in- ·
are men, according to the state And the State Bar of Califor- stead speak to people in the
Administrative Office of the nia's Judicial Nominees Evalua- legal community about the can- ·
tion commission, which rates didate.
Courts.
'The theory is the local comSeventy percent are white. candidates' qualifications, was
Latinos make up 6 percent of · required to break down those mittees know people who know
the bench; Asians and African- ratings by gender and ethnici- · people, and by talking to all
those people, they can gain inAmericans account for 4 per- ty.
formation
on whether the cancent
A Schwarzenegger spokesBy comparison, 43 percent of woman said that of the 213 ap- didate will be a good jurist,"
California residents are white, pointments he has made since Majors-Lewis said.
But Fredericka McGee, legal
35 percent Hispanic, 12 percent 2003, 41, or 19 percent, are miAsian and 6 percent African- norities. Critics, such as the I.a counsel to Nunez, contends the
American.
Raza Lawyers, said that is not secrecy is not needed. McGee
was integral in crafting the
Data for San Diego County, enough.
compromise legislation that sewhich has the state's secondSchwarzenegger argues that cured -funding for the 50 new
largest Superior Court after Los his appointments are more
di- judges in, exchange for the
Angeles, with 128 judges, paral- verse than the
membership of mandatory demographic relel state totals. However, those the state bar, the pool
from
figures could be skewed by the which judges are chosen. The ports on the) udiciary.
The secret committees, .she
20.5 percent of judges who did bar's data show
it is about 4 said, cater to insiders.
not respond to the survey.
percent Latino, 5.4 - percent
'These committees are peoThe available clata showed Asian and 1.7 percent Africanple who have a lot of power to
that 66 percent of local Superior American.
vet qmdidates. At some point
Court judges are white, 5 perThe debate over the num- they should be publicly accent Latino, 3.9 percent Asian
and 3 percent African-Ameri- bers is forcing a look at how countable, and then the whole
judges are selected:
process would be more accan.
While some judges are ini- countable," she said.
Thecounty'spopulat ionis52
percent white, 30 percent La- tially elected, most are appointtino, 10 percent Asian and 5 ed by the governor in a lengthy Value of diversity
If the local committee appercent African-American.
process that is largely secret
proves,_the candidate is formal(All state judges must stand for
co Selection debate
election after they are appoint~ The need for new judges was ed.)
pushed by state Supreme Court
Playing a key role is the _govCONTINUED FROM PAGE Al

Expert: Diversity
·of experience
is also needed

ly screened by the Judicial;
Nominees Evaluation Commission. That commission, which
includes members from San
Diego, forwards recommendations to the governor.
One judicial candidate, who
declined to be named because
of the political nature of the
application process, complained that the local committees function as a kind of Star
"Chamber. Applicants know·
:they are being researched and
have no way. to rebut what is
being said about them, the lawyer said.
· Garcia said the I.a Raza lawyers have pushed for more
transparency. While many people who spend lo~ of time in
the courthouses know who the
power brokers are, equally
qualified lawyers whose work
does not take them to court as
often are out of the loop and put
at a disadvantage, she said.
Other critics complain that
the selection process favors
prosecutors. Applications for judicial appointments emphasize
trial experience, Garcia said.
The local review committees
are also staffed with prosecutors and law enforcement offi- ·
cials, though defense lawyers
are part of the process.
In San Diego, the trial bench
is heavily salted with former
prosecutors. An analysis of judicial biographies showed half o
the 128 judges now serving
former prosecutors ei
the state or federal syst1
Robert Fellmeth. a 1
fessor at the University of San
Diego School of I.aw, said diversity for judges should include diversity of experience.
'There are public defenders,
civil lawyers, public , interest
lawyers . who get' overlooked,"

he said.
In an effort to address that,
the application that candidates
fill out is being revised, Major&
Lewis said. l'he new form,
which has not been completed,
is expected to include nontrial
experience, such as mediation
or arbitration, as well as other
disciplines such as administra. tive law or family law.
Majors-Lewis said those
changes could draw a broader
array of applicants, which could
mean a more diverse bench.
George, who as chief justice
is also the chief executive of the
court system, said diversity on
the bench is important because
it helps "reinforce the important message that ours is a sys-tern open to all, arid that individuals drawn from any segment
of society can preside fairly and
objectively" in civil and criminal
cases.
Lei-Chala Wilson, president
of the Earl B. Gilliam Bar Association for African-American
lawyers in San Diego, echoed
that sentiment
"It's not just justice, it's the
appearance of justice," she said.
"When people see people who
look like them on the bench, it
helps give them confidence in
the civil justice system and
,tice System."
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Gov.'s state board choices
raise.charges.of era sm
chiropractic board represent the
chiropractors?" ·
Julianne D'.An elo Fellmet
director of the Center for Pub!
Interest Law at the Uniyersitf Q[
~an Diego. law school, was taken
aback. "If he really believes that,
that is extremely troubling," she
said.
By PETER NICHOLAS
Political patronage is not unTi mes Slaff Writer
common; elected officials often
use their appointment powers to
SACRAMENTO A string of reward trusted friends . It is unGov. Arnold Schwarzenegger's clear .how many such appointappointees to state boards are · ments Schwarzenegger has
facing complaints that they are made, but he came into office on
unqualified, beholden to the in- promises to change how state
dustlies they oversee or otherwise mired in conflicts of interest.
Schwarzenegger has installed
longtime fliends and political associates on several boards, giving Iise to criticism that he is
practicing cronyism while failing
to adequately vet people who
oversee billions of dollars' worth
of economic activity and other
public matters.
Last month, Schwarzenegger
appointed his dentist to the
state dental board. His former
chiropractor now chairs the chiropractic panel.
Watchdog groups say the governor
misunderstands
the
boards' purpose, which is to safeguard the public.
The chiropractic panel's plimary role is to protect Californians from incompetence or fraud,
according to its mission statement.
But when Schwarzenegger
was asked recently about turmoil on the board, he said, "What
is important to us is: Does the

His dentist and former
chiropractor·are among
those with roles on
oversight panels.

ss was done, and had proti abolishing 88 state panels

t still exist.
The governor's office says all
appointees
are
carefully
screened. Criminal histolies,
civil suits, driving records and
relevant news stones are thoroughly reviewed before appointments are made, a Schwarzenegger spokesman said.
"The governor has appointed
more than 3,000 people to agencies, boards and commissions
since taking office," said Aaron
McLear, Schwarzenegger's press
[See Appoi ntees, Page A9 ]
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Concern raised over board appointees
[Appointees.from Page Al]

secretary. "We try to identify the
most talented people willing to
serve, and to recruit candidates
from both inside and outside
government."·
On the state chiropractic
panel, friends of the governor
face complaints that they're protecting the profession at the
public's expense.
Board Secretary Franco
Columbu, a chiropractor, was
best man at the governor's wedding. Chairman Richard H. Tyler, the governor's former chiropractor, is another longtime
associate; he greeted Schwarzenegger at the airport when the
bodybuilder arrived in the U.S. in
1968. As chairman, Tyler plays a
major role in setting the board's
agenda.
·
Allegations that the board
has abused its power were the focus of a three-hour hearing
Wednesday in the Legislature.
Lawmakers examined whether
board members voted to endorse
. a chiropractic treatment because they wanted to protect a
chiropractor facing criminal
charges in San Joaquin County.
"This appears to have been an
attempt to influence the judicial
process," Assemblyman Mike
Eng (D-Monterey Park), who cochaired the hearing, said afterward.
Eng said in an interview Friday that he intended to ask the
governor to fire Tyler, Columbu
and another board member.
At a recent meeting, the
board ejected from the room its
state-appointed attorney, Jana
Tuton, who has questioned the
legality of its actions. But first,
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B EST M AN: Franco Columbu, with Caroline Kennedy at
Arnold Schwarzenegger's 1986 wedding. Columbu, a
chiropractor, sits on the board overseeing that industry.

Shawn Steele, a former Republican Party chairman who represents chiropractors in his private
legal practice, briefly . joined
members on the dais, according
to Tuton.
The public law center's Fellmeth, who has studied the
board's minutes and reviewed
tapes of previous meetings, said
board members are "helping the

wrong people. They're trying to
help
[chiropractors] . They
should be trying to help the public."
In addition, e-mails among
board members show board
business being conducted in secret, in violation of California's
open meetings law, according to
legislative and board staff.
.
Legislative stalT identified

seven e-mails from August tp December . 2006 in which board
members appeared to have violated the requirement that
board business be done in public. Topics discussed in the emails include licenses for graduates of a Florida chiropractic college and agenda items for
meetings.
Oh Oct. 3, Columbu sent an email to five .other panel members
regarding a board matter. He received a response two days later
from Tutomtelling him that emails involving board business
"can be a violation" of the Jaw.
Schwarzenegger has taken no
action to discipline the board.
"The governor feels the board
is taking appropriate measures
to ensure these mistakes won't
happen again," McLear said.
He was referring to Tyler's
pledge at the legislative hearing
that board members would not
interfere with disciplinary actions . against chiropractors,
would delegate personnel matters to the staff's executive director and would receive training on
the open meetings law.
Another of the governor's
choices appears to be struggling
to win confirmation.
In February, Schwarzenegger
named his appointments secretary, Timothy A. Simon, to the
Public Utilities Commission,
which regulates the multibilliondollar telecommunications and
energy industries. The governor's staff issued a news release
in which Schwarzenegger said
Simon's background in business
and financial services were "fantastic" assets.
Left unmentioned was Si-

man's tangled financial and personal history. He had been in
bankruptcy for four years at the
time of the appointment (he has
since repaid his debts) .
In 2001, a judge signed a restraining order forcing Simon to
keep away from a man who said
Simon was harassing him. The
rrian was dating Simon's ex-wife.
The same year, Simon's attorney
submitted a brief in Simon's divorce case that said he was· facing "extraordinary consumer
debt" fed partly by credit card
use.
In 2005, while Simon was still
in bankruptcy, his ex-wife said in
a court filing that he was driving
expensive cars and taking vacations in Vietnam, China, the Caribbean and Mexico.
The Schwarzenegger administration "should have been more
careful when they considered
him," said Senate President Pro
Tern Don Perata (D-Oakland) .
The Senate has 11 months to
confirm Simon.
McLear countered: "We did a
full vetting. It didn't turn up anything that said he was less than
qualified to serve the people of
California."
Simon did not return repeated telephone calls seeking
comment.
The presence of a governor's
friends and associates on state
boards can raise alarms simply
because they might have access
to the administration that other
Californians lack.
Schwarzenegger named his
dentist, John Bettinger, to the
state dental board in February.
That upset some hygienists,
whose interests sometimes clash

with those of the dentists who
employ them. Hygienists fear
that Bettinger's presence could
give dentists an extra dose of political clout.
Hygienists want their own
regulatory l)oard - something
Schwarzenegger vetoed last
year. This year, hygienists are
sponsoring a similar effort- and
they are worried that the dental
board will persuade the governor
to kill the proposal again.
Tricia Osuna, a hygienist and
former member of the board,
complained about the Bettinger
appointment last month in a Jetter to a fellow hygienist.
"This unusually close relationship creates a fertile environment for .. . favoritism," Osuna
said, "and unprecedented access
to the executive branch."
Some of Schwarzenegger's
nominations have proved untenable.
Last ·year, the governor
named Kim Blackseth, a quadriplegic, to the state Building
Standards Commission, which
approves building codes.
At his Senate confirmation
hearing last month, a parade of
advocates for the disabled testified that Blackseth, a private
consultant on disability issues,
had been helping employers bypass Jaws that ensure access for
the disabled.
Blackseth sent a letter to the
Senate saying it was "unfathomable" to him that he was not
representing "the disabled community."
Still, facing rejection by the
Senate, he left the board. ·
peter.nicholas@latimes.com
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"A string of Gov. Arnold Schwarzenegger's appointees to state boards are facing complaints that they are
unqualified, beholden·to the industries they oversee or otherwise mired in conflicts of interest," reports Peter
Nicholas in the Times.
"Schwarzenegger has installed longtime friends and political associates on several boards, giving rise to
criticism that he is practicing cronyism while failing to adequately vet people who oversee billions of dollars'
worth of economic activity and other public matters.
"Last month, Schwarzenegger appointed his dentist to the state dental board. His former chiropractor
the chiropractic panel.
"But when Schwarzenegger was asked recently about turmoil on the board, he said, 'What is i
Does the chiropractic board represent the chiropractors?'

"Julianne D'Angelo Fellmetb, director of the Center for Public Interest Law at the University of San Diegq
law school, was taken aback. 'lfhe really believes that, that is extremely troubling,' she said." ·
"The governor's office says all appointees are carefully screened. Criminal histories, civil suits, driving records
and relevant news stories are thoroughly reviewed before appointments are made, a Schwarzenegger spokesman
said.
"'The governor has appointed more than 3,000 people to agencies, boards and commissions since taking office,'
said Aaron McLear, Schwarzenegger's press secretary. "We try to identify the most talented people willing to
serve, and to recruit candidates from both inside and outside government."'
The governor takes George Skelton to the smoking tent to respond to the columnists assertions that the gov's
biting off more than he can chew .. "'What I want to convince you of,' he told me, after I'd nearly emptied his
bowl of seasoned almonds, 'is don't forget the big picture. I'm a big-picture guy. I love to solve the problems
here. But let us also sell California worldwide. If we have something to brag about, let's brag."'
"The last time Schwarzenegger told me to 'think big' he was running off to stumble over a cliff in a special
election. He won't do that again. He's much wiser.
"But we really won't know until late summer how skilled he is at multi-tasking when one task is creating
universal healthcare. That's a very big-picture project."
The U-T's John Maurelius writes: "It started out as a straightforward plan to slow the constant legislative
turnover created by California's term limits law. But a proposed ballot measure has evolved into a vehicle to
allow legislators who would be forced out of office next year to prolong their stay by as long as six years.
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SF<iate.com
Every child's life counts
Tuesday, April 24, 2007

SENATE BILL 39, by state Sen. Carole Migden, D-San Francisco, would bring much-needed
transparency into California's opaque procedures for disclosing information about the deaths of
foster children. As things stand right now, determining when, how and why a foster child died is
maddeningly difficult.
Though state law requires all counties to release the names and ages of dead foster children,
finding out any more information usually means a trip to court -- where counties can challenge the
release of court files over and over again, until the requestor runs out of money and gives up.
Making matters worse is a lack of accountability in the system -- no one agency is responsible for
gathering all of the information about a foster child's death. The state doesn't even know how many
of them die each year.
This is no way to treat our most vulnerable children.
SB39, which undergoes its first hearing in the Senate Judiciary Committee, would correct the worst
aspects of this process. Very basic information about these children would be available within five
days of their deaths; more (such as emergency response referrals, health records relating to the
death, police files and the foster parents' licensing information) would be provided, if a police
investigation turned up evidence of abuse or neglect. Petitioners would still have to go to court for
the full files -- but judges would have to make decisions on whether or not to grant them within 30
days (it can take years at present), and counties are only allowed to challenge release rulings once.
"You've got to be able to look into cases when children die," Migden said. "We think this ought to
be part of a national thrust toward providing transparency into these systems, so that they can be
scrutinized and improved."
So do we. SB39 needs to be signed into law.
http ://sfgate.com/cgi-bin/article .cgi?f=/c/a/2007 /04/24/EDGTLOSSORl. DTL
This article appeared on page B - 6 of the San Francisco Chronicle
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Child death records may be opened to all
Proposed bill aimed at providing more public information on neglect and endangerment cases
By Michele R. Marcucci , STAFF WRITER
Inside Bay Area
Articl e La un che<i :04/25/2007 02:40 :16 AM PD T

California could soon provide the nation 's most open access to child death records under a bill advancing through the state
Legislature.
On Tuesday, a state senate committee approved a bill by Sen . Carole Migden, D-San Francisco , that would grant public
access to some records detailing child abuse an_d neglect deaths .
"What we're seeking to do here, people , is to discover why we fail some children," Migden told the Senate Judiciary
Committee on Tuesday . "We're asking for transparency and a set of protections and a set of circumstances that would
allow information to be released ."
County child welfare agencies have been required since July to submit forms to the state summarizing information
surrounding child deaths, and some of that information is available to the public. But actual case files can only be obtained
if a judge consents to their release .
This bill would require county child welfare agencies to release emergency response information from the child welfare
agency, police reports, related health care records and , if applicable , any foster care records , if a child dies as a resu lt of
abuse or neglect.
Personal information , including names, addresses , telephone numbers, ethnicity and religion, would not be released . Nor
would information identifying county workers who handled the case .
Additional case information would still be available through the courts .
The bill , Sentate Bill 39 , represents a compromise between child advocates , welfare directors and labor unions, Migden
said .
Service Employees International Union , which represents county child welfare workers , had opposed the bill because the
union felt it did not go far enough to protect sensitive , personal information about third parties named in the case files, an
analysis of the bill says . A representative said Tuesday the union now supports the bill.
California Welfare Directors Association chief Frank Mecca said his agency wants to protect children's privacy, but that
current law is too restrictive . He said the law often prevents welfare directors from talking about how to fix problems with
child welfare and creates a perception that the agency has something to hide.
In addition to fixing those problems , the bill would protect child welfare directors from "knee-jerk" responses to child deaths
in the form of calls for their ouster, said Bill Grimm , a senior attorney with the National Center for Youth Law in Oakland
and a co-sponsor of the bill.
As of 2005, 23 states had laws allowing public disclosure of some information when a child dies or nearly dies due to
abuse, according to a report from the federal Administration on Children, Youth and Families . But most offer welfare
directors discretion in releasing the information, Grimm said .
The bill follows some highly publicized deaths where child welfare agencies had been contacted about potential abuse .
They include the death last summer of a 12-year-old Sacramento girl who, the Sacramento Bee reported , had been the
subject of seven reports to child welfare workers, and who weighed just 23 pounds and had open bedsores when she died ;
and 8-year-old Raijon Daniels of Richmond , whose mother is facing child endangerment and torture charges in connection
with his death in October.
California saw 140 children die as a result of abuse in 2002 , Grimm said.
Contact Michele R. Marcucci at mmarcu_cci@angn ew?paR.ers .Gom or (510) 208-6434 .
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Among the March 20 actions of the San Diego County Board of
Supervisors was the presentation of a report on "Libraries of the
Future" for the County Library system, and library director Jose
Aponte emphasized that technology won't eliminate physical libraries
but instead will enhance them .
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Aponte stressed that the stereotypical librarian with a turtleneck and
glasses on a string wasn't the image of the 21st century library
system. "This plan relies heavily on technology, creativity, and
innovative thinking," he said . " Libraries aren 't just book collections
any more or a place to read ."
The mission to inform, education, inspire, and entertain includes
traditional books, but additional programs and services include senior
chess, the Socrates Cafe, career centers, and a Read to Your Breed
program at the Valley Center branch in wh ich children are paired with
a pet and practice reading to that animal.
Aponte also noted such programs as senior lunches, law enforcement
activity, and joint use with schools. " Libraries of the future are built
upon partnerships, " he said . " Everywhere you look there are
opportunities for us to partner."
In 2006 the county's branches had nearly 3.8 million visits and
approximately 5 million titles circulated . "Collections must respond to
the needs and interests of our communities, " he said . " The library of
the future values and nurtures community initiatives."

Temecula Valley News
Fallbrook .org

Library staff members and volunteers have been working with Indian
tribes at the Valley Center branch and with the Chaldean and other
Iraqi communities in East County .
In addition to the County Library system, the Board of Supervisors
also addresses matters such as public safety which address items to
save lives. "What we at the library talk about is quality of life,"
Aponte said.
The libraries of the future will stress that quality. Facilities goals
include expanding capacity, building communities, facilitating access,
and responding to growth and diversity . An effort will be made to
provide an environment which will welcome the " customer," and
future libraries will seek easy access, clear signage , and prominent
display function .
"Beyond that look is technology, " Aponte said .

(

That technology includes not only Internet activity but also self-
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service checkout, allowing for increased circulation and library
capacity without increasing staff costs. A radio frequency
identification checkout system allows several books to be scanned at
one time . Wireless connections will allow access even when the
library building is closed to the public. Music collections will be able to
be downloaded to !pod or MP3 devices . Technology, along with less
recent electronics, will also allow for oral history archives.
The County Library system has also become a partner in the
Diego Library Consortium, an interlibrary loan service which Ii
County Library branches to the libraries of San Diego State
University, the University of California San Diego, the Universit y of
San Diego, and Cal State University San Marcos.
" We're not shutting down branches. We're not deferring
maintenance," Aponte said. "Libraries of the future aren't just
relevant. They are indispensable ."
In addition to its mobile bookmobiles and its books by mail program,
the County Library system has 32 branches.
" It certainly should be a model for others in this region who have
confused a library with a building," said Supervisor Ron Roberts.
"This is what libraries ought to do ."
Supervisor Dianne Jacob concurs that a library isn 't just a building .
"It's a facility that brings people together," she said .
Jacob looks forward to breaking ground on the new Alpine and
Ramona libraries in her district later this year. "This is a great idea
and another extraordinary program in our county," she said of the
Libraries of the Future report.
"We are doing the things the community wants," said Supervisor
Greg Cox.
"Libraries during open hours are packed," said Supervisor Pam
Slater-Price .
"Libraries are really what make our communities healthy," said
Supervisor Bill Horn.
"I think this is one of the fundamental services the county should be
providing," Roberts said .
Comments or Questions about this piece?
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CORTEZ/
JOHNSON
Criminal Law

1010 Second Avenue, Suite 1850
City, CA 92101
619-237-0309
www.ezekielcortez.com
619-m-mao
www.knutjohnson.com

zekie l E. Co rtez and Kn ut S. Joh nson
[

ha ve unwave ringl y de dicated th e mselves to et hi ca l and fearless crimi nal

,
, L\->·:.t:.'IC.

defen se in fe deral cou rt s fo r a com b ined

~

41 ye a rs . Mr. Johnson a lso ha ndles state

·,.. .:\:
ii

,,,

Left t ~j~ ht : Knut S. J ohnson & Ezeki
~~

crimin a l matters, includ ing dea th -pena lty
cases . They established a partnersh ip in
2007-Cortez/Johnson-fusing their abili-

to the defense of federal criminal cases. He

ties and resources to defend clients against

has taught trial advocacy and th e criminal

president of the San Diego Criminal De-

governme nt agencies and prosecutions na-

process in the United States, Lati n America

fense Bar Association, he has received

tionally, especially in diffic ult and complex

and Ru

honors and awards for his excellence and

In 2003 the State Department

Senior Fulbright Scholarship dedication . Mr. Johnson has taug ht tria l

cases.
Mr. Cortez and Mr. J ohnson began as trial attorneys at Federal Defenders of San

and throughout the country. Former

es,

prosecutors and lawyers at advocacy and criminal procedure to law

rsity of Concepcion in Chile .

students, lawyers and judges in the Un it-

Diego Inc., at the time the preem inent fed eral public defender organization in the
tion . Mr. Cortez began in 1983, and
Johnson in 1988. They received thei r
degrees from the University of San Die,,9,2 .

The partnership fuses their abilities and resources,
especially in difficult and complex cases.

Ezekiel E. Cortez has been listed in The
Best Lawyers in America for more than a
decade. He focuses his practice on com-

Knut S. Johnson, certified as a criminal

ed States and overseas.

plex white-collar fraud cases and has han-

law specialist by the State Bar of California,

Cortez/ Johnson, enjoys the support of

d Ied some of the largest and most

California Board of Legal Specialization, has

associate attorneys, paralegals, law clerks,

notorious cases in San Diego. Mr. Cortez

defended some of the most difficult, com-

investigators, other support personne l

has strictly devoted his practice since 1983

p lex and controversial cases in San Diego

and cutting-edge digita l techno logy.
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General Corporate Law
and Real [state Law

DuckorSpradlingMetzger &Wynne
30434th Avenue
San Diego, CA 92103
619-209-3035
www.dsmwlaw.com

W

hen you' re working your way

t hrough the co nfusing thicket of
business and corporate law, you

need a thoughtful guide, as many San Dieg-

ans have found in Bryn Spradling. From new
businesses t o established compan ies, local
individuals and businesses alike turn to th is
San Diego native for expert legal guidance.
With an eye toward turning comp lex legalBryn Spradl ing

ese into layman 's language, he counsels
clients o n everything from entity selection
and liability protection to handling mergers
and acquisitions and rea l estate matters.
He grew up in M ission Hills, attending the

.
.

Vanderbilt University. After returning horn
and receiving his law degree from the..1!.lllversity of San Die92, Spradling joined the

.

.

. • •

companies must be able to understand
their options, whether during formation

itions. In describing his representa-

or the sale of their businesses," he says.

pradling says, " Many cli ents come to

" That's where I come in, providing a real -

when they have an idea of what they

wor ld perspective on the terms of any

prestigious Francis W. Parker School, and received his bachelor's degree in biology fro

..

ransactions including mergers

,
,

.

~

..ii

. .. .

..

roadmap to get there. I am able to provide

deal or business start-up."
Spradl ing works with colleagues at

law firm of Duckor Spradl in g Metzger &
Wynne as an associate in 2000 and today is
a partner in the firm . Founded in 1977 by his
father, Gary, and colleague Michael Duckor,
the firm has grown into a full -se rvice law

"We give clients avery personal level of service
they won't find at alarge firm."

firm with more than 20 attorneys handling
most legal matters including all types of litigation and transactional issues.
Spradling represents clients involved in

the guidance and di rection they need to ac-

Duckor Spradling Metzger & Wynne to

complish their goals."

treat clients with the utmost care and at-

almost any type of business-related transac-

It's important, Spradling says, to distill legal

tention . "Coupled with top-notch exper-

tion. He has significant experience in work-

jargon into understan dable English . " Both

tise, we give clients a very personal level

ing with start-up and closely held family

the small-business owner and established

of service they won 't find at a large firm ."
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WRIGHT&
L'ESTRANGE
Commercial Litigation

401 West AStreet, Suite mo
San Diego, CA 9ZIOI
619-Z31-4844
www.wllawsd.com

W

right & L' Estrange has often been
the choice of many San Diegans

primarily because of its personal
touch. For more than 20 years, the firm has
consistent ly operated with high ethical

standards and continues to handle each
c lient with the same attention and care,
whether working with an individual, a small
business or a Fortune 500 company.
"When you see grateful clients, you
know why you are in this profession," says
Robert Wright.
Founded by Robert C. Wright and John
H. L'Estrange Jr., the firm specializes in civil
trial practice in federal and state courts and
has represented corporations, governmen-

complex case panel for the San Diego office

Wright has argued cases before state a
federal courts, the Ninth Circuit Co
Appeals, the California Supreme C

..

- .

.

.. :

adding more than 35 years of experience
in admiralty law, specifically in matters
relating to large pleasure-yach t opera-

L'Estrange has extensive experience in trying cases in state and fede ral courts and in tion, financing and taxation . He is also inarbitratio ns, including a record two-year civil volved in corporate and business
jury trial. He is a member of the large and practice and is an adjunct professor at

tal entities and individua ls in a wide range
of cases .

. .... ·-. . ... .
......

of California for contributions to civil litigation publications.

Cal ifo rnia Western School of Law. Ergas-

"When you see grateful clients, you know
why you are in this profession."

-,

,

tional jury in connection wi
Cup. He is a Life Membe
Law Institute and an adj

"

. .
..

of the American Arbitration Association.

.

the University of San Diego School of Law.
In 2006, he received the Spirit of CEB
Award from the State Bar and the Un iversity

In addition to Wright and L'Estrange, the
firm has two other partners-Bill Dysart and
Joe Ergastolo-as well as associate Alexander T Gruft. Dysart joined the firm in 2006,

~;1· I,

tolo, a partner since 1995, is skilled in
complex litigation in state and federal
courts and real estate matters. In 2003
Gruft joined the firm, adding his experience in state and federal litigation .
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Ralph Nader to speak at

. .

Ralph Nader '
Consumer advocate and former presidential
.
will speak 6 p.m. Friday at the University of San Di.!:S2:
Presented by the USD School of Law and the Pulilic Interest Law
Foundation, Nader will give a speech titled •Challengin_g Corporate
Power and Building Democracy," followed l>Y a question-and-answer
session. It will be held at Douglas F. Man~ester Executive Conference
.
Center on the school's campus.
Seventeen
"The
book,
latest
Nader's
for
signing
book
and
A reception
Traditions," will immediately follow the event in the lobby of the conference center. The program is free and ppen to the pµblic, but sp~ is
limited and reservations are required. To reserve a seat, e-mail lawevent@sandiego.edu or call ( 619) 260-6848 by noon Thursday. ~
.
C'ooe: 2007M23czj
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Consumer advocate and former
presidential candidate Ralph
will speak at 6 p.m. today at th
Douglas F. Manchester Executi
Conference Center on the~
campus. Free and open to the public,
but registration required: (619)
260-6848.
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SD Reader

• "State Consti tuti,..,_ nwm
Modem Govem,_ ..,,_,
the Big Idea?" U D law professor
Daniel B. Ro d ri guez s peaks
Thursd ay, Ap ril 19, 6 p.m. , at
Joan B. Kroc Institut e for Peace
and Justice at Univers ity of an
Diego (5998 Alcala Park ). Re quired reserva tions: 6 19 -2606848. (LINDA VISTA)
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THURSDAY,

APR 19- LECTURE

23RD NATHANIEL

L.

NATHANSO

nee: What's the,Big Idea? Featuring speakState Constitution and M
derlying principles of state constitutionalism.
er, Daniel Rodriguez w ill ex
n of speaker by Kevin Cole, Dean and Professor
Welcoming remarks and in
of Law. Organization: !,)SD School of Law Information: (619) 260-6848 usdlawevent@sandiego.edu Cost No Cost When: Starts: 6:00 PM Where: USD School of
Law, 5998 Alcal Park, San Diego, 92110, Venue Phone - (619) 260-4600
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·us□ students

With the
ever-increasing
amount of dog-friendly beaches,
parks and other city open spaces,
it's clear that people love their
pets. Small dogs are toted around
in their owners' handbags while
big dogs drag their owners be ·
them on leashes, the line be
owner and pet constantly b
into one between par
child.
It's this love for cu.u..,_- ,.uat
drove University of San Diifio students to fight for animal sety by
lobbying for a Senate bill that
would include pets in restraining
orders in domestic violence cases,
"The assignment for the class is to.
with the help of Sen. Sheila Kuehl to pick an issue and you literally
"We were
so pleased with
ID-23rd), who officially authored take it up to Sacramento," Pelleti- the receptionjust
we got up there,"
SB 353.
er said.
she said. "That's their jqb. They're
According to Gretchen Pelletier,
The group decided to focus on supposed to listen to their conone of four graduate students at animals and domestic violence stituents and
USD's School of Leadership & because it was an issue close to surprised that so we were really
they actually were.
Education Sciences working on each team member's heart.
It was really kind of amazing."
the legislation as part of a class
"Two of the women work in
Kuehl is also
assignment, the goal of creating domestic violence counseling, and ciary Committeon the Senate Judisuch a law is to raise awareness of we all have dogs," Pelletier said. first committe e, which was the
e, consisting of five
the growing problem as well as
As Scherr was researching sim- senators, to hear the legislation.
creating another tool to protect ilar Maine legislation, which
"[Kuehl] had her staff come up
victims.
passed last year, she discovered with new language and spoke
The law, Pelletier said, is another USD student was with intereste
d parties .. .to see if
designed "to create awareness of unknowingly working on the same that change would
be feasible, "
the connection between domestic project.
Speed said.
violence and animal abuse and
"They came in at exactly the
On Wednesday,
also to provide another tool - a right time," said Sarah Speed, a Senate JudiciaryApril 11, the
Committee
small but significant tool for vic- USD law student who had been approved the bill
with
a 3-1-1
tim's of domestic violence to use working on the legislation for a vote. The bill then
proceeded to
against their batterers."
year before joining forces with the Appropriations Committee,
According to Pelletier and her Pelletier's group.
who heard the bill Monday, April
team - Carolyn Smyth, Darla
"They had a ton of background 23.
Trapp and Renee Scherr - 71 in how to approach lobbyists, how
The committee passed the bill
percent of pet-owning women in to put together logos and fact without a hearing,
shelters reported that a pet had sheets ... and then I brought the mistically anticipateas Speed optid.
been threatened, injured or killed legal point of view," she said as
Next the bill will go to the Senby their abuser.
the group prepared to find a leg- ate floor for discussion, open to
I
"If someone is on the line," Pel- islator to author the bill
questions and criticisms by actual
letier said, a victim unsure if they
"It was surprisingly easy," Senate members , according to
should seek help, "this might push Speed said of finding a senator to Speed. If the Senate
them in the direction of getting author the bill. "The Humane changes the bill will makes no
go straight to
out. It's an empowering tool for Society told us that Senator Kuehl the governor's office.
The bill is
people."
would be ideal because of her his- currently at the Senate floor and is
The team began working on the tory in working with domestic vio- awaiting the third reading
of the
project September 2006 as part lence issues. She has a lot of bill for discussion.
of a nonprofit leadersh ip and stature in the legislature."
If the Senate does amend the
managem ent program on camPelletier was also impresse d
pus.
with her experience in SacramenSEE PO LAW, Page 9

lend ahelping
paw for new
state pet law
Br lORI MARTINEZ I BEArn&BAv l'REss
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PET LAW
CONTINUED FROM Page 2

bill it will pass forward to the California State Assembly for
approval or more discussion. If
the Assembly had major changes
or provisions, the bill would go
back to the Senate for approval .
Because the bill is short without
complicated language , Speed does

not anticipate any major changes
along the way.
"If they [the Senate] pass it with
a yes vote, that means that the
Senate has accepted it as amended or as presented and the Assembly has also accepted it as amended by the Senate. Then it would go
to the governor 's office," Speed
explained. "That would be the
final approval. Ifhe signs it , we're
golden."

If the bill is approved and signed
by Gov. Arnold Schwarzenegger,
the law would go into effect January 1, 2008.
The group is optimistic that
their bill will pass without any
roadblocks.
"We got a great reception and
really no opposition right off the
bat. It's been kind of a golden bill,"
Speed said. "We're really hoJ I Ol
It's been a dream so far."
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Realizara Universidad [beroamericana Il-

Encuentro Binacional de Orientadores·EducativOS
• Ofreceran _espac ios para compartir exper iencia s
sobre el perfil, a.sf como
as para el
. herra mient
.
de~arrollo de actitu des y habili dades
por Juan Antonio Espinoza

Tijuana. - Con el fin de ofrecer
un espacio para ·compartlr experiencias sobre el perfil de orientador educativo en la zona fronteriza de Baja California y
California, asi como proporcionar herramientas para el
desarrollo de actitudes y habilidades que contribuyan a mejorar
el desempeflo de sus-funciones,
la Universidad lberoamericana
de Tijuana llevara a eabo el II
Encuentro
Binacional
de
Orientadores Educativos, el
pr6ximo 21 de abril.
En el Primer Encuentro
Binacional de Orientadores
Educativos: lniciando el Camlno
se realizaran conferencias
talleres impartidos por difer
personalidades destacadas
area de la Universidad de San
~ la UABC y academicos de•
la7JP. de Tijuana, donde la
maestra Maria Mercedes Veyna
Figueroa,
egresada
con

Doctorado en Educaci6n del
campus Tijua_na, hablara de la
experiencia
del ' primer
encuentro.
Despues se llevara a cabo un
panel binacional con la tematica
El Perfil del Orientador
Educativo:
Ac ti tu des
y
Habilidades, con la participaci6n
de
Jaime
Romo,
del
Departamento de Aprendizaje y
Enseflanza . donde tam~bien
tendra su participaci6n la coordinadora
de
Orientaci6n
Edu.cativa y Psicol6gica Tijuana
-Tecat
C. Citlali Sanchez.
de I
la de Llderazgo y
C
la Educacl6n de la
ad de San Diego.
e recordar que el Primer
uentro· Binaclonal
de
rlentadores Educativos realizado el 11 de mario de 2006 en
las lnstalaclones de · la
u·niversldad lberoamerlcana, se
expusleron dos conferenclas
maglstrales que estuvieron a
cargo de la maestra Maria

Mercedes Veyna Figueroa, como
fueron La Orlentacl6n Educaliva
en el Estado de Baja California,
antecedentes y perspectivas. y la
que ofrecl6 la doctora Silvia
Dubovoy, quien expuso una
lnvestigacl6n reallzada con ·
grupos de mlgrantes.
El Encuentio Blnaclonal de
Orlentadores Educatlvos es
ahora un compromlso de la
Unlversldad
lberoamerlcarla
Tijuana, ya que se considerl;l
· como tarea academlca fundamental el dlalogo lnterdJsclpllnar
encamlnado a la lntegracl6n unlversltarla de los dlversos tipos
del saber humano.
Por lo que para consultar el
programa completo y especlficaciones se puede C!)nsultar:
http://www .tij.uia.mx/webslte.p
he?doc= I admlnlstraclon / rel a·
clonespu b / encuen trobinacional.html. donde se lncluye
igualmente la memorla de los
resultados del primer encuentro:
Jesptnoza@elsoldetiJuana.com.mx
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Essay contest
ongoing
NORTH COUN

dents from third ~hi,.a urh
grade are invited t:art:nlcinn e
University of San Die_go Character Develop ment center's
fifth annual Characte r Matters Essay Contest.
The contest offers students
a platform for discussion of experience s calling for honesty,
responsi bility,
respect,
courage and other virtues.
Essays may be handwritten
or compute r-typed and are
typically two to four pages
long. First-place winners will
receive $100 and a plaque;
second place, $75 and a certificate; and third place, $50 and
a certificate. Students will be
honored at a June 23 luncheon.
The deadline to apply is
April 27. For more information, visit www.cha racterma t
ters.sandiego.edu.
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'USD offers '
Matters' ess

cter
test

Students in grades 3-12 in San ._~ ind Imperial counties are invited to enter the UniversRt of SIU Diego Character Development Center's
fifth annual "Character atters essay contest
The contest offers students a platfonn for discussion of experiences
calling for honesty, respect, responsibility, courage and other virtues. All
students have encountered experiences where their character has been tested, inspired and strengthened. The contest is an opportunity to reflect on
these experiences. As Martin Luther King, Jr. said, 'The function of education is to teach one to think intensively and to think critically ... intelligence
plus character - that is the goal of true education."
Essays may be handwritten or word-processed and are typically two
to four pages. First-place winners receive $100 and a plaque; second-place,
$75 and a certificate and third-place, $50 and a certificate. Students will be
honored at a June 23 luncheon. The deadline to apply is April 27. For more
infonnation, visit http:{/charactermatter.sandiego.edu.
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Casa de Amparo,
Home of Guiding lw'Kk
and
the
Jewwh
Community Foundation
of San Diego are shari
the first Kaleidosco
Award for Exceptio
Governance from theJlm
Institute for Nonprofit
Governance: Casa de
Amparo ixovides care and
shelter for abused and
neglected children. Home
of Guiding Hands ixovides
residential support and
training to the developmentally disabled. The Jc.wish
Community Foundation
partneis with donqrs_ and
organizations to provide
community support. F.ach
group receives $500 and a
plaque.
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Gaining access to nurse practitioners·
40-year history of safe and effective
practice. Access to NPs in our state
is limited by the requir ement for
. physician supervision, even though
he health care reform s recently
there are no data to suppo rt the need
propos ed by Gov. Arnold
·
for such oversi ght However, 23
Schwa rzeneg ger to improve
ng the District of
includi
states,
other
the health of all California citizens by
Columbia, curren tly authorize NPs
expanding access has received conto practice independently. All of our
siderable attention over the pa t few ·
neighb ors to the north (Oregon.
month s. Television and print media
Washington and Idaho) and most to
they are certified in their specialty
coverage have focused on his aims
the east (Arizona, Utah, Colorado
aexamin
board
l
throug h nationa
to overhaul the manne r in which .
and New Mexico) are examples.
tions. NP collabo rate with other
care is finance d, the need for elecNevert heless, some physicians
docng
includi
,
health profe sionals
tronic medical record s to streamline
sugges ted that the health and
have
referand
tation
consul
h
throug
tors,
information, and the growing strain
of patients would be at risk if
y
safety
primar
ral, in the same way that
on emerg ency rooms to serve those
d care from NPs without
receive
they
physity
special
utilize
s
doctor
care
without insuran ce.
. In the absenc e of
charge
in
doctor
a
Withcians and others when needed.
However, little attention has been
t this assersuppor
to
ce
eviden
any
doctor
a
earn
will
NPs
years,
in a few
paid to the need for anothe r impormyth is
this
why
s
curiou
is
tion,-it
e - a doctoral detant reform he propos es: the removal of nur ing practic
uated.
in
perpet
d
awarde
now
those
gree similar to
of bureaucratic measu res that limit
Fortunately, the Legislature is
many other health professions, such
the public's ability to choose a nurse
ng the govern or's call for NP
.
followi
therapy
l
as pharm acy and physica
practitioner; or NP, as a health care
with a legislative agenda
that
reform
ize
recogn
NPs
first,
nurses
A
provider. The govern or's propos al rea wide range of bipartiupon
be
based
can
the attainment of good health
flects policy recommendations from
For example, Assembly
t.
suppor
san
compli
often
is
that
goal
an elusive
the Institute of Medicine, a think
blyman Ed HerAssem
by
al
1436,
Bill
cated by ocial, emotional or spiritu
tank that provide s evidence-base d,
, propos es
Covina
t
D-Wes
,
al
nandez
physic
on
havoc
play
indepe ndent advice about the state of crises that
ioner
practit
nurse
a
of
n
the creatio
well-be ing. That is why the hallmark
the nation' s health. In the institute'
curis
rnia
(Califo
e
practic
of
to
scope
ability
their
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e
of an NP's practic
2001 report, Crossi ng the Quality
state withou t a definionly
•
the
s,
rently
patient
with
trust
of
climate
a
create
Chasm : A New Health System for the
tion of NP care) that author izes NPs
dignity, cultural val21st Century, the regula tory barrier:s respec ting their
to obtain patien t histori es, perfor m
needs.
l
spiritua
and
ues
to the full scope of NP practic e were
physical exams , order and interpr et
teach
Witl1 this foundation, NPs
found to contribute to the shorta ge
stic tests and implem ent a
diagno
coach
and
health
their
about
s
patient
. of primar y care provid ers. Not much
of
feel
plan care, including prescr ibing
them to make lifestyle choice s to
has change d since then.
dimedici nes as needed , withou t physiadded
These
well.
stay
better and
There are currently over 14,000
cian superv ision. The bill does remensions of NP practice, beyond the
NPs in California. NPs are licensed
,
quire that NPs shall consul t or refer
disease
of
ent
registered nurses who complete grad- diag nosis and treatmuish their care
the patien t to a physician or surgeo n
disting
NPs
how
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.uate progra ms that prepare them to
or anothe r health care provid er if
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ne
e of medici
provide comprehensive health care to from the practic
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the referra l will protec t the health
extend
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"physi
terms
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individuals and their families by proand welfare of the patient.
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or "midlevel provid er'' ignore
moting wellness, preventing illne s
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full
and alleviating suffering.
for California NPs to play a
sible
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They are also educated to diagno se [f thi · .
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greate
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citizens. Given the alarmour
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rates of obesity and diabein
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death toll from smokin g
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overus
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knowledge and
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select
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Nursing and Health Science, University of
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profess
health
all
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skills
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except
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nurse practitioner at the Hahn School.

By Susan lnstone
and Kathy James

T

NPs teach patients
about their health and
coach them to make
lifestyle choices to feel
better and stay well.
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USO appoints nursing school director

Joan Katherine Martin has been appoin ted director of develop
for the Hahn School of Nursin g and Health Science at -the U ·v rs1
9f San Diego. Martin's career includes preside nt of Martin and
Associates, a consulting firm specializing in health care; directo r of
business development, Scripps Health; directo r of business develop
s
Haskin
e
Deloitt
for
ting
consul
·of
er
ment, Sharp HealthCare; mana,g
and Sells, now Deloitte & Touche; vice preside nt of Call Doctor Inc.;
and directo r of San Diego Association of Governments. Source Code:
2007o t19cq
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Bigldds on campusbefore they arrive
Collegescourtingstu
By Eleanor Yan, Su
STAFF WRITER

(

In the springtime months o
March and April, colleges arou
the country roll out the red
persuade accepted students to
roll.
At the \ loixernilY ot §an P~ftP·
ed
officials have more than
their offerings of overnight visits,
which typically boost the likelihood
of an admitted student attending the
college.
Point Loma Nazarene University
puts up dozens of scholarship recipients at a hotel on San Diego Bay

dou

ts to ~nroll with growing zest

clay of informational sesats them to a show at a
club.
a role-reversal.
dents who have worked dilintly for years to get into college
ow sit back and weigh their options. Meanwhile, campus officials
kick into high gear to lure the best
and mos diverse freshmen.
"It's pretty intense," said Chip Killingsworth, director of admissions at
Point Loma Nazarene University.
'Toe good students are getting recruited from other schools, so we
have to continue to keep the bar
high in terms of reaching out to

them."
Tomorrow is the deadline for
more than 1 million high school seniors to decide which college they
want to attend in the fall.
"It's a culmination of a very long
process," said Steve Pultz, the director of admissions at USD. "Many
students have been heavily recruited for 18 months or two years.
And now they have a month or two
to make their decision."
The intensity of competition feeds
upon itself. More high school seniors are applying to colleges, raisSEE

Colle9es, 83
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CONTINUED FROM PAGE B1

Private schools
have the money
to go for more
ing the average academic requirements of admitted students. Those higher thresholds
are pushing students to apply
to more schools, which makes
it harder for colleges to predict
what percent of admitted students will enroll.
That has prompted colleges
to adopt a more scientific and
businesslike approach to their
admissions cycle, said Banuak
Nassirian, associate executive
director at the American Association of Collegiate Registrars
and Admissions Officers.
Every stage of the admissions process is more carefully
'>nsidered, especially "yield
1ents," the activities planned
to persuade admitted students
to attend a college.
The numbers range widely,
but the average college typically draws about 45 percent of
admitted students, according to
a 2006 report by the National
Association for College Admission Counseling.
.
Overnight visits and student
shadowing tours have been
'proven to boost enrollment
Twenty-four percent of students admitted to USD generally enroll at the campus. Among
prospective students who visit
the campus and shadow a current student during the day, the
number grows to 40 percent to
50 percent. Among those who

The University of San Diego hopes that tours, like the one Sean
Beplate (left) gave to Katelyn Young and John Mclennan, will
entice students to enroll. Nadia Borowski Scott/ Union-Tribune

spend the night at U D, it
grows to 60 percent.
'We have to showca e our
campu ," Pultz said, noting that
the univer ity has organized
nine day vi it for pro pective
students this year, a significant
increa e from the pa t.
The beauty of the campus
helps distinguish the university, Pultz aid.
Many undergraduate admissions officers at publi campuses don't have the r ource
to host overnight vi it and social outtings, but they invest
heavily in campu tours or
other large-scale event .
UC San Diego pent about
$38,000 thi year on event
aimed at persuading admitted
students to attend, including
hosting a full day of activiti
for more than 14,000 tudents.
San Diego State University
spent about $70,400 on imilar
events.

everal student aid they
appreciate the effort - the
tour , congratu latory phone
calls from faculty and students,
and generous financial aid
package . In the encl, many
agr e that what matter mo t is
wheth r they fe 1the colleg is
"a good fit."
Jeff Henebury, a high school
enior from Boston, was one of
dozen of stud ents visiting
USD la t week, accompanying
a current tudent to cla se and
lunch. Henebury was blown
away by the beauty of USD'
campus but felt more comfort-

able with the Midwestern ambJ-- •
ence of Macalester College · in :
Minnesota.
"At Macalaster, the people . seemed more geeky and friend- .•
ly," Henebury aid.
.
Katelyn Young, 181 who lives
outside Los Angeles, said she
was charmed by th campu ·
but was concerned that its ·
small size wouldn't provi.d e'
enough of a ocial cene.
Young, who is trying to.
choose between three universi- •
ties, said she ha enjoyed the .
power shift, but al o finds it
tre ful.
"It's not a lot of time to decide what I want to do with the
next four year of my life," said
Young, who ha pent the pa t
two week vi iting U D, UC
Santa Barbara and University of
Arizona in Tue on.
Ja min Hogan, 1 , of La
Vega could asily imagin h~rself attending the campus.
"I feel like I could fit in here;''Hogan aid, eating a qu adina
in the campus cafeteria.
She liked the fact that th_e '
chool is ranked higher than .
her other choices, and she favor it location.
"I think J could be happy
here," Hogan aid . "I hop I'm
making the right choic ."
Eleanor Yang Su: (619) 542-4564;
eleanor.su@uniontrib.com
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University of San Diego freshman Sean Beplate (left) gave a personal tour to high school seniors Katelyn Young
and John Mclennan, one way USD tries to get students to commit to attend • . Nadia Borowski Scott/ Union-Tribune
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'student Lending Kickback~
Scandal Spreads
To Rancho Bernardo Lender
- - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - -

New York Attorney General
Investigating Industry Abuses

Students.:
Continued from Page I

BY MIKE ALLEN
The scandal involving kickbacks to college financial aid
officials by student loan companies that surfaced last month
has affected a second San Diego lender that specializes in
providing government guaranteed student loans.
College Loan Corp., based in Rancho Bernardo, con-·
firmed it is cooperating with requests•from the New York
State Attorney General's office for information about its
relationships to colleges where it makes student loans,
specifically how it obtains and maintains its status as a
preferred lender.
CLC was among a group of 13 of the nation's largest
student loan companies that received subpoenas from
Andrew Cuomo's office earlier this month. These also
included Bank of America, U.S. Bank, Wells Fargo Bank,
JP Morgan Chase and Wachovia Bank.
Please tum to STUDENTS on Page 44

•

In March, Cuomo called attention to
abuses within the industry involving revenue sharing with colleges; gifts, including
stock grants; and payments to schools for
favorable treatment to the lenders, such as
putting them on preferred lender lists.
Among the arrangements singled out were
stock grants to student loan administrators
at three major universities made by Education Lending Group Inc., a San Diego holding company acquired by CIT Group Inc. of
New Jersey in 2005 for $381 million.
Education Lending Group's main subsidiary is Student Loan Xpress.
Calls for interviews at CLC and Student
Loan Xpress were not returned. CLC responded with a prepared statement from
Joanna Acocella, executive vice president.
"Our designation as a preferred lender
to colleges and universities around the
country is a reflection of the first-class
service and excellent financial resources
we provide to students and families"
Acocella said.
'
Education Lending Group founder
Robert DeRose said he couldn't talk to
anyone on the subject, and referred any
questions to an attorney at Student Loan
Xpress. A call was not returned.
Mark Kantrowitz, publisher of FinAid .
org, a Web site providing information, advice and tools about student financial aid
said the amount of lending to students b;
private entities has exploded over the last
decade as college enrollments increase, and
the costs of education escalates.
"It's a very profitable industry and there
are economies of scale. The more loans
you can originate, and the more quickly
you can do it, the more profitable you can
be," Kantrowitz said.
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In 2006, $67.3 billion in federal guaranteed student loans, or 15 million individual
loans, were made to 8.5 million borrowers.
In 1995, about 4.4 million borrowers took
out 7 million loans, according to American
Student Loan Providers, a trade group of
private lenders in Washington, D.C. •
Riding this wave of student borrowing
are three relatively new San Diego companies, all specializing in federally backed
student loans.
• Education Lending Group, founded in
2001 , through its subsidiary Student
Loan Xpress, now holds $4.6 billion in
loans, according to 2005 data assembled
by FinAid.org.
•College Loan Corp., founded in 1999,.held
$7.8 billion in loans as of 2005 .
• Goal Financial, founded in 2000, had
$5.3 billion in loans.
The common ground among the three
lenders isn't limited to their business.
DeRose and partner Marcus Katz
1
unched a student loan business in the
•
.rly 1990s before selling it to American
(
Express. Katz and his son Ryan launched
Student Loan Consolidation Center in
2000, a firm that changed its name to Goal
Financial in 2004.
Ryan's older brother, Cary, who previously worked at Education Lending Group
with DeRose, launched CLC in 1999.
Calls to Goal Financial offices both here
and to an office outside Washington, D.C.,
were not returned.
In response to the initial round of investigations, and allegations of improper
stock grants to financial aid officers, CIT
Group put three top managers of Student
Loan Xpress on an administrative leave.
They are DeRose, its vice chairman; CEO
Mike Shaut; and Fabrizio Balestri, the
president of the unit.
t As all three companies have boosted
their loan portfolios, so has employment

increased as well.
CLC said it has 650 employees, including 433 working in Rancho Bernardo. In
an interview last year, CIT Chairman and
CEO Jeff Peek, in a visit to the headquarters of Student Loan Xpress in Carmel
Valley, said he anticipated total employment at the end of 2006 to be 500, including 300 locally.
Last year, a Goal Financial spokesman
put employment at 250 people but said it
should rise to 300 by the end of 2006, with
nearly all workers based in Mira Mesa.
Following the charges of collusion
and financial gains by both financial aid
officers and college, several other states
launched investigations. Several private
lenders and universities have agreed to
pay settlements.
Cuomo said in statements last month
that the payments to schools by lenders
represents a conflict of interest, and may
be illegal.
to
"Students and their fami ·
know about the practices ·
so they can better protect t
being steered toward a 1
or university," Cuomo
dent Loan
While both CLC
ders given to
Xpress are on a tis
ncial aid at the
students applying fi
University of San iego~ the list rotates
each time a student ch;;ks the Web site,
said Judith Lewis Logue, USD's director
of financial aid.
"We have a lender list but we don't caJJ
it a preferred lender list," Lewis said.
To get on the list, lenders are given a
questionnaire that asks about the company, including how long the business
has been operating, and what kinds of
programs and benefits they prov~de.
Lewis Logue said she is aware some
financial aid administrators have served
on advisory boards of lenders, and receive

expenses when attending meetings, but
she has made it a policy to never accept
membership on such a board.
"I've always seen it as a conflict of interest. I work for the University of San Diego
and USD student and parents ... and if
I were serving on one of those boards
it would look like I was favoring one of
those lenders."
Once a student applies for financial.aid,
the college approves an aid package that
can include grants, loans, part-time work,
and other benefits. The student then selects
a lender should a loan be necessary.
Students don't know where to seek a
loan, and use preferred lender lists provided by colleges. However, a student may
obtain a loan from any lender, even if they
aren't on the list, Lewis Logue said.
To help determine which lender fits their
needs, students can access data provided
by an online site, Collegelenderlist.com,
where USD posts information about the
16 lenders it has approved.
Although interest rates on federalJy
backed student loans are set by the federal
government, lenders offer different rates
and benefits on origination fees, as well
as other factors.
Kantrowitz said the current financial aid
scandal will likely result in stricter regulations of an industry that has enjoyed fairly
lax oversight in recent years.
"The schools and lenders have operated,
in an environment where there haven't been
clearly enforced standards," he said.
But there's a fine line in determining
what type of relationship between schools
and lenders is proper and what is unacceptable, Kantrowitz said.
"There's nothing wrong with. having
advisory boards per se. The question is
when advisory board members are being
paid beyond actual travel expenses to attend meetings."
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Education looks to business partnerships for
financial sllpport, real-world experiences
By DOUG SHERWIN
The Daily Transcript

Partnerships between members
of the business world and the education communit y are · crucial in
today's ever-changing corporate
environment, according to a
oflocal officials.
"It's important that the ed
system adapt · to what
requires," said Craig Bar~
attorney and University "or San
~ professor, dunng a recent
15ii.i/yTranscript roundtable discussion. ''.And that's where 'the voice of
the business C(•ffimunity is so
important - to come in and see to it
that we're actually providing the
skills that are needed that the business comm~ty wants."
The University of San Diego solicits that opinion with a corporatepartnershi p
program
called
Business Link.
"(It is) designed specifically for
business leaders to come to the university to connect with• us on what
their needs are1 where it is ithat we
can better support them," said Pam
Gray Payton, USD's assistant vice
president of public relations.
The school, like many other private universities, also relies heavily
on its business partners for financial
support
~

said.
Seeing a need for a construction
management/engineering degree in
the region, the Associated General
Contractors - along with various
donors - provided $7 million for an
endowmen t enabling San Diego
State University to offer the program.
Dollars aren't the only contributions companies can make.
Cox Communications has partnered with several programmers,
Photo: J. Kat Woronowicz including VHl, A&E and the
Mike Rossman of State Farm Ins~~ and Joanne Pastula of Junior Discovery. Channel, to bring educaAchievement participated in the re<:ent education roundtable hosted by tional events into the schools. Last
The Daily Transcript.
year, in a joint venture with C-Span,
__
Public schools, such as California Cox hosted a program called
State University San Marcos, "Students and Leaders;' in which
depend on co,rporate •funding as five area officials shared their career
ex-periences with local high school
well, said Marty Ummel, the school's
students. The cable provider also
senior director of development.
San Marcos is building a new brought in a Disney illustrator to
social and behavioral science build- work with students in a hands-on
ing with money from a state propodemonstration.
Additionally, Cox Communisition, but the school is still $5 million short .because of escalating cations hosts "A Salute to Teachers,"
an annual Oscar-style awards show
costs. Even ifbuildings are paid with
tax dollars, money is needed to
designed to honor the best of coun!¥'s 20,oaa.puhlic.school teachers
equiP-theJahs inside
"It's really raised their morale;'
"There are still a lot of needs with·rin,,the, plilblio-1,uni wtsity," Ummel ;saicl Geanne ,Guer,a, media and

.
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public relations manager for Cox
Communications. "Classrooms get
excited when their teachers are
nominated or they're on television:'
Cox does provide financial support, too, offering several scholarships through its Cox Kids
Foundation. Nearly 1,000 ~inployees contribute a portion of their paycheck to the fund, and the amount is
matched 100 percent by the ·c ompany. Last year, Cox awarded $55,000
in Innovation and Education grants
to middle school students and
another $5s;oo o . in Cox Heroes
Scholarships to high school and
adult re-entry students.
Cox, . along with State Farm
Insurance, San . Diego construction
company Barnhart Inc. and•• more
than a dozen other businesses, also
helps the education community by
· supporting Junior Achievement, a
worldwide scholastic . program
designed to teach students about
business and the free-enterprise system.
"What Junior Achievement does
is we make sure that children under- wmd wbat careers are-available ~to
them, and what kinds of skill S'ets~ 1,,they 1have," t said Joanne·,..Pastula,

president and CEO of Junior ·
Achievement of San Diego and
Imperial counties. 'We also teach
them such things as ethics, cha,racter, all the things that you need to
know about and actually experience
when you get out into the world of
real work.
'We're also very interested in having our children understand the
concept of being an entrepreneur.
Not all children are going to start a
company, but everybody. needs to
apply some of the p1incipals of
entrepreneurship into their daily
work:'
The program is available to 42
school districts in San Diego County
and 12 in Imperial County. Entirely
self supported, it depends on money
from businesses, foundations, individuals and fundraising events.
In San Diego, the group has a
waiting lis\ of schools that want to
participate.
'We're almost a matchmaker
between the educational system and
the business world," Pastula said.
'That's really our .job - to bring
business into the classroom to augment what the teachers are teaching:'
Cal State San Marcos' Ummel,
who participated -"fn· Junior
Achievement when she was a student five decades ago, said the experience proved invaluable. It helped
he~ to manage a savings and· loan,
she said.
"It gave me real hands-on experience," she added. "There weren't that
many vocational opportunities that
women were encouraged to go into,
so it made a very big impact on me.
I felt at an early age that I could do
things that maybe other people did
not expect of me."
A, :_,--r .,e.11terp~L!.

Roundtable
Continued from Page &4
Achievement is its model city, which
consists of 20 businesres all run by
fifth graders. The participating students prepare for one day in the village - JA Biz Town - with five
weeks of classroom time. The city,
being built by Barnhart and nearing
completion, will host 120 children a
day. The kids will assume such roles
as mayor, bank manager and company CEO.
"The two things theyfocus on are
entrepreneurship and financial literacy.... Those
the two things we
look for~ our giving programs," said
Mike Rossman, manager of public
relations in San Diego and Imperial
counties for State Farm Insurance.
Cox, Guerra said, will use the
opportunity to teach children that
the cable provider is more than simply television and the Internet.
"They 'don't think about all the
different professions that help them
. get those services, whether it's engineering or human resources or
being ~ field tech," she said "It really
gives us an opportunity t.o not only

are

support the kids, but also really give ·
them an idea what kinds of careers
are out there."
The
Associated
General
Contractors also will have a shop in
JA Biz Town, showcasing the many
jobs in construction, including management, engineering, design and

architecture.
"They (children) need t.o step out
of the envelop of the education system and experience the real world,"
said Brian Cahill, Barnhart Inc.
executive vice president "And I
think · that's
what
Junior
Achievement is doing with ' their
business partnerships. Business
people come into the classrooms,
and (students) get t.o go t.o the businesres and then they get to go dowp.
and experiment with the business at
enterprise village."
More programs such as Junior
Achievement are needed, said
Parker Pike, a college professor and
marketing director for University of
California, San Diego Extension.
doug.sherwin@sddt.com
Source Code: 20070424cra
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Business, education partnerships

Pho

t Woronowicz

Pamela Gray Payton, right, assistant vice president of public relations for the University of San Dieqo,
and Brian Cahill, executive vice president of Barnhart Inc., participate in a roundtabie discuss1on of ISSues
facing businesses ·and educators.
Page5A
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BUILD A STRONG
SUCCESSION PLANNING
FOUNDATION FOR YOUR
FAMILY BUSINESS OR
ELSE YOU MIGHT HAVE
TO TAKE DESPERATE
MEASURES TO KEEP
YOUR BUSINESS AND
FAMILY INTACT

T

HE CORLEONES IN THE GODFATHER

are one of the most well known
families in America, and even if
they are fictional, they display
some of the real-world dysfuncti ons of a
family business. Obviously the typical
family business isn't run by a Don, doesn't
rough up the competiti on and certain ly
doesn 't send anyone to "sleep with the
fishes ," yet they can have Corleone- type
struggles, from succession planning issues
to sibling rivalries to overall family
dynamics .
To make matters worse, statistics are
on the side of the family business eith
Jodi Waterhou se, director of the ~
Family Business Forum, reveals that only
30% of family businesse s survive from the
first generatio n to the second generation ,
and a mere 12% are passed down to generation three.
Those aren't great odds, yet the Family
Business Forum, founded more than 14
years ago to provide education and resources
for family-ow ned businesse s , is trying to
ensure that those numbers are much greater
for the companies that take advantage of its
seminars and meetings .
Waterhous e says that the biggest problem
with family - owned businesse s in this
country is poor succession planning. Proper

foresight, in and of itself, could save a lot of
pain and hardship. And, she warns, nearly
all family businesse s she's encounter ed
haven't been proactive enough.
So when is the ideal time to start the
succession planning process?
"As soon a s the kids are born ," says
Waterhou
ecause the founders of the
decide if they want to
ess in the family, and if it
e founders and their family
y secure in the future. If that's
e, it's best to s tart preparing kids at
ry young age."
Statistics show that planning ahead isn't
always the number-o ne priority for familyowned businesses . The Family Firm Institute
(www.ffi.org) highlights that 19% of family
businesse s have not completed any estate
planning other than writing a will. That
percentag e doesn't seem to be that bad, but
more telling is that only 37% have written
a strategic plan.

Physica l Examin ation
Like being checked for prostate cancer,
family business dynamics can become
uncomfor table at times, and constant
evaluation is necessary througho ut the
succession planning process. This includes
everythin g from identifyin g which child is
April 2007 lizSarDiei,:,
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most capable and willing to take over the
business, how to make sure that siblings, if
applicable, have positions in the business or
can at least buy into it, that the whole family
is aware of the financials and plans for
growth, even to the extent that their input
is welcome and holds weight.
According to Waterhouse, many large
family businesses demand that children as
young as 12 or 13 years old are involved in
yearly board meetings .

company has 130 employees and growth is
steady at about 7 to 8% over the past few
years), he is also already beginning to evaluate his children, nieces and nephews for
the next succession, but isn't trying to force
the issue on any of them.
"One thing I highly recommend a family
business do, is allow family members to
come and go. It's important for the founder
or owner to realize that not everyone has
the same vision and dream he or she does."

"ONE THING I HIGHLY RECOMMEND A FAMILY BUSINESS
DO, IS ALLOW FAMILY MEMBERS TO COME AND GO.
IT'S IMPORTANT FOR THE FOUNDER OR OWNER TO
REALIZE THAT NOT EVERYONE HAS THE SAME VISION
AND DREAM HE OR SHE DOES."
-Brian Caster, CEO of Caster Family Enterprises

But even by taking the proper steps and
having an ear to the ground, the family
business is generally in a state of flux and
needs constant maintenance.
Brian Caster, CEO of Mission Valleybased Caster Family Enterprises, which
owns and operates A-1 Self Storage facilities from San Diego to San Francisco, can
attest to that.
Caster Family Enterprises is in its second
generation, and is already preparing for
generation three. But years ago, after Brian
had already been at the helm of the company,
one of his brothers crashed down the doors
and caused some turmoil.
"My youngest brother, who is 13 years
younger than me, came into the company
and thought he should be paid like me and
be the CEO," Caster admits .
Contention for power among siblings is
a common occurrence, and luckily the situation was handled quick and painlessly
through a buyout. Surprisingly, it's the only
major conflict that occurred among his
siblings, considering Caster is one of eight
children.
At 47, Caster estimates that he won't be
heavily involved in the business eight to 10
;ears down the road, and just as he plans to
open up more locations and continue to
have positive revenue gains (currently the
42

While Caster hopes the business will
remain in his family's hands, selling or
bringing in an outside CEO could be an
option. This is another one of those struggles that family businesses must deal with
on a revolving basis.
For now, though, Caster's philosophy is
one of angst: "It would be the easiest thing
to say screw this and sell it. But the consequences of anyone young with money can be
catastrophic. So we figured that if we could
avoid a liquidity event and force people
in all the generations to work and work
hard-even if they are wealthy on paperit's probably the better thing for them as
a person."

First-Born-So n Syndrome?
Gone are the days of simply passing down
the business to the first-born son, but as
many local family businesses are finding,
planning for the successor these days is
much more of a science-well, at least it's
less subjective, anyhow.
Shandon Harbour is glad that was the
case in her family's business, or who knows
where she'd be now. Possibly, in high-tech
public relations or teaching, both of which
she did after college, when her father set
down the stipulation that she move away
and experience what it's like to work outside

the family business and do some personal
discovery. More and more family businesses
are laying down that law. And, it's also more
common than it was years ago that the next
successors are expected to go to college and
get a bachelor's, even a master's, often in the
fields of business and management.
Harbour, who has four siblings, two of
them brothers , says that over the years she
has showed the most interest in the family
business, SDA Security. The downtown San
Diego company, which sells, installs, services
and monitors security systems for homes and businesses, might be looking for an exit
strategy if she hadn't decided to transition
into the role of president on April 1.
Though she doesn't regret her decision
one bit, Harbour admits that the transition
wasn't an easy one, and she tells other
family businesses to be prepared. Five years
ago, the now 37-year-old started down SDA's
leadership path in the form of management
roles in the human resources and sales
departments. As her father, the proverbial
first-born son who took on the family business in generation two, began to ease her
into the company's presidential seat, there
was a culture shock. There was turnover at
a torrid pace, even among some of the
company's longstanding managers.
"When you're going through a shift in
your industry and a generational change,
the culture almost has to be broken down
and then built back up. In that process you
go through turnover and all kinds of stuff,"
says Harbour.
Part of that other "stuff" she alludes to
was a drop in revenue. She doesn't go into
too much detail, but does say that there was
a slight loss from 2005 to 2006, but revenue
remained around the $9 million range both
years . Employment holes were filled, as well,
and currently the company's count is at 92.
· Growing the company is now a top
priority moving forward . She admits,
however, that she has some bigger challenges . The first is running a business and a
household (she's the mother of three kids)
simultaneously. The second: "Knowing
when to push business topics and family
business issues and when to stroke egos and
put the family business conversations on
hold," she says . "It's a fine line, because
when you discuss family business, sometimes you're discussing issues with the
in-laws, your spouse, and then too much of
it makes for an uncomfortable, messy
Sunday night family dinner situation ."
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Some good advice: Watch out for fly ing
mashed potatoes if you're ever inv ited to
dinner at the Harbour household . Even
better advice is some parting words from
Waterhouse, who has seen just about everything in her years at the Family Business
Forum.
Many families, she says, have frustrati on
when it comes to internal communication ,
especially when reporting directly to
another family member. She recomm ends
that the best way to teach hands-on
leadership, therefore, is to make sure that
non -fa mily members are involved in
mentoring and grooming the next generation. "We've had families that will mentor
each other's kids ," she adds. "You send me
your kids for a summer and I'll send you
mine type of thing." filll

GENERATIONS
OF WEALTH
There's a pretty darn good chance
that if you're reading this, you have
a family business or one in the
making. According to stats listed
on the website for the Family Firm
Institute (FFI) , family businesses
comprise 80 to 90% of all business
enterprises in North America and ,
therefore, the greatest part of
America's wealth lies with familyowned businesses. Herc are a few
more notable FFI stats:
• 34% of family firms expect
the next CEO to be a woman;
52% of participants hire at least
one female family member full
time. while 10% employ two
female family members of the
same status.
• 55% of CEOs due to retire within
five years. aged 61 or older, have
not yet chosen their successor.
• 85% of family-owned firms
that have identified a successor
say it will be a family member.
• 62% of the U.S. work force
is employed by family-owned
businesses.
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Colleges weigh
privacy; liability
as demand rises
for counseliI1g
By EIHno r Yant Su
STAFF WRITER

1

As questions swirl about the mental health
services that the _Vrrginia Tech gunman received, experts say an increasing number of
college students are seeking counseling - triggering new concerns for universities on how
best to balance privacy laws with questions of
liability.
While Monday's shooting rampage was unprecedented and Cho Seung-Hui's mental state
profoundly disturbed, counselors say it has become more common to see students coming in
with complex psychological problems.
About 92 percent of counseling directors reported increases in recent years in the number
of students with severe problems, such as major
depression, according to a 2006 University of
Pittsburgh survey of hundre ds of college counseling directors.
"We see more students with bipolar disorders
and depression," said Reina Juarez, the director
of counseling services at University of California
San Diego. "We are seeing more psychotic
breakdowns."
Much of that increase, counselors and mental
health experts say, is the result of a greate r
number of students attending college and more
SEE

CounsellnQ, A14

► COUNSELING
CONTIN UED FROM PAGE Al

Funding isn't
keeping up with
growing demand
being diagnosed with mental
health problems during adolescence.
"Better treatments and better medications are helping
these students stay in school
and get into college," said Morton Silverman, a professor of
clinical psychiatry at the University of Chicago.
Other factors include a cultural shift that is more accepting of counse ling, and expanded mental health services at
most colleges.
Some psychologists said the
curren t generation of students
has had a more sheltered UJr
bringing, making the transition
to greater independence more
troublesome.
•"A number of people believe
that the last generation of stu-

'

dents has been treated with kid
gloves," said Robert Gallagher,
who directed the counseling
center at the University of Pittsburgh for 25 years and compiles an annual survey of college couns eling directo rs.
"They've been overprotected
by family and when they get
out in the real world, they can't
deal with the stresses they encounter."
Today's generation of students are so accustomed to performing at the top of their class
that they struggle to cope when
they can't continue being the
best in college, said Emil Rodolfa, a psychologist and director
of counseling services at UC
Davis.
'They are not living up to
expectations and so then they
feel somehow personally deficient," Rodolfa said.
They also struggle with different stressors than previous
generations, counselors said,
including greate r college loan
burdens and global competition
for jobs.
Several San Diego schools,
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inctuding UCSD and San Diego
State University, report a similar increase in demand for m n
ta! health services. At the J.J.nf
versity of San Die~o stucteni'
visits to the counsefilig center
have jumped 20 percent in the
past year. About 8 percent of
USO student s use campus
counseling, up from about 4
percent a decade ago, officials
said. About 9 percent of all college students visit counselors,
according to national figures.
Aggravating the situation is
the fact that funding for mental
health on campuses nationwide
hasn't kept pace with demand.
For example, waits for nonemergen cy appoint ments at
UCSD can stretch three weeks.
Other school , such as SDSU,
report waits that are usually
less than two weeks.
Analysts said the rampage in
Virginia serves as an opportunity for schools to review their
policies and procedu res for
1ealing with students who may
pose a risk on campus. Some
campuses plan to expand training for faculty and students to

spot people who may
riencing psychological
culty.
Universities are generally obligated to take steps to protect a
student who is suicidal, typically by taking them to a hospital
or informing police, said Steve
Smith, dean of California Western School of Law and a scholar
. of mental health law for the
past 30 years.
In instance where students
have been deemed a threat to
themselves or others, the California Supreme Court has ruled
that universities may be liable
for failing to take reasonable
steps to protect anyone who
has been specifically threat'
ened.
But without a specific threat,
colleges have limited options.
'The difficulty with the poetry and plays the gunman at
Virginia Tech wrote was they
weren't directed at anyone in
particular," said Steve Sprinkle,
the director of USD's counseling services. "In that kind of
situation, the services can be
offered, but if they're refused,

not a lot can be done."
In recent years, high-profile
lawsuits involving student s
with mental health issues have
prompted universities to more
carefully examine liability and
privacy issues.
In one case, the parents of
MIT student Elizabeth Shin
sued the school after she committed suicide by setting fire to
herself. The parents had not
been informed of their daughter's problems, for which she
had sought campus counseling.
In general, privacy laws prevent
universities from informing parents about a student's psychological problem without the
student's consent.
In another case, a George
Washington University student
was barred from campus for
violating the code of conduct
after checking himself into a
university hospital. The student
sued, charging that the campus
had violated anti-disc rimination
laws by suspending him. The
college ended up settling with
the student last year.
Colleges need to focus more

on what is best for tudents,
rather than their liability concerns, said Karen Bower, the
attorney who represented the
George Wa hington student
"Anybody seeking treatment
for depression should not be
puni hed," Bower said.
Several observers said some
colleges have overreacted to
law uits by tightening policies
to mandate psychological treatment for students with suicidal
,
thoughts.
"It's hard enough to work
with a tudent who comes in
voluntarily," Gallagh er said.
"Many counsel ing director s
don't believe mandatory counseling is terribly helpful."
State Sen. Jack Scott, D-Pasadena, chairman of the Senate
higher education committee,
said, "My sense is many colleges may choose to increase
funding for mental health service ."
'The main thing we want to
do is question colleges and universities to make sure they are
taking all steps they can to prevent similar .shootings."
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Korean-Americans mourn shooting victims
Many hope focus
not on nationality
By David E. Graham
STAFF WRITER

After learning yesterday that
the gunman in Monday's rampage at Virginia Tech was an
immigrant from Korea, Korean-Americans turned out for an
evening prayer vigil for the victims.
"As a people we take a certain amount of shame even
though we didn't know this
guy," said Edward Lee, who
owns an insurance company
and helped organize the vigil.
About three dozen students
of Korean descent attending
UCSD and SDSU carried white
candles and white roses to the
altar at Hanbit Church in Kearny Mesa before pastors offered
prayers.
Lee said he hopes the vigil
shows Korean-Americans' sadness, and he hopes people will
emphasize . less the shooter's
nationality and more that he
was a djsturbed person.
The other vigil organjzer,
mortgage consultant Benjamm
Lee - who is not related to

"'w

Edward Lee - said the gathering also was a chance to condemn the shooting and to try
to prevent any backlash
against Korean-Americans. He
said he had read and heard
reports of some hate calls to
Korean associations, including
student groups, around the
country.
The man who kjlled 32 peopleat Virginia Tech was identified as Cho Seung-Hui, 23, who
came to the United States from
South Korea in 1992. Raised in
Centreville, Va., he was a legal,
permanent resident .
At the vigil of about 125 people, Dan Cho, an auto sales
representative, told a visitor he
has the same name, then grimaced and shook his head disapprovingly.
Janice Ko, a UC San Diego
junior who attended with
others from the Korean Campus Crusade for Christ group,
said, ''We came to just mourn
with the church."
Students took to the altar 33
candles, one for each person
kjlled, including the shooter.
Edward Lee and Benjamin Lee
were undecided whether to
have 32 or to ,include one for
the kjller when pastor Ken

DETAILS
Mesa College session
When: 9:30 a.m. to noon today
Where: H117-118, Mesa College,
7250 Mesa College Drive
What: Dr. Violet Pezeshk will speak

about emotions; the campus police
chief will speak about safety plans;
and students will break into groups
with counselors.
Mission Valley service
When: 5:30 p.m. today
Where: First United Methodist

Church, 2111 Camino del Rio S.
What: Weekly Vespers worship will

be a prayer vigil in light of the
tragedy. Meditative prelude st
at 5:15.
USDservlce
When: 9 p.m. today
Where: University of San Diego,

5998 Alcala Park. off llnda Vista
Road, Founders Chapel
What: Mass for Pea~e will be
dedicated to victims and their
families.

Suhr, visiting from Abundant
Life Community Church,
quickly decided for 33.
The Asian American Journalists Association yesterday

ssl laid a white rose on an altar for the victims of the
lrglnia Tech massacre during a vigil last night at the Hanblt
Church in Kearny Mesa. Peggy Peattie / Union-Tribune

issued a statement asking the
media not to focus on the gunman's nationality.
At Mesa College, hundreds
of students stopped by a temporary memorial on · campus
for the victims. As piano music
played from speakers, counselors passed out fliers offering
support. Dozens of students
and faculty members wrote
messages in two books and in
private notes that will be
mailed to Virginia.

"I'm so sorry," one student
wrote anonymously.
While several colleges in the
county have sent e-mails or
posted messages on their Web
sites to remind students about
available counseling, Mesa officials thought it would be helpful to appeal to students in person.
Staff writer Eleanor Su contributed
to this report.
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., Virginia Tech tragedy sparks dialogue

More schools incorporate emergency
procedures into campus.construction plans
By DOUG SHERWIN
The Daily Transcript

SAN DIEGO - San Diego
educators responded with shock
and sadness Monday at the
shooting rampage on the
Virginia Tech ~ampus.
A gunman opened fire in a
dormitory and a classroom
building on campus, killing 32
people before committin g · sui-

cide in the deadliest shooting
spree in U.S. history.
"It's just a tragedy what's happeped at Virginia Tech, and our
hearts certainly go out to the
families of the students who've
been killed and to their campus
community," said Pamela Gray
Payton, assistant vice president
of public relations for the
University of San Diego.

San Diego State University
planned to send a message to its
students Monday, telling them
where to get informati on on
emergenc y preparedn ess.
"It's a terrible tragedy and it
reiterates the need for everyone
on. campus to familiarize themselves with our emergenc y· proSee Emergency plans on 4A
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: Emergency pla ns
monthly basis and an emerge ncy
cedures," SDSU spokesm an Jack prepare dness Web site that is
Beresford said. "We put a lot of linked to the school's home page
at sdsu.ed u.
value into preparedness." '
"Our public· safety officers ...
classes
safety
s
USD sponsor
for student s, and the school receive a lot of training to help
works with commu nity groups them respond in those circumto help identify potentia l prob- stances," Beresfo rd said. "The
more prepare d you can be, the
lems.
"We have a very, very active better. There's no way to prevent
public safety departm ent," these situatio ns from occurri ng
Payton said. "And they are con- in comple teness.
"It's a sad fact that it's hapstantly working with student s ...
on how to empow er themsel ves pened before, and it will probato keep themselves safe botp ,in ·' ']?ly happen again at some other
the classroo m and the d9rros.' campus . We spend a lot of time
here on this campus , so we
and elsewhere on campu,s/2 c' •
· "We have counsel ing available should know what to do whethe r
for student s as well, so if a stu- it's an earthqu ake, a fire, a
dent is trouble d and needs assis- shootin g. ... There are a lot of
tance psychologically, we are differen t scenari os that you
prbvidi ng those kinds of services should be •prepare d for and
to student s in hopes that a situ- know what to do."
Similar school shootings have
ation like this would not arise."
builders of educational facilcaused
evacucy
emergen
an
SDSU ran
ation drill last week with about a . ities to rethink how classrooms and
third of the campus participating. campuses are constructed.
Brian Cahill, executi ve vice
The school has an emergencynt of Barnhart Inc. - a
preside
a
on
meets
that
plannin g team
Contf!iu dfrom Page IA

San Diego constru ction company that focuses on educati onal
facilities - said all schools now
are built with a fence around the
entire perime ter . and locked
gates at every entranc e except
the main one.
Large amount s of money are
being spent on security camera s
as well, he said, and classroo ms
are geared for lockdowns.
"The classroo ms have become
a secure area," Cahill said. "If
they get notice there's a potential inciden t happen ing on campus, they stay in the classrooms.
The doors lock, and you can't get
(in) from the outside. The latch
sets work only going out."
Most schools equip the rooms
with the means to commu nicate
with one central area, via phone
or intercom .
While metal detecto rs aren't
the norm yet, Cahill said he sees
an increase in armed guards and
policem en on campus es.
Junior Achievement, a national program that teaches K-12

student s about busines s and the
free-ent erprise system, also has
taken special security precautions. Part of the program
include s particip ation in a
miniatu re city, which is designe d_
to simulat e everyday life in the
busines s world for fifth graders .
"Once the kids enter our village, they can get in but they
can't get out without us," said's
Joanne Pastula, preside nt and
CEO ·of Junior Achiev ement.
"That (safety) is hugely important to us. We've done a lot with
access with video camera s
because you really can never be
too safe with kids."
USD's Payton said campus
safety is a constan t challenge.
"We're always evaluat ing what
it is we're doing and how we can
do it better to protect our campus," she said.

Staff writer Samuel Hodgson
contributed to this report.
doug.sherwin@sddt.com
Source Code: 200704 I6tbb
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NBCSanDiego.com
USD Remembers Virginia Shooting
Victims
Peace Doves Re/ea

uring Rally

POSTED: 8:08 pm PDT April 19. 2007
UPDATED: 6:14 am PDT April 20, 2007

SAN DIEGO -- The University of San Die~o held a peace rally on Thursday to honor those killed in the Virginia
Tech shootings.
The rally featured music and speakers from several student organizations.
Students released peace doves to show their support for the victims and their families .
"It's an opportunity to say what they feel -- to kind of get together and have a conservation about what's going
on in the world," rally organizer Tanya Susoev said .
The university is also sending 1,000 paper cranes and a mural to Virginia Tech to honor peace and justice.
Copyright 2007 by NBCSandiego.com. All rights reserved. This material may not be published, broadcast, rewritten or
redistributed.
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RECONOCEN ESTAR NERVIOSOS

Consteniados los colegios~y
universidades por el ataq~¢·
AN DIEGO.-Los alumnos de
Colegios y Universidades de
S
San Diego reconocen estar un
poco nerviosos por el ataque
ocurrido en la Universidad tecnol6gica de Virginia.
Los agentes encargados de la
seguridad tambien manifestaron
su malestar, aunque dicen estar
convencidos de que su reacci6n
en eventos como este, seria mas
veloz y efectiva.
Ellos estan en espera del
reporte detallado de los hechos
para comprender mejor lo que
sucedi6 y el error en que cayeron
los oficiales universitarios.
Tienen contemplado llev;i.r a
cabo simulacros frecuentes no
solo de un posible temblor o
incendio, sino de ataques de esta
naturaleza.
La gran mayoria de los campos
universitarios cuentan con
sonidos de alarma y otros c6digos de emergencia que pueden
ser muy utiles en masacres como
esta, la inc6gnita es cuando y
quien da la orden de alarma.
Regularmente la orden es emitida por el presidente de la

Universidad o el consejero principal.
Ademas del sonido que emite
una bocina, existen otros metodos mas rapidos, como es el ~ correo electr6nico, una Hamada
por celular o boletines especjales
que se pueden observar en dtfe
entes puntos de la Universid
Los representantes de la
Universidad estatal de
California, de. la univers
~
California en San Diego
Universidad de San Diego son , ·
cUidadosos al evaluar la respuesta del profesorado en el estado .
· ·,
de Virginia.
No quieren hablar hasta tener el
reporte detallado de los hechos,
Pero en lo que se concentran no
es la critica, sino en un eventual
aprendizaje para responder adecuadamente en caso de otra
masac.re similar.
Despues de todo, San Diego .
vivio su propia tragedia hace '
once afios cuando tres profesores
de SDSU fueron asesinados por'
un estudiante de lngenieria que·
intentaba defender su tesis de'
maestria. (tma)

LOS ALUMNOS DE COLEGIOS y UNIVERSIDADES de San Diego reconocen estar un poco nerviosos por el ataque ocurrido en la Universidad tecnol6gica de Virginia.
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The Universinl; of San Diefo
chapter of Lam da Chi Alp a
has raised $30,000 to support
the Center for Community
Solutions (CCS), an organization
dedicated to helping victims of
sexual assault and domestic violence.
The fraternity raised the funds
through a competition among
USD Greek chapters to solicit ads ·
in a university-distributed book.
Lambda Chi Alpha also hosted
"Jail 'N Bail," where students
could pay $3 to put someone in
"jail." Prisoners could wait 10
minutes or pay $5 to ~ediately
get out of jail.
"We chose to donate the raised
funds to the Center for
Community Solutions because of
their commitment to creating safe
and healthy local communities,"
fraternity president Ryan Jetton
said. "Although we recognize the
importance of contributing to
national charities, Lambda Chi
Alpha realized that $30,000
would provide a greater positive
impact to a lo~ chruity directly
involved in our own San Diego
community."
The. presentation of the check
to CCS was April 12 in front of the
Hahn University Center at USD.
Each year CCS provides services
to more than 20,000 San Diegans.
"CCS · is honored to have been
selected by the USD's Lambda
Chi Alpha ch~pter," CCS executive director Verna Griffin-Tabor
said. "We commend their efforts
to raise awareness about and support for sexual assault and
domestic violence. The social
responsibility they demonstrated
through these efforts is a wonderful example to the entire community". Source Code: 20070419tgc

- . .
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Funeral set for former San Diego Chargers equipment man
SAN DIEGO -- A service for Sid Brooks, a former equipment manager of the San Diego Chargers,
will be held Friday morning at the Immaculata at the University of San Diego .
Brooks, 72, died Saturday after falling at a health club in Gilbert, Ariz .
Brooks was San Diego's equipment manager from 1973-2000.
He is probably best known for getting knocked out on the sideline by an iceball thrown by a
during a Chargers win at Giants Stadium late in the 1995 season .

n

Brooks served with the Air Force in Korea and Vietnam . He wrote a book last year, "Tales from
the San Diego Chargers Locker Room."
Copyright 2007 The Associated Press. All rights reserved. This material may not be published,
broadcast, rewritten or redistributed.
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S.D. col~eges may be in ethical •gray area' on aid
Schools' ties to lenders
questioned due to probe
By Eleanor Yan9 Su
STAFF' WRITER

As a nationwide investigation into
college lending practice s unfolds, financial aid experts say some San
Diego colleges may have stepped into their own ethical "gray area" because of ties with student-loan companies.

Some are question ing local officials' decision s to serve on lender
boards, allow lenders to print university brochur es and arrange for a lender to pay a college after recomm ending a specific compan y to students .
The ongoing probe by the New
York attorney general has put a spotlight on many practices, -including
college officials owning stock and receiving paymen t from lending companies they recomm end to students.
While San Diego colleges have not
played a role in that investigation,

some practice s are cause for concern, said Robert Shirema n, founder
of the Project on Student Debt, which
analyzes college debt levels.
"Lender s have discover ed the way
to make money is not to compete on
the basis of price . . . but to get a
financial aid office's recomm endation," Shirema n said. "So they're finding various ways to encoura ge good
relations hips· with financial aid administrators."
Vmce DeAnda, director of financial
aid at the University of California San

Diego, serves on advisory boards for
two lenders, Wachovia and College
Loan Corporation. Both of those
compan ies are listed as UCSD's "preferred lenders. " The recomm endations are intended to help students
sort through the hundred s of lenders
in an $85 billion industry, he said.
The majority of San Diego universities recomm end specific lenders to
students. Those offering lists estimate that "preferr ed lenders" capture
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Get informed
for good mental
health
Authors, educators, nutritionists, psychiatrists, psychologists, psychotherapists, speech
therapists and support group leaders will be among the national
and local mental health participants, speakers and exhibitors
appearing at the Mental Health
Fair.
1bose slated to give infonnational talks and appearances, as o
press time, include:
•Dr. Robert A. Friedman, a
renowned psychiatrist who will
chair a session devoted to questions about psychiatric medications, is president and CEO o
PsyCare.
•Dr. Sara Boswell of Boswell
Neuropsychology will speak
about the different types of psychological testing.
•Stefan Hochflli:er, president
of Club Xcite and Xcite Steps,
will discuss the benefits of youth
mentorship services.
•Dr. Jim Spira Ph.D., MPH,
ABPP, and director of the Del
Mar Psychotherapy Group, will
speak about Zen Meditation in
psychotherapy.
•Dr. Thomas S. Jensen, a
child, adolescent and adult psychiatrist addresses the topic o
ADD/ADHD and school.
•Author Tracy Anglada
("Brandon and the Bipolar Bear''
and "Turbo Max").
•Author and speaker on
autism, Chantal Sicile-Kira
Among the many organizations representing the mental
health field will be: Child & ~
lescent Bipolar Foundation,
Casa Center for Autism,
(Children and Adults with
tion-Deficit/Hyperactivity
der), Step Up 4 . ,
Family Center o._~1..
Lab
Autism Group, Great
for Children with Behavior Disorders, CARES Center for Autism,
Research, Evaluation & Service,
Nordic Naturals, Fusion Learning
Center, Starfish Advocacy, Sam's
Cause, Silver Ribbon Campaign,
Valerie's List, Bodin Associates,
Bipolar Support Group, Bipolar
in Order, NARSAD (The Mental
Health Research Association),
DBSA (The Depression and
Bipolar Support Alliance) and
NAMI (the National Alliance on
Mental Illness).

The free event is from 10
a.m. to 2 p.m. at the RSF Community Center, 5970 La Sendita.
Parking is also free.
For event and exhibitor
infonnation, contact Walker at
(858) 342-0327 or e-mail mriffwalk@aol.com.

- I.Le Schoenbart
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]rnland News
San Jacinto teen reaches finish line in
college-prep program
• • I

Download story podcast

I 0:00 PM PDT on Monday, April 9, 2007

By JAMIE AYALA
The Press-Enterprise

SAN JACINTO - Daniella Baldeon said she always chose reading over

·1e growing up.

Her mother presented the option frequently because she hoped it w.
much she would go to college.
The San Jacinto High School senior is headed to the University of San Diego in the fall.
Making her mother's wish a reality motivated her, Baldeon said, and the Mt. San Jacinto College
Upward Bound program helped her succeed.
The 18-year-old is among the first 19 students to complete the community college's program, which is
geared toward increasing the college-going rate in the San Jacinto area.
About 9 percent of the San Jacinto population held bachelor degrees or higher, according to the last
U.S. census.
Story continues below
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C aitlin M. Kell y/ The Press-Enterpri se
Dani ella Baldeon, a sen ior al San Ja cinto High School, co mpleted th e M l. San Jac into Coll ege Upwa rd Bound
college preparatory prOb'fam. She is headed 10 the Uni ve rsity o f San Diego in the fa ll.

"There's not many stories of such perseverance," said Ketmani Kouanchao, director of the Mt. San
Jacinto program.
Concepcion Barajas-Ritchie, Baldeon's mother, said she didn't learn to read until her late teens. Even
now, she said she has to read a book five times to understand it. She attempted several times to get a
college degree, but between raising Baldeon and her three siblings and working, Barajas-Ritchie was
overwhelmed.
She started buying books for others instead.
"She would tell us that she didn't want us to struggle like her and that we needed to go college,"
Baldeon said.
Baldeon started the Mt. San Jacinto program her freshman year, the same year the community college
received a federal grant for Upward Bound. Students attend Saturday workshops, weekly tutoring
sessions, special events and college courses. They also take career interest surveys and visit colleges.
Participants must be high school students from low-income families and the first in their family to
attend college. Fifty students from San Jacinto High School, Mountain View High School and Noli
School are in the program. In the fall, Mt. San Jacinto received a grant to start a similar program
called Talent Search, which serves 60 students from North Mountain and Monte Vista middle schools,
and San Jacinto and Mountain View high schools.
Baldeon said time management has been the most valuable lesson she has learned through Upward
Bound.
"She's able to throw a lot of plates in the air and juggle without missing a beat," said Robert Ritchie,
Baldeon's stepfather. "We're proud of her."
From cheerleading and duties as a church youth leader to taking part in Interact, the Associated
Student Body and the Hip Hop Society, Baldeon has her hands full. But after learning how to
prioritize, she said she manages everything much better.
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"I've had some good role models," she said. "I like the feeling I get when I get things accomplished."
Baldeon plans to study theology at the Roman Catholic university.
Reach Jamie Ayala at 951-763-3451 or jayala@PE.com

townsfolk
Daniella Baldeon
has learned to balance fun and work.
AGE: 18
RESIDENCE: San Jacinto
SCHOLAR: Ea rned a presidential scholarship from the University of San Diego
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AGENDA
For more listings of local events,
go to sandiegomagazine.com and
click on "Agenda ."
sixth annua l Juried Art Show, thru
Mar. 31. At Gallery
At the San Diego Watercolor Socie
ty's Showcase Gallery
21: Work by Ellen Lindsey, Char lotte
Yaggi and Shinin the NTC Promenade : "Marching
t o a Diffe rent
ja Schneides, Apr. 1-15, Ilse Gers
on and Sharon
Drummer, " thru Mar. 31. "April Show
ers," approxiThomas, Apr. 16-30 . Daily 10-4.
In Spanish Village Art
mately 90 water-media paintings by
Southern California
Center, 1770 Village Pl., Balboa Park,
619-232-3522;
artists, Apr. 6-28. Wed.-Sat. 11-32
825 Dewey Rd., Point
swartists.com .
Loma, 619-876-4550; sdws.org.
At Joseph Bellows Gallery: photograph
y exhibition from
Sharp Studio Gallery continues John
Mc David 's exhibithe Paradise, Saved, Residual and
Windows series of
tion of metal artwork, thru Apr. 12.
Rod Engel's solo exJ. John Priola , thru Apr. 28. Tues.
-Fri. 10-6, Sat.
hibition features new expressionist
acrylic paintings, Apr.
11-5. 7661 Girard Ave., La Jolla, 858-4
56-5620;
14 - May 10 (reception Apr. 14, 6-10)
. Thur. 4-7, Fri &
josephbellows.com.
Sat. 2-6. 3807 Ray St., North Park,
619-5
46-9546;
The San Dieguito Art Guild and Offtra
ck Gallery present
sharpgallery.net.
Blooming Art, a collection of posy
paintings, sculpture,
photos, jewelry and art gifts, Apr. 1-30
(reception Apr. 1,
2-4). 687 S. Coast Hwy. 101, Encin
itas, 760-942-3636;
offtrackgallery.com.
At Ordover Project: "Eastern Sojou
rn," blackwhite photographs by Will Gibson;
"Botanic
Blake Shaw, both thru Mar. 25. Peter
Fay'
photographs from his "Solitude" series
black -and-white photos of children
a
both Mar. 29-May 6. Wed.-Sat. 10
S. Cedros Ave., Studio 172, Sola
1121; ordoverproject.com.
At the Robert & Karen Hoehn
mous Face : Portr aitur e in
Warhol," thru May 27.~
s Founders Hall, 5998 Alcala Park, San Diego, 619-260-4261;
sandiego.edu.
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In Print s t , - Dwer to Warhol"
Hoehn Family GallerThrough May
ies ~
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Arts Gallery Joan B. Kroc
ns , ute for Peace & Justice.
(619)26 0-4261.
USD: Faunc len Gallery/Hoelln Fam•
Hy Gallery Founders Hall. (619) 2604261.
USD: Sacred HNrt Gallery Sacred
Heart Hall. (619) 260-46 59.

-

(
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. sonal, and family matrri
sented by Gay Ducey
tellers of San Dicg
April 14, 7:30 p.m.
nter at
Executive Confe
UniversityofS.O i~'/5998AJ.
cala Park). Concert t.s suitable for
adults, children over 12. $IO.
619-298-6363. (LINDA VISTA)
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"MAN OF LA MANCHA" Hispanic Arts
Theatre presents a staged musical readin
of the story of Don Quixote; 3 and 7 p.m
April 22; Shiley Theatre, Unive i f n
~ 5998 Alcala ?ark,
n ,e ;
,
general; $7, students with ID; (6 9) 26().
2727.
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Theatre presents a staged reading of
"Man of La Mancha"
Theatre, in aswith M.E.Ch.A.,
soci
USO is very pleased to announce their next artistic venture - a complete staged
reading and vocal performance
of the Tony Award winning
classic- "Man of La Mancha".
This special event will take
place on Sunday, April 22,
2007, with performances at
3:00 PM and 7:00 PM. Performances will take place at
the Shiley Theatre at the University of San Diego, 5998
Alcala Park, San Diego.
Hispanic Arts Theatre Artistic Director, Carlos Mendoza, has assembled a very
talented group ofHispanic actors from San Diego, Orange, .

and Los Angeles Counties to
bring this wonderful work to
life. Cast members include
Richard Bermudez, Raul Cardona, Maria Garcia, Steve
Lone, Benjamin Mendoza,
Mauricio Mendoza, Joey Molina, Debbie Nicastro, Samara Otero, Jeanine Pacheco, Ruben Padilla, Ivan Quiceno, Patrick Reese, Lee
Sandoval and Doug Bilitch as
Don Quixote. Benjamin Mendoza and Mauricio Mendoza
are both USD Alumni.
"Man of La Mancha" was
honored with six Tony Awards
including Best Musical in
1966. The show was recently
revived on Broadway with native San Diegan, Brian Stokes
Mitchell, winning a Best Ac-

tor Tony Award. The musical
is based on the Miguel de
Cervantes classic satire, Don .

Quixote de la Mancha.
Tickets for "Man of La
Mancha" are $15.00 General
Admission and $7 .00 for students with identification.
Tickets may be purchased in
advance by calling (619)
260-2727.
Hispanic Arts Theatre -is a
performing arts organization,
dedicated to presenting Hispanic cultural performances to
the public ofgreater metropolitan San Diego. This non-profit
arts organization embraces
their mission statement to provide Hispanic culture and foster cross-cultural understanding in our community.
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Men's Club
·to host speaker
· POWAY - The Men's Club
at Ner Tamid Synagogue will
host a lecture and discussion
by Rabbi Wayne · Dosick,
P.h.D., on April 22 at the synagogue, 15318 Pomerado Road.
His topic will be "Dancin
With God When Life Hurts '
Dosick is the spi ·
guide of the Elijah
and an adjunct profe
uie University of San 1ego.
Be 1s an award-wmnmg author of seven books, a regular
columnist and a contributing
editor at the San Diego Jewish Times.
, . A light bagel breakfast will
be served beginning at 9:15
a.m. followed by the presentation at 9:45. There is no
charge for the program; how- ·
ever, a donation of $2 for
breakfast is requested.
Information: Arnie Mandel, (858) 485-9142, or the syn- '
agogue office, (858) 513-8330.

(
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omanski beats Pepperdine with four-hit shutout

p. A hand clap. Two fingers
o the sky.
USO left-hander Josh Romanski is
runfflni out of ways to celebrate good
plays and great games .
And the Toreros are runToreros
ning short of superlatives
for the 6-foot sophomore
Pepperdlne from Corona.
Romanski pitche d a
four-hit shutou t agains t
No. 13-ranked Pepperdine
yester day at Cunni ngham Stadium,
leading the No. 17-ranked Toreros to a
5-0 West Coast Conference win.
"Coach (Rich Hm) doesn't like us to
use the term 'big series,' but this is a big
series," said Romanski. "Every game
means a lot to me, but today was kind of
special."
It was special because this series

5

0

~

w

matches the WCC's top teams, who also
happen to be two of the top 20 teams in
the nation. The Toreros (34-14, 12-2
WCC) will try to complete a three-game
sweep of Pepperdine (30-15, 10-4) today
at3 p.m.
It was special because the victory
lifted the Toreros 20 games over .500 for
the first time in school history.
And it was extra special because by
winning the first two games of the series, USD clinched the home field
against Pepperdine should the teams
meet next month in the best-of-three
WCC Championship Series . The winner
there receives the conference's automatic bid to the NCAA tournament.
In his past eight starts, Romanski has
gone 7-0 (teammate AJ. Griffin won in
relief of Romanski in his other start)
with three shutouts. During that stretch,
he has allowed just five earned runs in
65 2/3 innings for a 0.68 ERA

"His confidence is through the roof,
an,d with a pitcher that's half the battle,"
said USD catcher Jordan Abruzzo. "He
has confidence in his-stuff and he's just
going right after guys and challenging
them."
Romanski limited the Waves to singles iii the first, fifth, seventh and eighth
innings. He permitted only two runners
to advance as far as second base.
Romanski pumped his fist in the top
of the eighth after watching teammate
Kevin Hansen make the last of several
fine plays at third base and throw out
Pepperdine's Danny Worth to end the
inning.
In the bottom of the eighth, Romanski helped himself at the plate with a
booming double over the head of
Pepperdine center fielder Adrian Ortiz.
Romanski clapped his hands at second
base as he watched the Toreros' final
two runs cross the plate.

Romanski, whose fastball topped out
at 92 mph, appeared as fresh in the final
inning as he did in the first. He retired
the side 1-2-3 in the ninth, pointing skyward after striking out pinch-hitter
Mark Tracy looking to end the game.
''You try to get better every week and
top last week's performance," said Romanski. "I was happy with my outing
and 111 try to do better next week."
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USD finds a way to win against Waves
By Kirk Kenney
STAF'F" WRITER

How do you beat
who ha never los
conference play?
That was the
-ranked
No .
USD yesterday
Toreros
· when the Toreros
took the field at
Pepperdlne Cunningham Stadium against No.
13-ranked
Pepperdine.
Waves junior right-hander
Barry Enright came into the
game with a 10-1 record and
1
.58 ERA this season. Most im;essive, Enright was 17-0 in
his career against West Coast
Conference opponents.
Emphasis on the word was.
The pitching of USD sophomore left-hander Brian Matusz
combined with a patient and
persistent Toreros offense produced a 10-3 victory over
Pepperdine.
USD (33-14, 11-2 WCC) asurned first place alone as
Pepperdine (30-14, 10-3) drop-

10
3

Brian Matusz

Barry Enrl9ht

ped to second. Two games remain in the series, which continues tomorrow at 1 p.m.
Enright (10-2) was touched
for eight hits and four runs.
The fourth run came when
USD's Shane Buschini led off
the fifth inning with a long
home run, a drive estimated at
450 feet that landed on the roof
of the Manchester dorms. Enright was pulled before the next
hitter stepped to the plate, making it his shortest outing of the
season.
'They came out fired up and
did a great job," said Enright,
who is rated among the top 40
prospects in the nation by Baseball America. ''You have to give
a lot of credit to them.

"My arm felt fine. I felt fine .
You just have to say it was one
of those days. It's tough to say.
Tough to deal with. You really
have to put it past you and prepare for next week."
Matusz (8-2) , by contrast,
was magnificent He struck out
the first five hitters he faced
and recorded eight of the first
nine outs on strikeouts.
"I haven't been that pumped
for a college game ever," said
Matusz, who got out of a bases-loaded, no-outs situation in
the third inning with two
strikeouts and a diving catch
by center fielder Josh Romanski to end the inning. 'They
really started trying to put it in
play, just make contact and not
get beat on a strikeout. They .
did a good job on that and got a
lot of hits to fall. But we had
Josh Romanski making unbelievable plays in center field,
which was huge."
USD built an 8-0 lead, Matusz pitching seven shutout innings before 'the Waves
pushed across a run in the
eighth. Pepperdine added two

in the ninth on a homer by
Travi Tartamella before AJ.
Griffin came in to get the
game's final two outs.
Matusz fini hed with 11
strikeouts - his eighth double-digit strikeout effort this
season -,- and leads the nation
with 138 strikeouts in 96 innings.
Romanski, who made another diving catch in the fifth, was
4-for-4 for the Toreros with two
RBI. Teammates Ju tin Snyder
and Mike Metzger also drove
in two runs each.

(
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Reese continues to grow
BY CHAD JENNINGS
STAFF WRITER

Baseball was never Kevin Reese's only option, and there was a
time it hardly seemed an option at all. Despite being an
undefeated, All-America pitcher when he graduated from
high school, none of the 30 professional teams drafte
and Reese decided to focus elsewhere.

"At the time I was a big academic guy," he s
have baseball help out just to pay for sch o
seball tradition,
Bypassing offers from colleges with a ri
Reese chose his hometown University of San Diego because of its
academics . He majored in political science, minored in economics
and had his eye on a law degree.
The law degree, of course, never came .
After moving from the mound to the outfield in college, Reese
began to concentrate on the smooth left-handed swing that has
taken him all the way to Yankee Stadium. Safe to say baseball is
no longer an afterthought or a means to an end.

(

"You look back and think, I'm doing something right," Reese
said .
Hard to believe he never garnered much attention until just a few years ago.
As a high school pitcher Reese went 21-0. He drew plenty of college interest but no professional offers, and although it
bothered him at the time, he looks back and understands why .
"As time went by, guys started catching up to that 83-mile-per-hour fastball I was throwing," he said.
At San Diego, Reese started his college career by splitting time between first base and the mound, sharing those positions
with former Red Barons pitcher - and current Ottawa starter - Brian Mazone. His junior year, Reese started getting most of
his time in the outfield and was named first-team All-West Coast Conference as well as team MVP .
Draft eligible that summer, he again went undrafted.
The next year, Reese bumped his batting average up to .385 and repeated as an all-conference selection and team MVP.
Finally, in the summer of 2000, Reese was drafted . He again stayed in San Diego, going to the Padres in the 27th round,
which was more than halfway through the draft in a round generally used for adding minor league filler.
Reese, though, went on to hit .358 in his first professional season and .329 in his second. He has built a .298 career average in
the minors and hit .417 in 12 major league at-bats last season . He's one of just six players drafted and signed by the Padres in
2000 to have actually made it to the major leagues .

(
Credit some of that to natural talent, the kind that seemed to go unnoticed by major league organizations for so long .
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Growing up in talent-rich Southern California, Reese played on summer league teams with Barry Zito, Mark Prior and Eric
Chavez. As his high school record suggests, he held his own .
In college, he set the school record for career hits and he ranks second in home runs and RBIs. This year he was named to the
all-time West Coast Conference all-star team along with Jason Bay, Mike Scott and Randy Wolf.
Mazone has called him one of his closest college friends, and said Reese's talent was obvious when he made the move to the
outfield.
"It was easy from what I could tell," Mazone said. "He's a natural outfielder. He's one of the guys who always plays well. He
plays the game the way it's supposed to be played."

Reese has gotten off to a slow start this season , hitting well below .200, but manager Dave Miley hasn ' t taken him out of the
top of the lineup.
"More often than not," Miley said. "You look at a media guide and see someone that's a lifetime minor league .290 hitter and
a lot of the time he's going to hit around .290."
Finally, Reese's track record speaks for itself, and the professionals are taking notice.
Contact the writer: cjennings@timesshamrock.com
©The Times-Tribune 2007
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COLL EGE BASE BALL
FIRST-PLACE SHOWDOWNS
First place is at stake this weekend for both USO and San Diego State in
their respective conferences.

Pepperdine at USD

The series: The teams play today (3 p.m.), Sunday (1 p.m.) and Monday
(3 p.ni.) at USO. Each game will be Webcast at www.usdtoreros.com.
Monday's game will be televised by CSTV.
What's at stake: The winner of the series between No. 13-ranked
Pepperdine (30-13, 10-2) and No. 17 USO (32-14, 10-2) will have the
inside track t6 the West Coast Conference regular-season title, which
brings with it the right to host the best-of-three WCC Championship
Series.
Notable: Two of the nation's top pitchers square off today in
Pepperdine's Barry Enright (10-1, 1.58 ERA) and USD's Brian Matusz .
(8-2, 2.57). Enright is 17-0 career in the wee. Matusz's 127 strikeouts
lead the nation ... The teams will take tomorrow off so that
Pepperdine's seniors can participate in graduation ceremonies.

.........

(
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ING

ro e open a tie game with five
runs m the eighth inning on the way to
a 10-3 win at Loyola Marymount that
completed a three-game West Coast
Conference sweep of the Lions.
In the eighth, Daniel Magness drove
in two runs with a bases-loaded double,
Mike Metzger followed with a two-run
triple and Kevin Hansen with a sacrifice
fly for the No. 19-ranked Toreros
(32-14, 10-2 WCC) .
This weekend, the Toreros host No.
13 Pepperdine (30-13, 10-2), which
hares first place in the wee with USD.
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USD
afte

orWCClead
eepingLMU

UNION-

J.lS12 wept a doubleheader
at Loyola Marymount yesterday on 5-1 and 12-1 scores,
moving the No. 19-ranked Toreros into a first-place tie with
Pepperdine in the West Coast
Conference.
Josh Romanski (7-1) did not
allow an earned run and struck
out five while going the distance in the first game. Brian
Matusz (8-2) allowed one run
and struck out eight over 6213
innings to complete the sweep
for the Toreros (31-14, 9-2) ,
who have won eight straight
conference games.
Jordan Abruzzo collected
five hits qn the day to become
USD's career leader in hits
(282). Kevin Reese held the record with 279.
USD completes the lMU series today and faces a first-place
showdown this coming weekend
when No. 13 Pepperdine visits.
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BASEBALL: Aztecs chug past Toreros
SDSU strings together 14 hits, beats USD for first time
since 2005
orts Editor
Posted: 4/19/07
of Cal-Stanford or Michigan-Ohio State, but players know that
It may lack the page
San Diego State-USO is not just another game.

-

Coming into Tuesday night's baseball game at Tony Gwynn Stadium, the No. 19 Toreros
had beaten SDSU seven consecutive times.
To call it a one-sided rivalry would be modest.
Only one player on the Aztecs' roster, senior pitcher Bruce Billings, had seen them top
USO, in 2005 .
So when SDSU finally found a way to beat its crosstown rivals, 6-4, postgame smiles
were a bit bigger than normal. The "SDSU Fight Song" was sung a bit louder. This win
meant something extra.
"It's nice getting the monkey off our back," head coach Tony Gwynn said. "I think we
needed to prove to ourselves that we could beat them. We were able to get some runs on
the board and we had some great at-bats . .. that's what you've got to have, and tonight we
were able to do that."
Added sophomore Nick Romero, who went 3-for-5 with an RBI: "It's definitely a good
win today. We came into the game knowing we were going to have to put up a lot of runs
to beat a pretty good team. If we execute and do things right like we did today, we know
we can beat anybody."
The Aztecs (23-17, 7-4 in Mountain West Conference play) had to rally back from an
early 3-0 deficit, doing so with a four-run fourth inning. Junior Brandon Glover started it
off with the first of three straight singles and was also the first SDSU hitter to touch home
plate. After five singles in the fourth, the Aztecs had a 4-3 lead against USO (29-14) they
would not relinquish.

1

ISO

SDSU struck again in the sixth with two more runs offTorero reliever Anthony Slama.
Junior Troy Hanzawa came home on a bases-loaded double play and Romero scored on a
Glover infield single.
"With guys in scoring position, you've got to be able to put the bat on the ball," Gwynn
said. "Tonight we were able to capitalize on that and put some runs on the board."
The Aztecs were also able to keep a potent USD offense from mounting much of a late
threat. Freshman spot-starter Nate Solow (3-1) got the win, pitching five innings and
giving up two earned runs.
"My arm felt great, but my mechanics felt a bit off," said Solow, who's still recovering
from Tommy John surgery he had two years ago. "I'm definitely not 100 percent yet, but
I'm pretty close."
Freshman Steve Strasburg earned his sixth save, posting a 1-2-3 final inning to nail down
the win.
SDSU will return to conference play this weekend with four games against last-place Air
Force (7-29, 0-10 in MWC). The Aztecs will play a doubleheader on Saturday to makeup
for a game postponed because of snow.

NEWS AND NOTES
•Sophomore Lance Sewell, usually a starter, pitched two shutout innings in relief,
allowing one hit.
© Copyright 2007 The Daily Aztec
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Down 3-0 early, Aztecs
efeat Toreros
rally
"It seemed like they had a
million two-out hits. And
two-ou ts hits are golden."

and emotion are est if these get-togeth ers
sential in
by the US and San Diego State baseball
teams are fo be considered a rivalry.
The series has been lopRICHHILL,
ided in recent years, with
Aztecs
USD baseball coach, about opponent SDSU, ,
USD winning seven straight
games (and nine of 10) be- which collected 14 hits total against the
Toreros yesterday
tween the teams going into
Toreros
last night's game · at Tony
Gwynn Stadium.
the bottom of the third inning seemed to
The game didn't lack for cool tensions, if not the Toreros.
The Aztecs rallied in the fourth inning,
emotion - although early on it was priRich
coach
up nine batters and pushing
USD
from
ending
marily derived
Hill's interaction with the umpires and across four runs for a 4-3 lead.
"We knew we were going to have to put
hout of discouragement from Aztecs
up runs against these guys and the three
fans.
Eventually the focu hifted to tho e run they scored, we knew that wasn't
actually on the field as SDSU came back going to be enough to hold us back," said
from a three-run deficit for a M victory SDSU third baseman Nick Romero, who
over the o. 19-ranked Toreros (29-14) in had three hits, including one that drove in
the third and final meeting between the Troy Hanzawa with · the go-ahead run.
"We executed when we needed to and got
teams thi season.
"For these guy ' p yche , I think it was it done."
Two runs the Aztecs scored in the
important to win," said SDSU coach Tony
sixth, driven in by Frank LoNigro and
Gwynn. "For me, not a big deal.
"I was already thinking about the week- Brandon Glover, proved to be the differend ( erie again t Mountain We t Con- ence.
SDSU closer Stephen Strasburg is only
ference foe Air Force), when we have to
a fre hman but already senses something
have 'em."
about playing the Toreros.
The Aztecs (23-17) collected 14 hits "It wasn't just the usual Tuesday
all single - and many of them came with
two outs and after falling behind 3-0 in the game," said Strasburg. 'There was definitely something else behind us."
third inning.
To that end, tra burg realized the im'1t seemed like they had a million twoout hits," aid Hill. "And two-outs hit are portance of getting the final three outs
against a USD team noted for its resilgolden."
Hill had conversations with all three ience. He retired the Toreros in quick
umpires. Twice. And all the discussions order, on a groundou t sandwiched bewere before the cond inning concluded. tween two strikeouts.
"I felt like I had my stuff and they were
Close play at fir t ba e brought Hill
.out of the dugout on two occasions . In going to have to beat me," aid Strasburg.
another instance, Hill raced from the third "I wasn't going to beat myself."
base coaching box to first base after
USD's Logan Gelbrich was picked off.
Kirk Kenney: (619) 293-1825;
Virtually all of the exchange s conclud- kirk.kenney@uniontri b.com
ed with an umpire giving Hill the "talk-toSUM MARY
the-hand" ge ture.
Plate umpire Jeff Patterson 's patience
USD4
6,
SDSU
wa exhau ted by the bottom of the sec- U5D
0012II0 100 ~4 9 1
k
tm GODt-614 2
SD5U
ond inning when he removed his ma
Pecina, Holzhauer (4), Slama (6), Griffin (7) and Gelbrich; Solow,
and told Hill: "Not another word ... I'm
Kaufman (6), Sewell (7), Strasburg (9) and Lonlgro: WP-Solow (3-1).
tired. That' it"
LP-Pecina (4-1). Sv-Strasburq (6). Team records: USO (25-14); SDSU
(23-17).
The sprinkler s that popp d up briefly in

6
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Singular
victory
for the
Aztecs
■

SDSU uses 14
one-base hits to
finally defeat USD
SIMON SAMANO
STAFF WRITER

SAN DIEGO - After futilely arguing with two u
pires on four separate oc
sions in the first thre
nings - all without
ejected from Tuesday
game - University o San
~ baseball coach R1cfi
Hillnad a legitimate reason
to feel disgruntled in the
fourth inning.
That's when San Diego
State's offense
exploded for
four runs on
six singles en
route to a 6-4
win over No.
18 USD at
Tony Gwynn
Stadium.
One could
conclude that Nick Romero
the Aztecs (2317) are singled
out after this
victory, as all
14 of their hits
6
were of the SDSU
one-base vari- USD
4
ety. But San
Diego State
coach Tony Gwynn isn't complaining.
"I'll take it," Gwynn said.
"To be honest, usually to get
that many hits, all of them
are going to have to com~ in
two or three games agamst
these guys. A lot of (our hits)
were like scrappy hits, and

ow that's kind of what
looking for."
Added Hill: "It seemed
e they had a million rn:o.out hits, too. And two-out hits
are golden."
With USD (29-14) leading
3-0 junior Garrett Green
spa,;.ked the Aztecs' fourth~inning onslaught by squaring
to bunt, then pulling back
and slapping one do~ ~he
line past the dr?'wn-1~ fI~st
baseman, scormg Jumor
Brandon Glover from second.
Cameron
Johnson's
groundout scored another
run and singles from Troy
Ha~zawa and Nick Romero
gave the Aztecs a 4-3 lead.
"They had that big inning " Hill said. "The laws
say that the team with t_h e
biggest inning usually wms
the game."
.
With San Diego State
leading 6-3 in the top of the
seventh, the Toreros failed to
maximize a golden opportunity. USD opened with runners on second and third after a single and double from
►

1

BASEBALL, C-6
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Aer, \'a,
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- ► BASEBALL
Continued from C-1

Kevin Hanse n and Ramon a
High alumnus James Meador,
respectively.
But San Diego State reliever Lance Sewell manag ed
to escape the inning almost
unscat hed, giving up only
one run (on a sacrifice fly) by
retirin g the next three batters.
"Sewe ll had some big
outs," Gwynn said. "He got us
out of that jam. They start out
second and third with no outs
and only score one run. That
was big."
victory
Aztecs '
The
snappe d a seven- game skid
against their cross-town rivals
dating back to 2005. It was
only the second win in San
Diego State's last 11 tries
against the Toreros.
"At some point," Gwynn
said, "you'v e got to say,
'We're going to get that monkey off and just go out and
compe te.' "

(
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~ s Logan Gelbrich (right), picked off first base, is tagged out by SDSU shortstop
Troy Hanzawa during a rundown in the second inning. Jim Baird/ Union-Tribune

.
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C taps Abruzzo

USD catc her Jord an Abruzzo has been
named the West Coast Conference co-baseball-player of the week after helping lead the
Toreros to a 3-1 record this past week.
Abruzzo wen t 10-for-16 (.625) with two
doubles, two home runs and six RBIs duringthe week as USD moved up to No. 18 in Colleto
giate Baseball's national poll and advanced
No. 19 in Baseball America.
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Big blast brings
sweeping fini
toUSDw
By Kirk Kenney, s TAf'f'

(

Black nylon netting ri
stories above
the right-field wall at USD's Cunnin gham Stadium, positioned to protect the facade of the Mancheste r dorms located just outside the ballpark.
Beyon d the first dorm is a second building,
one that has no netting. Maybe it should .
USD's Shane Buschi ni yesterd ay hit the longest home run in recent memor y, a toweri ng
drive that went over the first building, landed
on the roof of the second one and rattled
around before it came to rest perhap s 450 feet
from home plate.
Buschi ni's blast capped USD's 10-2 victory
over Portlan d and provid ed a fitting exclamation mark to a three-g ame sweep that lifted the
No. 21-ranked Torero s into second place in the
West Coast Confer ence.
The left-handed-hitting Buschini, who drove
in five runs in the game, got things started for
the Torero s (29-13, 7-2 WCC) with a two-run
homer in the first inning. That one was a mere
390 feet to right-center, a popup compa red with
the ball he launch ed in the eighth .
"I got all of it," Buschi ni said with a smile. "I
was lookin g for one pitch and he kind of left it
out over the plate."
Buschini, a senior from Northe rn California,
leads the Torero s with 10 homer s and is second
with 40 RBI. He is
tied for the team
IICC !tvrll11
lead with seven
j 11,s .a•stolen bases.
• L W L
The produc 21 11
tion is everyt hing
USD coach Rich
7 2 Z9 13
Hill has been ex6 3
11
pectin g from the
5 4
6-foot- 4,
225" 19
pound Busch ini,
5 4
who had an out3 6 19 19
standi ng sophoPartllllll
Z 7 14 20
more season two·
years ago but saw
511111 May's O 9 16 19
his
offens ive
numbe rs slip last
season .
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Busch ini may
have
suffer ed
from "junioritis,"
an affliction some
player s get when
they becom e eligible for the major league draft.
"Som etime s
guys in that draft
year come in with
a bunch of hype,"
said Hill. "It puts
pressu re on them. And pretty soon you look up
and your numbe rs aren't where they should be
and it starts a downw ard spiral.
"He came out this year with a renewe d energy. He was way more focused, and seeme d to
take the attitude that whatev er was going to
happen would happen. Obviously, that attitude
has paid off to this point"
Said Buschini: "I might have put a little bit
too much pressu re on myself. But that's in the
past and I'm lookin g forward to the future."
USD catche r Logan Gelbri ch also homer ed
agains t Portlan d (14-20, 2-7) and teamm ate Jordan Abruzz o went 5-for-5. Startin g pitche r Matt
Couch (6-2) allowed five hits and two runs over
six inning s to get the win. Reliever Anthon y
Slama pitched three hitless inning s and struck
out four for his first save.
USD plays cross-town rival San Diego State
tomorr ow night at 6 at Tony Gwynn Stadium.

-
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Buschlnl keys sweep

Seni or Shan e Buse ·
home red twice and dr• - -in five runs as the
sity of San Dieilo base
team comp letec i a three game swee p of visit ing
Portl and with a 10-2 victory in a West Coas t Conference game .
The two home runs
push ed Buschini's season to- .
tal to 10 and gave USD (2913, 7-2) its sixth straight victory over a conference foe.
Teammate Jorda n Abruzzo went 5-for-5 with an RBI
and three runs score d to
move into secon d place on
the school's caree r hits list
with 277. Abruzzo, a ~nio r,
is two hits shy of caree r
leade r Kevin Rees e. He's also•one RBI shy of USD career leade r Joe Lima.
Tore ros start er Matt
Couc h (6-2) allow ed two
runs and five hits in six innings again st Portl and (1420, 2-7) to earn the victory.~

Unibin

.

.
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USD's Brian Matusz is a
tough act to follow, but that's
what fellow sophomore lefthander Josh Romanski has
had to do for the better part of
two seasons.
Matusz, who leads the nation in strikeouts, pitches Fridays for USD. Romanski is
the Toreros' Saturday starter.
"You always want to be the
best on the field," said Romanski. "It's that way for any competitor.
"When he goes out and
strikes out 13 guys and gives
up one hit or two hits, it is
tough to follow."
Romanski finally realized
somethin g six weeks ago that
has made all the difference.
"Be me and don't try to top
that," he said. "I had to know
that I'm not a big strikeout
pitcher. When I go out on the
mound I have to know I can
hold a team to two hits. I just
figured out that's the pitcher I
am."
Just being himself has carried Romanski through an incredible stretch that continued yesterday with USD's 7-1
West Coast Conference victory over Portland at Cunningham Stadium.
Romanski (6-1) didn't allow
a Portland baserunn er until a
leadoff walk in the fifth. He
didn't allow a hit until the Pilots' Billy Krause singled to
lead off the sixth. USD (28-13,
6-2) had a 4-0 lead by then.
Portland (14-19, 2-6) finally
, pushed across a run in the
seventh. Romanski's line after
eight innings showed just two
hits allowed, the one run, two
walks and five strikeouts.
Romanski has made 12
starts this season. He was 1-1
with a 5.92 ERA in the first six.
He is 5-0 with a 0.94 ERA in
the past six. Trying to overpower opponents has been re- •
placed by simply being aggressive.
"Instead of just throwing

get-me-over pitches when I'm
behind in the count, I keep
attacking," said Romanski.
USD second baseman JuS:
tin Snyder has been similarly
aggressive at the plate. Snyder boosted his team-leading
batting average to .353 with
two hits and drove in three
runs.
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USD are too much for Portland
ByKlr

l!fil2 scored seven runs in the. first inningo'F'yesterday's West Coast Conference
game against Portland, pretty much eliminating any drama that was to develop.
For two reasons:
The Toreros offense never gives up.
USO pitcher Brian Matusz never gives in.
This much was evident in the aftermath
of USD's 15-1 victory over the Pilots at
Cunningham Stadium.
USO coach Rich Hill won't put up with a
letdown after a big inning.
"We call it a big-lead coma," said Hill.
"It's not going to happen to us. Middle-inning coma. No way. We have great leadership in the dugout that will never allow that
to happen."
USO (27-13, 5-2) scored in five of the
'!Ven innings that followed the first.
As for Matusz (7-2), the sophomore
standout looked rather average the first
three innings.
Matusz allowed two hits and an unearned run in the first against the Pilots

(14-18, 2-5), a hit in the second and a hit in
the third.
"It seems like their approach was get
that fastball early and take a hack," said
Matusz. 'That's what they were doing,
being aggressive hitters. So I mixed it up a
little more and that changed everything."
It certainly did.
Matusz did not allow a hit after the third,
retiring 16 straight hitters before coming
out after the eighth inning. Steve Wmnick
pitched a 1-2-3 ninth.
Matusz finished with 13 strikeouts one off the school record - for the third
time thi season, giving him 119 strikeouts
·
in 81 innings this season.
"He's very, very good, and we knew that
coming in," said Portland coach Chris
Sperry. "He's been very difficult for not just
us but everybody."
USO scored four runs in the first against
Portland starter Sean Sargent on doubles
by Shane Buschini and Josh Romanski and
a sacrifice bunt by Daniel Magness.
The last three runs of the inning were
the result of Pilot error. USD's Justin Sny-

der clrov a ball de p to right fi Id with two
outs and the bas load cl that Portland's
Danny M i r dropped, handing the Toreros three unearn cl runs and a 7-0 lead.
Jordan Abruzzo's two-run homer in the
eighth inning completed th scoring. It
also gave Abruzzo a team-high 47 RBI for ·
the season and 194 for his career. Abruzzo
need just three RBI l'o break Joe Lima'
school record.

•
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USO in rout

Brian Matusz rec
s
strikeo uts in eight ·
Die&o
San
of
sity
the Univer
baseba ll team hamm ered
visiting Portlan d 15-1 in the
West Coast Conference.
Jordan Abruzz o (three
RBIs) and Logan Gelbri ch
each homer ed for the
Toreros (27-13, 5-2). Portland
is 14-18, 2-5.

.
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shaky
slip away
UNION-TRI

The__l!fill baseball team had one of those
games1iiwnich just when things seemed well
in hand they got out of hand.
The Toreros let a four-run lead get away in
an 8-7 loss to UC Riverside yesterday at Cunningham Stadium.
No. 21-ranked USD (26-13) led 6-2 through
four innings. The Highlanders (21-12) rallied
against the Toreros bullpen, scoring three runs
off Anthony Slama and three off Rusty Holzhauer.
Sophomore right-hander Stephen Penney
(3-1), a USDHS graduate, picked up the victory
in relief for UCR Penney allowed one hit and
struck out three in 2 1/ 3 innings.
Designated hitter Jordan Abruzzo led USD
with two hits - including his seventh homer of
the season - and two RBI.
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College Top 25 Rankings: April 9
By Baseball America staff
April 9, 2007
DURHAM, N.C.--Claiming the No . 1 spot in the Baseball America
COLLEGE TOP 25
Top 25 rankings for the third time in the last four weeks, Vanderbilt
W-L
Rk. Team
Last
is fresh off a series victory over Southeastern Conference
Week
opponent Alabama . The Commodores lim· d the Crimson Tide
offense to just five runs over the weeke
1.
Vanderbilt
29-5
3- 1
UC Irvine makes a jump from No.
series against West Coast opp
off a sweep over California,
25.

2.

7 after taking its road
3.
tate Fullerton . Coming
ona also climbs up the Top 4.

With East Carolina , Kent
nd Southern California all dropping
out of the Top 25, San D,e,o worked its way back in . The Toreros
are now 26-12 overall and -3 in their last 10 games. No. 22
Mississippi State and No. 25 Missouri both enter the rankings for
the first time this season.

1

North Carolina

29-5

4-0

4

Florida State

31-4

2-2

2

South Carolina

26-7

3-1

5

5.

Virginia

29-7

2-2

3

6.

Texas

28-10

3-1

7

7.

Rice

26-10

4-0

8

8.

Oregon State

25-7

2-1

9

9.

Arkansas

25-10

3-2

6

10 .

Pepperdine

26-8

3-0

11

26-8

2-2

10

The staff of Baseball America determines the Top 25 rankings .
11 . Wichita State
Records indicated are through games of April 8 and do not include
12 . Arizona State
ties .

Copyright© 1999-2006 Baseball America Inc. This material may
not be published, broadcast, rewritten or redistributed . All rights
reserved .

Prev.

26-10

3-0

15

13 .

Arizona

28-6

3-0

17

14.

Clemson

23-9

5-0

18

15.

Oklahoma State 23-8

1-2

13

16.

Texas A&M

27-7

2- 1

16

17.

UC Irvine

23-8

2-1

23

18.

Cal State
Fullerton

19-12

1-2

12

1-2

14

19.

Coastal Carolina 28-5

20.

Mississippi

24-10

3-1

20

21.

San Diego

26-12

3-0

NR

22 .

Mississippi State 21-8

3-1

NR

23 .

Oklahoma

23-11

2-2

19

24.

Tulane

24-10

2-2

21

25 .

Missouri

24-9

2-1

NR

Dropped Out: East Carolina (22), Kentucky
(24 ), Southern California (25) .
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up

US
mpleted a three-game West
C~onfe rence sweep at Saint Mary's
with an 11-1 win over the Gaels.
Junior Matt Couch (~2) checked Saint
Mary's on six hits and struck out seven
over seven innings for the victory.
USD (2~ 12, 4-2 WCC) and Santa Clara
are tied for second place in conference, two
games behind first-place Pepperdine.
Kirk Kenney: (619) 293-1825;
kirk.kenney@uniontrib.com
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USD op omore left-hander

Josn'R'omanski was nearly unhittable, tossing a two-hitter in
the Toreros' 2-0 West Coast
Conference victory at Sain t
Mary's in Moraga.
Romanski (5-1) limited the
Gaels (16-14-1, 0-5 WCC) to singles in the third and eig hth
innings, walked one and struck
out nine for his first career
complete game.
USD's Justin Snyder we nt 4for-4 and teammate Shane Buschini hit his team-leading
eighth home run to lead the
Toreros (25-12, 3-2).
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Brian Matusz struck out 10
pitched a complete game as ..IJSP
(24-12, 2-2) scored a 4-2 baseball victory over Saint Mary's (16-13-1, 0-4) 4-2
to open a three-game wee series in
Moraga . . . Third base man Nick Romero went 4-for-4 as SDSU (20-14, 4-2)
beat visiting New Mexico (14-19, 3-4)
6-3 to open a three-game MWe series
. . . The visiting BYU softball team
(19-14, 2-0) scored four runs in the
eighth to beat SDSU (23-14, 0-2) 4-0 in
the first game of an MWe doubleheader, which BYU then swept 4-2.
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Escondido

•
Rivalry on
mon d:~ and
SDSU play at 6

p.m. at Tony
Gwynn Stadium;

goaztecs.com.
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Softball

27-19 ove r
SDS U lost at UNLV 3-1 to drop to
Ho st~ 1-21,
...
play
nce
in Mou ntai n Wes t Con fere
5-4 in 10 mnings.
5- was swe pt by Saint Mary's 5-0 and
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Aztecs continue softball mastery of USO

By Jon Gold

SPEC I A L TO THE UNION -TR I BUNE

Janae Portugal last started a
game at the SDSU Softball Stadium as a pitch er for Westview
High in last seaso n's CIF Division II championSDSU
ship game. Portugal tosse d seven
brilliant innin gs ()f
three-hit ball
USD
leading the Wo
ines to victo~
.
night, m
first start for San ~·
Portu gal again
on Montezurn
for-4 with thn
fourth caree r1
win over USD .
"I don't think it's the field at
all," Portu gal said with a laugh.
"I've played here plenty of
times, going back to the fall . I'm

10

7

"°°"

just slowly starting to get comfortable with everything ."
Comfort seemed to be the
last thing on Portu gal's mind she was espec ially aggressive
at the plate when called for,
twice hittin g singles with two
outs. Partnering Portu gal with
a pair of other freshmen - left
fielde r Britta ny Knud sen and
second baseman Lindsey Marquez - gives Aztec s head
oach Kathy Van Wyk a trio of
talented tikes.
'The fresh men were just unbelievable tonig ht," said Van
Wyk, whose team impro ved to
26-18. 'They stepped up - they
c;lidn't seem to let any kind of
press ure get to them. last time
we playe d USD (a 4-1 SDSU
win on March 7) , we had 15
runne rs left on base, and we
couldn't .get the key hits. To-

night , we cou ldn·t not get
them."
The cross-town rivalry that
really isn't (SDSU owns a 43-1
caree r record over the Toreros) saw USD get the big hits
early. T he Tore ros (20-18)
jumped to a 7-3 lead after four
in nings, laci ng the Aztecs' normally efficie nt pitcher, Christina Ross, with fo ur earne d ru ns.
Ross came out cold - well,
everybody did , as a biting chill
overtook the stadium - but
some of her struggles can be
attrib uted to a heavy burden.
Ross pitch ed 19 innin gs in
three days after No. 2 starte r
Melissa Owens went clown with
a high-ankle sprai n on Friday at
Colorado State. The increased
work load hamp ered Ross ,
whose ERA was 1.58 in 154 2/J
innin gs before · Owens' inju1y

and 4.87 in the 23 innings since
"Chri stina hasn't been hef'"_
self lately , and it's becau se
she's feelin g the press ure from
the fact that (Owe ns) is down ,"
Van Wyk said. "She' s it right
now for us and mayb e having'
Tamani Wells go out there and
have a good outing will take.
some of that pressure off her."
The Aztec bats took a littl~
more pressure off.
•
SDSU pounded 14 hits for 10,
runs behind Ross and Wells
who notch ed her first save.
"It was relieving to score a lot'
of runs,'' Knud sen said. 'W e
didn' t let 0ast weekend's)
losse s get to us. We kept fighting. For some reaso n, our team
is one of those that when we
get down , that's when we play
our best. We always seem to
come back. "
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~

s Danielle Treiber (5) is out at home, SDSU's Chri stina Ross
Jim Baird / Union-Tribune

TIOfto catcher Megan McDonald.
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Toreros men fall short
vs. Pepperdine in tenn·
UNION-TRIBUNE

A season of what-might-have-beens for USD's men's
tennis team concluded yesterday withfueToreros
mounting a threat against defending NCAA Division I
champion Pepperdine, only to have it tum into another
frustrating near-miss.
In the final of the West Coast Conference team championships at USD, the host school's Nos. 1 and 2 singles
players, Thomas Liversage and Chris Coetzee, both from
South Africa, held match points. They could not capitalize
on them, however, and Pepperdine won 4-0.
For the host team, the result was similar to what it had
experienced in two dual meets, when it was on the cusp
of victories over North Carolina and Stanford and lost
both. The match that was the measure of USD's trials
was Liversage's test at No. 1 singles against Andre
Begemann, the leading holdover from a Pepperdine team
that a year ago went 3&2.
Begemann, from Germany, had defeated Liversage
&3, &2 during a &1 Pepperdine victory on April 7 and he
assumed a 5-2 first-set advantage yesterday. The USD
junior rallied to win the set in a tiebreaker and in the
following set was within a point of victory with Begemann
serving at 4-5, 1540.
At that point, Begemann had just double faulted and
was playing in the cacophony created by some USD
students who were directing their hoots not at him but at
his teammate, Bassam Beidas, playing on an adjacent
court. In this atmosphere, Begemann delivered an ace,
then a service winner. Having escaped defeat, Begemann
went on to take a tiebreaker and keep his match alive.
On the next court, Beidas, a freshman from Cairo,
Egypt, was down two match points while serving at 4-5 in
the third set Like Begemann, Beidas held finn, coming
away with a 3-6,.&3, 7-5 victory over Coetzee that gave
Pepperdine a fourth point and victory.
The Liversage-Begemann match was suspended with
Begem~ leading &7 (1-7), 7-6 (74), 3-2 and Liversage's j
serve commg up.
-JERRY MAGEE
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Tennis
Host US
swept two
matche s ancT'is1o challen ge defending NCAA Division I champion Peppe rdine today at 2:30
p.m. in the final of the West
Coast Conference men's championships.
'The Torero s did not surrender a point yesterd ay. They
comple ted a 4-1 victory over
USF in a match interrup ted Friday by rain, then register ed a
4-0 victory over Santa Clara.
At Pepper dine in the WCC
women's championships, USO
topped USF 4-3 but then lost to
·Peppe rdine 4-1. USD's only
point against the Waves was
scored by Helene Lindstr and, a
6-3, 6-2 winner over Carolin e
Raba.
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Its tennis at USD
- -------round match between
USD and the University of San
Francisco in the West Coast Conference men's tennis championships was interrupted by rain at
USD yesterday with the teams tied
1-1. The match is to resume today,
starting at 9 a.m.
Two matches were completed
yesterday, No. 1 seed Pepperdine
defeating Gonzaga 4-0 and Saint
Mary's outplaying Portland 4-1. In a
second match that could not be
completed, Santa Clara led Loyola
Marymount 1-0.
Beca_u se of the rain, play is
scheduled today at San Diego State
as well as USO. At SDSU, Portland
plays Gonzaga at 9 a.m. and the
Santa Clara-Loyola Marymount loser opposes the USD-USF loser at
1:30 p.m. At USO, Pepperdine goes
against Saint Mary's at 1:30 p.m.
and the Santa Clara-Loyola
Marymount winner engages the
USD-USF winner, also at 1:30 p.m.
Finals are tomorrow at USO,
starting at 2:30 p.m.
- JERRY MAGEE
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Tennis delayed
■ Rain halted play .
of four first-round rwrr~~
the 2007 West C
ence Men's Te ................- pithirdonships at US .
seeded Toreros";.,ere tied 1-1
against sixth-seeded University of San Francisco before the
match was called for the day.
■ At the WCC Women's
Tennis Champio nship in
Malibu, USD led San Francisco 3-1 when play was
called for the day.
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-USDopens

Pepperdine, th
NCAA Division
champion, is
the West C
team champi
s beginning
today at .l.lSll. The host school
is the No3seed.
USO opposes San Francisco
today at 1:30 p.m. Coach Tom
Hagedorn said his squad likely
is going to have to win the
event to qualify for a fifth consecutive trip to the NCAA team
championships.
In other matches today, at 9
a.m. it's Pepperdine vs. Gonzaga and Portland vs. Saint
Mary's. At 1:30, No. 2 seed Santa
Clara
plays
Loyola
Marymount. There also are
matches tomorrow at 9 a.m.
and 1:30 p.m. The final is Sun-day at 2:30 p.m.

tennis finals
USD's•fifth-seeded women's
team is in the WCC championships at Pepperdine, beginning
with a match vs. USF today at
11 a.m.
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NOTE BOOK

players to represent Ireland in Fed Cup
~ an Ireland are preparing to gang up
on Mauritius in a Fed Cup match beginning
April 23 on Mauritius, an island nation off
the coast of Africa.
Of the four women chosen by Tennis
Ireland to represen t Ireland, two are former
USO players. They are Emma Murphy, currently assisting Sherri Stephens in coaching
the USO women's team, and Yvonne Doyle,
a 1997 graduate who has been playing professionally.
'1bey rang me up to see if I was available," Murphy said of Tennis Ireland. She
did not have to mull it over.
"It's supposed to be gorgeous there,'· Murphy said. "If we don't win, at least we will
· ·e had a nice vacation."
J1ybody who has observed Murphy on
a tennis court, "running around like a crazy
woman," as she has said, knows she has no
way to play other than to win. Her island idyll
concluding, Murphy is to move on to Mexico
to compete in a series of satellite events.
. It's a return trip for Murphy. On her first
excursion to Mexico, the woman from
County Cork subsisted wholly on quesaclilIas. Does she like quesadillas?
"I did," she said.

-~

- - - ~.........
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Toreros
complete
hoops staff
N ORTH C OUNTY T IMES

University of San Die~
men's basketball coach B
Grier, who was named the
Toreros' head coach on
March 26, has completed his
coaching staff. Joining Grier
at USD will be Bill Carr, Walter Roese and Kyle
Bankhead.
Carr is associate head
coach, while Roese and
Bankhead are assistant
coaches.
Carr comes to USD from
UC San Diego where he was
the head coach the past
three seasons, compiling a
38-45 record. Roese comes to
USO from Brigham Young
where he was an assistant
coach the past two seasons.
Bankhead, who played under Grier at Gonzaga, is beginning his first full-time position as an assistant.
#1'

(
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G

•uso
USD men's head basketball
co'acn7lill Grier has announced
the hiring of three .as i tant coaches: former UCSD head coach Bill
Carr as associate head coach, Walter Roese (an assistant with BYU
the past two seasons) and Kyle
Bankhead, a former player at Gonzaga under Grier who has been an
administrative assistant with Gonzaga the past two seasons.
~
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Tritons
to lose
two hoop
coaches
By Hank Wesch
STAFF WRITER

The task of filling openings
in the head coaching positions
for both the women's and
men's basketball programs
looms for UCSD.
Janell Jones, who led the Tritons women to the NCM Division II tournament the last
season , will be announc
news conference toda
new head coach at
Mercer Universit
Ga.
Tritons
Carr is soon
assistant's
on the staff
of new USD head coach Bill
Grier.
In two years at UCSD, Jones
compiled a 50-10 record, setting single-season records for
wins each year. Her 2005-06
team was 23-5, earning a berth
in the NCM Division II West
Regional quarterfinals.
The 2006-07 group went a
step further, posting a 27-5
mark and advancing through
the r:egionals staged at UCSD
to the Elite Eight at Kearney,
Neb., before a semifinal loss to
Southern Connecticut ended
the season on March 22.
"I have loved my time at
UCSD and will really miss the
student athletes there," Jones
said last night from Georgia.
"Going from a Division TI to a
Division I program was part of
the reason, but a big part was
that (Mercer) President (William D.) Underwood has a real
vision for what the program can
become."
The Bears finished 5-25 overall and 4-14 in the Atlantic Sun
Conference, last in the 10-team
league, last season under interim coach Sybil Blalock. Blalock, an associate athletic direc-

Janell
Jones
tor and senior administrator at
the school, took over in August
2006 when Brenda Welch-Nich-ols left to become head coach at
San1 Houston State.
Jones accepted the position
Wednesday and told her UCSD.
tam Friday.
"TI1 y have a lot of talented
players returning and they will
continue to be successful,"
Jones said.
Carr becoming an assistant
at USD will mark a return to the
West Coast Conference, where
he was a player and an assistant
coach.
Carr played two years
(1985-87) at the University of
San Francisco for former USD
coach Jim Brovelli. The first
was the "Back fo Basketball"
group that marked the restart
of the program after a threeyear, school-instituted hiatus as
the result of an NCM infractions scandal.
Carr earned a degree in accounting and went on to spend
nine years as an assistant at
USF. Before coming to UCSD,
he had served two seasons as
the associate head coach at
Long Beach State and three as
the head coach at Spring Hill
College in Mobile, Ala.
1n three seasons at UCSD
Carr compiled a 38-45 record'.
The 15-14 mark of 2005-06 was
the first winning season since
the Tritons moved to NCM
Division II in 2000-01. The Tritons were 12-15 overall and
10-12 in the California Collegiate Athletic Association last
season.
UCSD AD Earl W. Edwards
will formulate and chair a
search committee and begin
the process of finding successors this week. Information on
the job openings is expected to
be posted on the school Web
site today.
Hank Wesch: (619) 293-1853;
hank.wesch@uniontrib.com
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Staff writer Nicole Var,as
contributed to this reoort.
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TOREROS COUP: While vacationing in San
Diego from Spokane, Wash., I read an
article in the Union-Tribune regarding the
firing of Brad Holland and the hiring of Bill
Grier from Gonzaga. While the Toreros
have lost a good, respectable man, they
have also gained one.
Spokane is a small town and I have had
'1-le opportunity to get to know Grier and his
wife, Nicole. It's apparent that Holland and
Grier hold many of the same characteristics
and values. San Diego will be lucky to have
Grier as its head coach and should welcome
him with open arms. His mission as it was at
Gonz aga- build a respectable, winning
program that graduates excellent student
athletes.
Can you blame Athletic Director Ky:
Snyder for wanting to improve? Sny;
my opinion, pulled off a major co
Grier. San Diego just hired
person, coach and winner.
Gonzaga's head coach
happy for Bill. My on
d Bill knows
compete in the same
how to win.".,San ~ • you are in for a
you and the Griers.
great run. Good

Iu

ERIC TIJCKER, Spokane, Wash.

(
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Riordan's best: Hard work makes difference
Matt Elliser, The Examiner
Apr 6, 2007 3 :00 AM (6 days ago)
Current rank : # 4,114 of 25,022

SAN FRANCISCO - Rob Jones paused for a moment and laughed before offering
a telling response to an unexpected question.
The Riordan senior forward mentioned Kevin Durant as his favorite college
basketball player and was asked how he'd handle the Texas phenom if asked to
guard him.

(Examiner file photo)
Riordan senior Rob Jones, who
averaged a double-double (t 6 .6
points and 11 .6 rebounds per
game) is The Examiner's Player
of the Year for the second
straight season. He will be
heading to San Diego for his
college career.

"Durant? I'm not sure," Jones said . "I guess I 'd just try to work harder than
him ."
It's a plan that has worked pretty well for Jones throughout his prolific prep
career.

The 6-foot-5, 240-pound forward was always double- and often triple-teamed
this season, but still averaged 16.6 points and 11.6 rebounds per game in
leading Riordan to 28 wins and a share of the West Catholic Athletic League
regular-season boys ' basketball championship . Jones, who also anchored a
Crusaders defense that set the school record for fewest points allowed per game (43.2), is The Examiner's
Player of the Year for the second straight season.
"I knew he was a special player the minute I saw him as a freshman, " Riordan coach Rich Forslund said.
"He's dominant in the paint; an incredible rebounder with great hands . And he's won at every level he's
played at."
St. Ignatius coach Tim Reardon almost had the pleasure of coaching Jones, who didn 't decide between
enrolling at SI or Riordan until the summer before his freshman year. And ever since then, Reardon has
been trying to figure out a way to slow down a player who has consistently improved through hard work.
Jones finished his career fifth on the Crusaders' all-time scoring list (1,318) and second in rebounds
(1,157) to become just the third player in school history to reach more than 1,000 in both categories .
"When you 're preparing to play [Riordan], it seems like you hear Rob 's name more than your own players,"
Reardon said . "He's not that tall, but he makes up for it in guts and leaping ability. He's fierce and has
great timing."
Jones used his unique skill set to put together some monster games this season, starting with a 31-point,
13-rebound performance against San Ramon Valley in the Crusader Classic and continuing with nine
double-doubles in 14 conference games. He played mostly on the blocks at Riordan, but has been working
hard to improve his perimeter game to get ready for college.
"[Playing down low] was a little tough when I knew next year I 'd be playing more outside," Jones said . " But
something I 've always been is team-first."
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College is the next step for Jones, who committed to play at the University of San Diego last summer but is
currently re-evaluating his decision after Toreros coach Brad Holland was fired
end of the season .
Forslund feels confident Jones will continue to improve no matter where he go
"He's very coachable and has a great work ethic," Forslund said . "I have no doubt h
better and better."

PLAYER OF THE YEAR: ROB JONES
» STATISTICS: 16.6 points per game, 11.6 rebounds per game
» FAVORITE SUBJECT: Math
» CAREER AMBITION: "Something where I'm involved with sports."
» WHAT PEOPLE DON'T KNOW: Quiet outside the gym . "On the court, I'm a different person."

» SEASON HIGHLIGHT: Dedicating the championship game of the Crusader Classic to Aunt Susanne
Hauciano, who had passed away earlier in the week, and then scoring 31 points and grabbing 13 rebounds
in a 59-46 win over San Ramon Valley.
» FAVORITE ATHLETES: LeBron James, Kevin Durant
» GO-TO MOVE: Hook shot

THE OTHER FIRST-TEAMERS
RONNEY FREEMAN
» STATISTICS: 14 points, 6 rebounds, 4 assists per game
» FAVORITE SUBJECT: Physics

» FAVORITE ATHLETE: Allen Iverson
» WHAT PEOPLE DON'T KNOW: "Off the court, I'm a jokester."

Ronney Freeman and twin brother Rodney were in the middle of everything for Wallenberg this season,
leading the team to a school-record 22 wins and a berth in the section semifinals . In perhaps the Bulldogs'
most impressive victory, Ronney scored 16 of the team's 19 second-half points in a 51-50 win over Lowell,
including a three-po int play with 2.4 seconds remaining that provided the winning margin. Never afraid to
go to the basket, the Freemans depended on their finishing ability and fitness level to outlast opponents
late.
"[Ronney) can drive, pass, shoot and play great defense," Rodney Freeman said . "And we kind of have that
twin thing going on out there too ."

TRAVIS HOM
» STATISTICS: 15 ppg, 5 rpg, 5 apg
» FAVORITE SUBJECT: English

» FAVORITE PLAYER: Kobe Bryant
» SEASON HIGHLIGHT: Winning the San Francisco Section title

Hom flawlessly handled new and increased responsibilities this season at Lowell, leading the Cardinals to a
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second consecutive section title. The junior moved to point guard and became the team's leader, delighting
in setting up teammates such as Arthur Jones and Jordan Wong just as much as scoring himself. In
Lowell's tense 41-39 win over Wallenberg in the section semifinals, Hom scored the Cardinals' first 11
points of the second half to keep it close and then found Wong for the game-winning 3-pointer. And he did
it all with a rare humility .
"When it was time to talk about the all-league team, Travis wanted all the attention to go to Jordan and
Arthur," coach Robert Ray said. "He's exactly the kind of kid that deserves to be celebrated."

DOMINIC STEWART
» STATISTICS: 23 ppg, 8 rpg
» FAVORITE SUBJECT: Spanish
» SEASON HIGHLIGHT: Scoring 47 points in a 94-76 win over Mission
» FAVORITE ATHLETE: Kevin Durant

Nobody played harder this season than Stewart, a San Francisco native who transferred back up to The
City after two years at Sequoia in Redwood City and hit the ground running.
"I used to like to slow the tempo down and let the game come to me," he said. "But up here, I couldn't
wait. I had to jump on it right away."
The 6-foot- 3, 210-pound Stewart often relied on his superior physical and athletic skills to overwhelm
opponents in transition and down low, but also showed a nice midrange game and the ability to hit
3-pointers. He combined with twin brother Marseilles to average more than 43 points and 23 rebounds a
game, and the two will continue playing together next year at West Valley College in Saratoga .

PAUL TOBON!
» STATISTICS: 12.6 ppg, 5.4 apg

» FAVORITE SUBJECT: Math
» WHAT PEOPLE DON'T KNOW: Also plays football and baseball for SI

» FAVORITE PLAYER: John Stockton
» SEASON HIGHLIGHT: Winning the CCS D-III title

Whether it was a drive, deep jumper or defensive play, Toboni always seemed to be at his best in the
biggest moments for St. Ignatius.
A prime example came in the CCS final, when the point guard scored 23 points to help the Wildcats erase a
14-0 deficit and beat Riordan 51-48. Toboni's skills - along with his stellar 3.9 GPA - has him already
earning looks from Ivy and Patriot League schools, where he could play multiple sports. The junior will
likely be Si's starting quarterback in the fall and is a highly rated middle infielder for the baseball team.
"He's a quiet leader with the confidence to want the ball in his hands in big situations," coach Tim Reardon
said.

COACH OF THE YEAR: TIM REARDON
» YEARS: Four
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» CAREER RECORD: 76-45
» EDUCATION: Notre Dame

» PROFESSION: English teacher
» FAMILY: Married, wife Gina, daughters Kate, 10, Claire, 8, and Lizzy, 6

» MOST MEMORABLE MOMENT: Winning the CCS Division III title

» BIGGEST CHALLENGE: Following in the footsteps of two SI coaching legends (Bob Drucker and Don
Lippi)
» BASKETBALL PHILOSOPHY: Uses a form of the Princeton offense. "It's kind of a boring style for some
people, but to me it's fascinating."

Reardon blended a soothing, cerebral style with just enough fire this season to coax St. Ignatius to some
of the most satisfying victories in his four years at the helm. And the Wildcats did it without depending on
one star to carry them, instead relying on great chemistry and a team-first concept that counted on
everyone to contribute.
"This was an unbelievably tight group - you look around school now and still see them hanging out
together," Reardon said . "Just the luck of the draw, I guess."
St. Ignatius began the season by winning 13 of its first 14 games and really started opening eyes with an
emphatic 60-37 win over St. Mary's of Stockton in the championship game of the Leo LaRocca Sand Dune
Classic. But the biggest triumph undoubtedly came in the CCS Division III final, when the Wildcats
overcame a 14-0 deficit to beat Riordan 51-48 and avenge three losses to the Crusaders during the
season.
"That actually had nothing to do with coaching," Reardon said. 'The guys never panicked . It's something
that came from inside them."
That kind of modesty has served Reardon well at SI, where he has leaned on legendary predecessors Bob
Drucker and Don Lippi for advice. It's also endeared him to his players.
"He's an awesome coach to play for, a hilarious guy," guard Paul Toboni said. "He does a great job keeping
it light but also making sure we're working hard and ready to go."
melliser@examiner.com
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FIELDING 'EM

Tums out
•
zings on
Zags not
deserved
I have never been good at
math.
My wife shakes her head
when I ask her how come my
checkbook doesn't balance.
When I was born, the
mathematics gene somehow
disappeared.
I figured I could keep my
deficiency a secret, but not
after my
column
Tuesday
that discredited
the Gonzaga University basketball team's
academic
standing.
I re-.
ceived
more th
40 e-mails from people ac
ing me of being unfair
not giving the total pi
They are co~t.
During a press· co
to announce the · ·
. Univi5tity ~
si~gp
baslcetb coa
ner, a former Gonzaga assistant, I
asked him about the school's
22-percent graduation rate.
· He told me the method
was flawed and frankly, after
looking at the study by
Richard Lapchick of the University of Central Florida's Institute for Diversity and
Ethics in Sports, I didn't believe him.
Lapchick's numbers were
accurate, but they are not
current. His study did not include a player who began college after 1999.

It was pointed out to me
that the NCAA now uses a
formula called the Academic
Progress Rate (APR) to track
its athletes rather than the
six-year graduation calculation. That formula empha- ~
sizes a student-athlete's
progress toward graduation ·
rathey than graduation itself.
"Graduation rates are a
thing of the past," USD Executive Athletic Director Ky
Snyder said. "They did not ac•
complish what was hoped for. '
The APR has some teeth in I

it."

I

The teeth come in forms of '
►
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Because the first study
took in two years, the most
points USD could acquire
Continued from C-3
were 104. But even then, I
couldn't figure out how
sanctions like reduced scholUSD arrived at a 959 score
arships if a school's athletes
because there are other
fail to make progress toward
variables added to the
a degree.
equation , like a one-time
Here's how it works: A
bonus point when an athplayer is awarded two points
lete graduate s.
per semester, one for meeting
Llke I said, math is not my
academic eligibility stanstrong suit, but I will believe
dards and a second point for
these NCAA figures.
remaining in school.
But it is pretty clear to me
A team's APR is the total
that Gonzaga and most of the
points earned by the team at
schools in the West Coast
a given time divided by the
Conference are stressing acatotal·points possible.
demics.
For example, USD has 13
USD's score ranks fifth
players on basketba ll scholarwithin the conference while
ships this year. Each can earn
Gonzaga's score was second
a maximum of four points a
behind Loyola-Marymount's
year for a team total of 52.
990.
If the team earns 49
The University of San
points, that's 94.2 percent or a
Francisco was last with a
score of 942.
score of 880, which should
The NCAA has released in- send up red flags for the
formation on a two-year study . Dons.
for the 2004-2005 academic
That's because the NCAA
years. The 2006 results will be
can start taking scholarships
released soon.
from teams with a score of
In the study posted on the
925 or below.
NCAA website, Gonzaga's
In case you were wonderbasketba ll team has a score
ing, San Diego State's basketof 980. USD's score is 959.
ball team had a score of 936.

SCHOLFIELD

Four other teams in the
Mountain West Conference
had scores below 900.
What does this all.prove?
For one, Gonzaga's academic
performa nce is significantly
better than previous studies
have indicated.
_Secondly, I didn't do the
proper research to fully state
my case to the readers, and
for that I apologize.
Nothing is more importan t
to me than the trust of the
readers, many of you who
have read this column for
more than 39 years.
Thirdly, maybe all is not
lost at USD. I'm still miffed
that Snyder fired Brad HolJand. But I have to give Grier
his due. Maybe he can tum
the Toreros into the best midmajor basketba ll power in
the nation while maintaining
the school's high academic
reputatio n.
After all, he helped do it at
Gonzaga. Hopefully, he can
do it here, too.
Steve Scholfield is senior sports
columnist for the North County
Times. He can be reached at (760)
740-3509 or stevescho@cox.net.
Comment at sports.nctimes.com.
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NO SDS U-U SD M
romoting Mike
Ont fallout of San Di
women's team is that
Friesen to head coa
tht annual SDSU-US game is no more, at least
not next season and probably not in 2008. While
crossinterim coach, Friesen canceled the annual
was
town rivalry in 2007, saying: "I didn't think it
al
sever
ule
sched
s
team
ge
Colle
a great idea."
years in advance, and currently there is no date
ule is
for a 2008 game, either. "Our (2008) sched
ing like
actually pretty full," Friesen said, not sound
a guy who is eager to play the Toreros any time
-a
soon. The big losers, of course, are the fans
unity
comm
r
socce
red
fractu
a
nize
galva
chance to
e
that too often ignores the sport at the colleg
d
level. In the years the match has been playe
al
at USO's Torero Stadium, it has drawn sever
re. The
thousand people with an electric atmosphe
n
men's teams aren't scheduled to play next seaso
since
year
first
the
it
make
would
which
as well,
not
the inception of women's soccer that we have
. ~
game
-USD
SDSU
n's
wome
or
men's
had either a
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SPIR
S

For
Kyson
Hawkin~,
his
. . .
lnJUrleS
were one
more
athletic
challenge

urgery is nothing new for Kyso
Hawkins, who has undergon
operation in the past 27 mon
a linebacker for the University of an
DiegoTorerosfootball team.
'
Hawkins, who just finished his senior season,
tore hisACL (anteriorcruciate ligament) , dislocated his shoulder and, most recently, fractured
his wrist. He said his knee (ACL) injury was the
wor t.
But it helped that a fellow de£ n ive teammate,
Chase McBride, who had torn his ACLa month
earlier, was in the training room with him.
"It was beneficial to have omeone there with
me, especially for'more of a seriou injury,"
Hawkins said.
Both players worked with Carolyn Greer, associate director of athletics for sports medicine,
in the USD athletic training facilities.
'They kept each other motivated and would
compete just like they do on the field," Greer said.
But it was a long and winding road to recovery, and Hawkins was on crutches for six weeks
because he had injured both his meniscus cartilage in his knee and his ACL. This made it hard
to pivot because of the limited motion of the
knee joint.

UNFAIR TEAR: Hawkins tore his ACL in
a noncontact injury during a game. Often, football players will plant their feet
and twist their knee in the wrong way,
simi lar to what soccer players do.
KEY GOALS: Greer advises setting

long-term goals and keeping them in

"I couldn't really run with a torn ACL, but I
could play with a fractured wrist," he said.
Knowing that his teammates depended on
him was Hawkin ' inspiration for getting out of
rehab.

Greer said the two would work on flexing the
quadriceps to aid in mu de fiber recruitment
and to increase strength.
Some of the stretches that worked for
Hawkins involved patella mobility and flexibility
of the han1strings. Greer would work on the
entire lower extremity of Hawkins' leg, including the foot and ankle. Motion integrated all the
joints together, Greer said. The knee is able to
recover over time and through strength training. As time progressed, Hawkins worked with a
weight coach doing squats and would gradually
add more weight until he could return to his
regular schedule, which involves practicing four
days a week and lifting three days a week.
As a commemoration of his hard work,
Hawkins got a T-shirt from the athletic training
department. On the front it says "ACL-Another Challenge in Life" and on the back it has
a diagram of the leg and says "Been there, tore
that."

focus. It's also important to have realistic
short-term goals, because you have to
feel positive about your rehab throughout the whole process, she said.
EATING APPROACH: Hawkins said he
had to keep 'an eye on his high-calorie,
high-carbohydrate diet because he was

-ALEX JONES

not exercising as much when he was in
rehab. Greer said she tells her student
athletes to eat lean meats, as well as lots
of fruits and vegetables. If you're trying
to make a food choice, pick food closest
to its original form, she said. She suggested avoiding fried food and trying
grilled or steamed items.
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EXERCISE YOUR OPTIONS

Carolyn Greer worked with

yso linebacker Kyson Hawkins' injured knee. Earnie Grafton/ Union-Tribune
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Stay the course
That's the advice USD's
Spring football opens Tu
·
the Univer i of

ragher would offer SDSU's Chuck Long.

at San Diego State under second-year coach Chuck Long. Meanwhile,
1s halfway through its spring drills under new coach Ron Caragher.

What do they have to do with each other? Not much. But Caragher said something about his past
four years as an assistant helping Kentucky coach Rich Brooks turn around a losing program that
made me think about Long and the Aztecs.
"If you believe in a system, you have to stay the course," Caragher said. "The wins weren't coming at

Kentucky and people were upset. But we had assessed the situation, and we were down 20-some
scholarships from being on probation. We said, let's be realistic about this. We'll bring it back in
time, but it's not going to happen overnight."
Well, this time a year ago, Kentucky fans were calling for Brooks' head after a three-year record of 925, including 2-9 in 2004 and 3-8 in 2005. But Kentucky's administration -- in a rare show of
patience in college athletics these days -- stuck with Brooks for a fourth season.
The Wildcats responded with an 8-5 record and a win over Clemson in the Music City Bowl. The
eight wins were the most in 22 years and the bowl win was the first in the same time frame.
Long's mantra is the Aztecs will win once the system he and the staff have installed takes hold with
the players.
Six wins and a Poinsettia Bowl game against Navy won't come easily with the schedule the Aztecs
face. But I expect the players to respond better after a year of transition to Long, and if Kevin
O'Connell stays healthy, I like a team with a fifth-year quarterback.
-- TOM SHANAHAN
Close Window
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Snyder to speak

ath. Ky Snyder, execu tive direct
letics at the University of San Diego will
be the keyno te speak at Escon aido
High's Cougar Athle tic Club break fast at
8:30 a.m. on Satur day at Cocina Del Charro.
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UCSD wins Cal Cup at Crew Classic

,,---

BY PAUL DOUGLAS I VIUAGE NEWS

The varsity men's crew from University of California, San Diego
(UCSD) rallied from third place in
the last 1,000 meters of the 2,000meter grand finals of the Cal Cup
race to edge out UCLA by 2 feet 0.42 seconds - and make a big
splash at the 34th annual Crew
Classic on Mission Bay Sunday,
Aprill.
"We were seven seats back at the
halfway point, but our plan was to
make our move in the third quarter
of the race," first-year UCSD men's
head coach Zach Johnson said. "It's
our first win. It was a great effortthis means a lot to UCSD."
The victory was shared by all San
Diego universities - all of the
were at the finish line cheert
cl top local team to victory.
iu
Butitwasaroughday,according
to Johnson. With just three minutes before time to launch the
men's boat, it was discovered that
ladies crew had rowed a boat b
to the boathouse on El C
Point - and taken the \I
crew's oars by mistake.
"The only (oars) left wer
loose - an outdated desi
son said. "So I asked lJSll coach
Brooks Dagman, and he let us borrow their oars."
The USD brothers-in-oars share
boathouse space with UCSD.
"! only had 30 seconds for my
pep-talk," Johnson added. "I just
said they had to trust each other.

We were seven
seats back at the
halfway point

___,,
ZACH JOHNSON
UCSDCOACH

The UCSD men's team celebrates its Cal Cup victory in the April 1 Crew Classic
VILLAGE NEWS/PAUL DOUGLAS
on Mission Bay.

They had done all the work, now
they just had to go out and get it
done."
h Johnson crewed at both
d USD before serving two
assistant coach for UCSD
en assuming the head coach
ast fall.
It all added up to a great celebra· on by the men and women of the
local crew community, who hadn't
seen a local team win a major vietory since the SDSU women won
the Women's Cal Cup race in 2005.
The award is formally known as
the American Specialty Health Cup
(ASH). The champion UCSD crew
included Joe Gram, Derek Huffman, Brenden Carriker, Tyler
Sutheily, Shawn Hay, Gilbert
Collins, Darren Von Platten, Ryan

Andre and Michael Zurke.
Four of the crew and the
coxswain are seniors. The Cal Cup
trophy was presented by ASH president George DeVries, whose rowing days were at UCSD.
UCSD won its qualifying heat Saturday morning, but the team's time
was behind UCIA's finish by a second.
The other highlight of the competition Saturday was the men's masters victory from the San Diego
Rowing Club (SDRC). The average
age of all the masters crews in the
race was over 70.
The champion SDRC crew
included Kelsey McWtlliams, Dodd
Wragg, Mike Welch, Kent Casady,
Scott Kemper, Ron Iverson, Greg
Underwood, Wtl Reimann and
team captain Alfred Czemer.
The premiere women's Jessop
Whittier Cup race was won by USC.
The men's Copley Cup was won by
Stanford. Both races saw Cal
Berkeley come in second, edged
out of a top trophy for the first time

since 1999.
The Crew Classic is the largest
regatta of eight-person teams to
gather anywhere in the world. It
featured 39 universities and included a total of 100 club and college
teams, with more than 3,400 athletes from across the country and
one team from the United Kingdom, all competing in 90 races over
two days.
A r ace includes more than 220
strokes by eight synchronized rowers to propel the 62-foot shells over
the 2,000-meter course (1.24 miles)
in six to seven all-out minutes of
muscle-powered amateur competition.
Local participants in the Crew
Classic included teams from UCSD,
SDSU, USD, the ZLAC women's
club and the SDRC. All of them
make their homes on Mission Bay.
Both clubs offer outstanding
juniors summer camp programs in
June, July and August. SDRC is coed, while ZLAC features introductory camps for high school-age girls.
For SDRC information, visit
www.SDRC-row.org.
The historic all-women's ZLAC
club on PB Drive bas information
available at www.ZLAC.com.
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Dianellell

USD crew to the rescue
at Cal Cup grand final
"Friends, colleagues, fellow
crewmen,
please lend us
your oars ...."
That's not the
usual message
one hears at
the Crew Classic on Mission
Bay.
But the UCSO Tritons found
they needed one more pair of
oars to compete in Sunday's Cal
Cup grand final. They had
loaned what they thought was
an extra set to their women's
team. When it was time to com-

-0

w

pete, the women rowers
too far away. So the.llSI! 1 oreros, beaten the day Eerore,
came to UCSO's rescue, enabling the Tritons to row to
their first Cal Cup victory.
In gratitude, UCSO Chancellor Marye Anne Fox quickly
sent over a personalized UCSO
Triton crew jersey to USO President Mary Lyons.
That put a slightly different
twist on the tradition oflosing
teams at crew events stripping
off their jerseys and presenting
SEE

Diane Bell, B3

► DIANE

BELL
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Lorenzo Lamas,
Barbara Niven at
Miramar event
them to the winners.
"We've always valued our
collegial relationship with President Lyons and the USO community," said Fox, ".but this is
what I would call real teamwork."
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